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My dissertation tracks the international formation of critical “author positions”

during key moments of the Cold War. Specifically, I investigate historical novels about

Caribbean slave uprisings, written in East Germany by Anna Seghers and Cuba by Alejo

Carpentier, both of which appeared in 1962 and explore an author position as the

revolutionary teller of history. Later, first-person accounts of Nicaragua after the

Sandinista triumph, written both by West Germans and by Nicaraguans, advanced

notions of what a critical author’s social role as the eyewitness of history should be. In

order to explore how these texts enact various responses to the same world-historical

moment, I use Walter Benjamin’s theories of historical materialist practice and the

author’s historical position, as laid out in the “Theses on the Philosophy of History”

(1940) and “The Author as Producer” (1937). This framework allows me to characterize

how these works execute historical interventions by weighing in on what the social

position of an author is or should be. Through these case studies I examine the possibility

of reconceptualizing, or re-historicizing, literary history. First, I argue for the possibility

of reading literary works from different national literatures as coeval responses to a

world-historical context, not merely in terms of national histories or national parameters.
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Second, I call for a historical understanding of literary production that operates not only

by identifying a work with a particular period or nation, but rather views it in terms of its

function within the historical context of the social relations of literary production, what

Benjamin called the literary “apparatus.” Thus the dissertation situates these works as

participating within an international literary sphere, not just a “European” or “Latin

American” one. I read these texts—  written about the same issues, at the same historical

moment, and employing similar narrative strategies— together, thereby gaining insight

into the contours of authorial position in the second half of the twentieth century.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: In Search of Author Position as a Category

This dissertation tracks the international formation of critical “author positions”

by leftist writers during key moments of the Cold War. Specifically, I investigate

historical novels written in East Germany and Cuba during the 1950s and 1960s, and

first-person accounts by West Germans and Nicaraguans of the early 1980s in order to

explore how these texts enact various responses to the same world-historical moment. I

turn to Walter Benjamin’s descriptions of historical-materialist practice and the author’s

historical position in his essays “Theses on the Philosophy of History” (1940) and “The

Author as Producer” (1937) in order to characterize the way these works execute

historical interventions by weighing in on what the social position of an author is or

should be. Thus Anna Seghers and Alejo Carpentier, both official representatives of

revolutionary states, explore an author position of history teller in their historical-fictional

works about eighteenth-century slave uprisings in the Caribbean, Karibische Geschichten

(1962) and El siglo de las luces (1962). In both texts, Seghers and Carpentier perform

and thematize a critical, historical-materialist practice that resists the static historicism of

official narratives offered by their respective “revolutionary” states. In a later moment,

German and Latin American authors again advanced notions of what a critical author’s

social role should be, this time in eyewitness accounts written by West Germans and

Nicaraguans immediately after the Sandinista triumph in Nicaragua in 1979. These

authors (and, in some cases, editor/collectors of testimonios) perform a position of

authentic witness to history. In these works, authors seek to practice social critique— and
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thereby effect social change— by using formal techniques that respond to the author’s

implication within modes of production.

These sets of German and Latin American works are not singular examples of

authors’ responses to Cold War concerns, but function as case studies through which I

examine the possibility of reconceptualizing, or re-historicizing, literary history. First of

all, I argue for the possibility of reading literary works from different national literatures

as coeval responses to a world-historical context, not merely in terms of national histories

or even hemispheric parameters.1 Second, I call for a historical understanding of literary

production that would not solely describe a works’ history by identifying it with a

particular period or nation, but would view it historically in terms of its function within

the context of the social relations of literary production, what Benjamin called the literary

“apparatus” (“Author as Producer” 263). My purpose in a simultaneous reading of

European and Latin American works is not to establish similarities in author intention.

Nor do I seek to discern whether the authors of my study are “behaving” and writing

more as “Europeans,” or “Latin Americans.” Rather, I argue that by paying close

attention to how these works gesture toward a particular author position, we can

                                                
1 Johannes Fabian’s work Time and the Other: How Anthropology makes its Object
(1983) offers   a discussion of how the study of cultural phenomena should take into
account coevality, or shared time. In particular, Fabian takes anthropologists to task for
considering the “referent(s)” of their study within a timeframe separate from the
“present” of the “producer of anthropological discourse,” thereby reinscribing the
essential difference of the “other” (31). One problem with many literary examinations of
European texts about Latin America is that they do not consider the Latin American
context, resulting in a denial— albeit an implicit one— of these texts’ coevality with a
distinct literary context.
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understand the way the texts effect a particular kind of voice that characterizes the

contours of international, leftist, literary responses to the Cold War.

To explore the critical position of the author as it emerges and changes

historically, I begin from an ongoing German post-war interest in Latin America as the

site of revolutionary struggle. For both East and West German writers, Latin American

popular movements of the mid-twentieth century offered hope for transformation in the

face of Cold War politics and the reality of global, corporate exploitation (Teraoka 5).

Thus in Karibische Geschichten, the East German writer Anna Seghers portrays

eighteenth-century slave uprisings in the Caribbean as embodying the humanist ideals of

the French Revolution, but as being perverted by a self-serving, militarist Napoleon.

Seghers’s historical work, as some have argued, can be understood in part as a disguised

critique of Stalinist appropriations of revolutionary movements. Nearly thirty years later,

West German writers produced works in solidarity with the Sandinista revolution in

Nicaragua, which reflect admiration for a political system attempting to resist foreign

military power, as well as U.S. hegemony. These works have also been interpreted in

terms of West Germans’ frustrations with their country’s position as a U.S. satellite.

The crucial element however, is to situate these works within an international,

leftist literary sphere, not just a German one. Thus I read these German texts alongside

Latin American counterparts, texts about similar issues, written at the same historical

moment, and employing comparable narrative strategies. While each set of texts has

heretofore been read in terms of its own national or, in the case of Latin America,

hemispheric, literary tradition, a comparative study of the formal elements and socio-
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political contexts that characterize and inform these works, the publication dates of which

mark decisive moments in the Cold War, offers valuable insight into the contours of

authorial position in the second half of the twentieth century.

Prior Work

The German and Latin American texts of my study have most recently been

investigated in terms of the way they participate in larger cultural discourses that

construct a foreign “other” and articulate relationships between dominant and subaltern

voices in a society. This emphasis is a result of the sweeping transformation in U.S.

literary studies brought about by the reception of post-colonial theory. In particular, this

body of theory stresses the importance of cultural analysis that is attuned to the

connections between political hegemony and cultural practice as well as the position of

subaltern vis à vis dominant subjects. Germanists, working on texts produced by authors

in the “first” world about the “third” world, have emphasized the way that German

writers create an “other” on which they project German political and social goals.   Latin

Americanists, on the other hand, have tended to investigate literary representations about

and by subaltern subjects in Latin American society.

In what follows, I outline the emergence of post-colonial theory from anti-

colonial and post-structuralist scholarship, detail the reception of this theory by

Germanists and Latin Americanists, and demonstrate the contributions and limitations of

recent literary analysis that draws on post-colonial perspectives. Finally, I argue that

despite its important attention to the social and political aspects of literature, this
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scholarship has largely focused on these aspects as they are represented in the text and

paid less attention to the contexts of literary production. Thus the important issue of

understanding how texts function within the apparatus of literary production to which

Walter Benjamin directs our attention is insufficiently considered.

Current analysis of literature about post-colonial, or third world settings such as

Seghers’s and Carpentier’s writing on the Caribbean, or West German and Nicaraguan

writing on the Sandinista revolution, generally follows the reception of post-colonial

theorists such as Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak, and Homi Bhabha by Germanists and

Latin Americanists in U.S. universities during the 1990s.2 Post-colonial theory had grown

out of the challenges to the post-war world order posed by “third world” intellectuals

such as the anti-colonial writer Frantz Fanon or the Brazilian pedagogue Paulo Freire,

whose work would radically alter the way scholars in the humanities and social sciences

conceived of identity, language, and social relations, ultimately transforming the

boundaries and purview of academic disciplines.3 A key aspect of this social critique

from the “margins” addresses the so-called colonized subject. Rather than identifying her

characteristics, however, Fanon and Freire examine how a subaltern subject position is

created and explore options for its transformation. In his 1952 book Peau Noir, Masques

Blancs (Black Skin, White Masks), Fanon, a psychologist writing in the context of

                                                
2 Representative works by these theorists include Edward Said’s Orientalism (1979),
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s essay “Can the Subaltern Speak?” (1988), and Homi
Bhabha’s The Location of Culture (1994). 

3 In a 2004 essay titled “The institutionalization of postcolonial studies,” Benita Parry
discusses the way that a postcolonial awareness resulted in an “exponential” increase in
consideration of “writing from the once-colonized world” in U.S. university literature
departments (71-74).
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Martinique under French colonization, details the process by which the colonized people

of Martinique desire and take on the social attributes of the colonizer. Specifically, Fanon

describes how the “blacks” become “white” by adopting metropolitan linguistic attributes

(18-19). Freire, a Brazilian writing in exile in Chile during the 1960s, charted the way

illiterate peasants in Brazil could achieve conscientização (conscientization), or learn

how to “perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, and to take action against

the oppressive elements of reality,” in his work Pedagogia do oprimido (Pedagogy of the

Oppressed) (1970) (35). For Freire, such a process does not entail merely teaching the

skill of reading, or particular facts, but has to do with developing methods by which the

peasant is empowered as an agent in her own liberation (48).

Indirectly, Fanon and Freire’s investigations into the construction and possible

transformation of subject positions undermined a positivist model of scholarly inquiry

that had characterized the human sciences since the nineteenth century. This model

assumed that phenomena could be measured against established, universally applicable

criteria. It also attributed sets of criteria to distinct realms of human behavior and cultural

production. Simply put, this generation’s scholarly investigation was concerned primarily

with defining what humans did, rather than focusing on how social and ideological

factors affected their behavior. Thus in parallel initiatives, behavioral psychologists

explored the impact of conditioning through stimulus and response training. Descriptive

linguists under the aegis of Bloomfield approached the study of language in terms of

normative structures revealed in observable behaviors. Structuralist anthropologists such

as Lévi Strauss examined social behavior through attention to structures illustrated in
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cultural texts with presumably generalizable implications across cultures. In the

humanities, “New Critical” literary scholars privileged study of a text’s formal qualities,

what a text consisted of, over questions of the relationship between content and context,

how a text was produced and functioned socially and historically.4

The shift in academic scholarship away from the evaluation of human behavior as

determined by generalized norms, a move already made by anti-colonial writers such as

Fanon and Freire before the wave of academic/ theoretical “posts,” was not only key for

post-colonial theory, but should be understood as part the post-structuralism of French

theorists such as Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida and Jacques Lacan.5 Writing during

and in the wake of both Algeria’s struggle against French colonialism and the

international student movement of 1968, these theorists’ work questioning how

categories of positivist inquiry were constructed must be read in the context of an

eruption of disenfranchised voices across the globe and the fight for their legitimation.6

                                                
4 In his essay “The Formalist Critics” (1998) Cleanth Brooks claims, for example, that the
formalist critic is “concerned with the work itself,” not the context of production or
reception (53).

5 Representative texts include Michel Foucault’s work The Order of Things: An
Archaeology of the Human Sciences (1970), Jacques Derrida’s essay “Différance”
(1973), and Jacques Lacan’s “The mirror stage as formative of the function of the I as
revealed in psychoanalytic experience” (1977).  

6 In her 1999 essay “Derrida, Algeria, ‘Structure, Sign, and Play,’” Lee Morrissey argues
that the Algerian-born Derrida’s work on the shifting ground of signification which he
produced in the mid-1960s must be read in the context of Algeria’s transformation from
French colony to independent nation, and the attendant changes in the decolonized
nation’s sign systems (1). It is also important to remember that Lacan, Derrida, and
Foucault are writing contemporaneously not only with anti-colonial movements and the
student movement, but also an international women’s movement, the U.S. civil rights
movement, and the development of Latin American liberation theology, to name but a
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This search for legitimacy by diverse groups that characterizes the time period becomes a

crucial concept for these scholars as they focus on the ways in which scholarship in

earlier eras constructed one-sided subjects, utterances, and social phenomena.

Importantly, post-structuralists argued that cultural expressions previously

considered divergent from norms must be conceived in relation to them. Under the

influence of Marxism, this assertion translates into a dialectical mode of inquiry, in which

those elements previously excluded in investigation become co-constitutive of social

phenomena. For example, Foucault’s analysis of social practices, such as his work The

History of Sexuality (1978), demonstrates how social structures are produced through

those elements repressed, or made invisible. Derrida reflects on that which has been

outside the purview of inquiry with his notion of différance, a concept that calls attention

to the elided utterances— what is not said— in language (387). Lacan defines identity in

terms of the multiple “others” against whom the self is constructed, not inner qualities

that need only to be identified (2). In all cases, cultural investigation is pushed beyond the

boundaries of “received history” and is read for its relationship to the voices and places at

its margins.

This dialectic between the normative or dominant and that which it excludes is

also at play in post-colonial theory, mapped in terms of the colonizer and the colonized,

or the core and periphery, as Immanuel Wallerstein characterizes those places that either

benefited from, or were exploited by a capitalist world economy, respectively (65).

                                                                                                                                                
few initiatives by those groups who felt that the “truths” of their experiences were not
reflected in positivist inquiry.
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Theorists such as Said, Spivak, and Bhabha, themselves to some extent both colonial

subjects and students of Western intellectual traditions, draw on notions of contingency

in post-structuralist work— the idea that social phenomena exist in historical relation to

other people, words, or groups— in order to argue that the colony and colonized are

constitutive of each other. This argument ultimately disrupts the authority and isolation of

Western European traditions. Said’s Orientalism (1978) is such an exploration of the

connection between a European, metropolitan core and its periphery. Drawing on

Foucault’s notion of discourse in which power imbricates knowledge, Said demonstrates

how imperial British scientific inquiry of the “Orient” during the nineteenth-century was

directly related to British national interests in the Middle East.7 In her essay “Can the

Subaltern Speak?” (1988) Spivak also emphasizes the disjunctive relationship between

colonial discourse and the colonized subject, challenging the monolithic authority of the

colonizer. Spivak’s discussion of that which is elided or deferred when Western models

of speech and subjectivity are applied to non-Western people, specifically the colonized

woman, shows her work’s kinship with Derrida’s notion of différance. In The Location of

Culture (1994), Bhabha applies psychoanalytic theory to a post-colonial context in order

to describe his notion of hybridity, the creative appropriation by the “colonized” of a

dominant, colonizing culture through “native” cultural practices. For Bhabha, hybridity

functions as an important alternative paradigm to cultural study that correlates

colonialism with the extinction of local traditions.

                                                
7 In his 1993 work Culture and Imperialism, Said applies his notion of the relationship
between cultural production and imperial goals to a broader sweep of British and French
cultural production, not only writing about an “Orient.”
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The institutional changes in U.S. universities attendant to the reception of post-

structuralist and post-colonial inquiry— fostered in part by Derrida and Foucault’s guest

professorships at Yale and Berkeley— were wide-ranging.8 Post-structuralist challenges

to disciplinary boundaries launched from multiple disciplines, as well as calls by post-

colonial theorists for more nuanced attention to the global context of cultural production

in the metropolitan core and periphery, led to a proliferation of interdisciplinary

perspectives.9

In particular, post-colonial theorists’ elucidation of the relationship between the

literary canon of a colonizing metropole and a colonized periphery had broad

implications for the teaching of literature (and culture) in U.S. universities during the

1980s.10 Debates focused on whether disciplinary misreadings had failed to attend to

voices elided in the “Great Books” of Western Civilization. Such putative revisions and

how to correct for them dominated the

                                                
8 A 2005 article by Marcus Wohlsen in a Berkeley publication describes Foucault’s
presence at the University as a regular guest between 1975 and 1983. A recent obituary of
Derrida in the Times Online outlines his role at Yale from 1975 to 1986.

9 A salient example of such interdisciplinary work informed by post-structuralism and
post-colonialism is James Clifford and George Marcus’s Writing Culture: The Poetics
and Politics of Ethnography (1986), which argues that ethnographic writing is not a
transparent record of the “other,” but is informed by a rhetorical and poetic tradition, as
well as a particular Western perspective.

10 Mary Louise Pratt describes the debate about introducing non-canonical, non-Western
texts into general education literature courses at Stanford during this time in her 2001
essay “I, Rigoberta Menchú and the ‘Culture Wars.’” Gerald Graff also investigates the
implications of these debates for the academy in his 1992 book Beyond the Culture Wars:
How Teaching the Conflicts can Revitalize American Education.
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academic public sphere.  Scholars questioned what constituted a canon, how to teach non-

Western literature, and explored new ways of teaching Western literature in terms of its

relationship to a periphery (Scholes 103-43; Rabinowitz and Smith 119-38).11 In what

follows, I examine the kind of impact the reception of post-colonial theory had on the

fields of German and Latin American Studies.

Orientalism and German Post-Colonial Scholarship

English, French, Italian, Spanish, and Asian and Middle-Eastern language

departments responded to calls for re-reading canonical texts in terms of their relationship

to peripheral sites, and introduced investigation of non-Western and post-colonial

languages and their literatures into the academy. But scholars of German literature were

slower to take up similar research.12 Because of Germany’s relatively short-lived status as

                                                
11 In light of these discussions, Germanists also considered revisions of their discipline.
In his 1991 essay, “Rethinking Germanistik: Germanistik, the Canon, and Third World
Literature,” Georg Gugelberger explores how such revision means increased scholarly
attention to German writers who self-consciously treat the issue of Germany’s
relationship with a periphery, for example Hans-Magnus Enzensberger, Peter Weiss,
Hubert Fichte, and Uwe Timm.

12 See the 1992 volume published by the Modern Language Association for a discussion
of the way the “field” of literary studies had expanded to include new spaces and kinds of
texts. Though Germanists were slower to consider the way a colonial legacy had shaped
German literary production, a handful of studies by German Studies scholars (in
Germany, Switzerland, and the U.S.) theorizing more generally on colonialism and
literature, as well as examining German writing about a non-Western “other” had been
published in the 1970s and 1980s. Examples of such work include Urs Bitterli’s Conrad-
Malraux-Greene-Weiss: Schriftsteller und Kolonialismus (1973), Rüdiger Sareika’s Die
Dritte Welt in der westdeutschen Literatur (1980), Wolfgang Bader and János Riesz’s
edited volume, Literatur und Kolonialismus I: Die Verarbeitung der kolonialen
Expansion in der europäischen Literatur (1983), Reinhold Grimm and Jost Hermand’s
edited work Blacks and German Culture (1986), and Peter Horn’s essay, “Die
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a colonizing power, it was not forced to contend with the voices of its colonized to the

same extent as France— there was, for example, no conception of a Germanophone

literature apart from writing produced in Germany.13 As a result, the idea of German

literature as a national literature remained the dominant framework for literary

investigation until the late 1980s and early 1990s. As Sara Friedrichsmeyer, Sara Lennox,

and Susanne Zantop point out in the introduction to the volume they edited in 1998, The

Imperialist Imagination: German Colonialism and its Legacy, the brief span of

Germany’s colonial era (1884 to 1918), the limited number of German-speaking

colonizers and colonized who produced literary texts, and the post-war focus on the

Holocaust “as the central and unavoidable fact of German history” contributed to

scholars’ diminished interest in colonial and post-colonial perspectives in Germany (3-

4).14 I contend that it was also scholars’ preoccupation with Germany’s division that

resulted in such an inward rather than an outward gaze.

                                                                                                                                                
Versuchung durch die barbarische Schönheit: Zu Hans Grimms’ ‘farbigen’ Frauen”
(1985).  

13 Nina Berman and Katherine Arens apply the term Germanophone to German-language
literature in their respective articles, “German and Middle Eastern Literary Traditions in a
Novel by Salim Alafenisch: Thoughts on a Germanophone Beduin Author from the
Negev” (1998) and “For Want of a Word … : The Case for Germanophone” (1999).

14 Edward Said’s comment in the introduction to Orientalism (1978) that claims
Germany’s contribution to a Eurocentric, Orientalist discourse was minimal is
paradigmatic for the notion of Germany’s conceived marginality in the colonial and post-
colonial discourses that characterize twentieth-century intellectual history. Said writes:
“At no time in German scholarship during the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century
could a close partnership have developed between Orientalists and a protracted sustained
national interest in the Orient. There was nothing in Germany to correspond to the
Anglo-French presence in India, the Levant, North Africa. Moreover, the German Orient
was almost exclusively a scholarly, or at least a classical, Orient” (Said, Orientalism 19).
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After unification in 1990, however, Germanists, particularly those in the U.S.,

began to see how the political interests of Germans in Latin America, Africa, and Asia

had profoundly shaped German literary production.15 These literary investigations

identified German encounters with and perceptions of a non-Western “other” over the last

several centuries, drawing on the methods which post-colonial theorists propose for re-

reading cultural production. In particular, two modes of inquiry characterize this

scholarship. One emphasizes how German texts participate in a discourse about an

“other” through which German desires for national strength and unity are articulated. The

second examines the extent to which German texts that critique an asymmetrical

relationship between a first and third world are nonetheless Eurocentric.

The first analytical framework follows the central contribution Said makes in

Orientalism, namely, the identification of writing about a “foreign” setting as a discourse,

in the sense of Foucault, that is infused with power and bears palpable relationships to the

material realm. Specifically, this analysis demonstrates how Germans’ discourses about

an “other” reveal Germany’s own social desires and political goals and identifies the

function of canonical and non-canonical texts in the creation of this discourse. Susanne

Zantop’s work is paradigmatic for this perspective. In her Colonial Fantasies: Conquest,

                                                                                                                                                
In her work on “Orientalism” in Germany, Orientalismus, Kolonialismus und Moderne:
Zum Bild des Orients in der deutschsprachigen Kultur um 1900 (1997), Nina Berman
responds to Said’s notion that Germany’s interest in the Orient had little to do with a
German national identity, and looks to the way writers’ employment of Orientalist
themes refer to a German reality.

15 The increased attention on the part of scholars and a reading public to minority
literature produced within Germany during this time plays a part in this early 1990s
reassessment of the scope of German literature.
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Family, and Nation in Precolonial Germany, 1770-1870 (1997), Zantop identifies the

production of a “German Occidentalism,” a German discourse on South America, in

“travel collections, reeditions and translations of factual and fictional reports, odes to

Columbus, conquista dramas, operas, ballets, and novels” (10). Zantop argues that these

texts all reflect German fantasizing about the possibility of colonization as a means to

express a cohesive German identity through its difference from a South American “other”

as well as from the European colonial powers (7).16

Zantop clearly distinguishes her research on the creation of a German discourse

on South America from Said’s work on British Orientalism. While Said emphasized the

implications of colonial knowledge for the imperial state’s exercise of power over an

“other,” Zantop foregrounds how colonial discourses function to create a colonizing

subject who has no possibility of administering foreign territory. Zantop challenges

Said’s argument that Germany’s relatively limited colonial experience meant that its

discourse about non-Western settings remained abstract, and asserts that Germany’s very

lack of colonial territory resulted in the colonial fantasies that pervaded nineteenth

century cultural texts (7). Nevertheless, Zantop’s discussion of German colonial fantasies

is “Saidian” inasmuch as it posits a relationship between the way a group defines an

“other” in terms of its desires regarding itself.

                                                
16 Works that use a similar framework to identify how Germans see a non-European
“other” in terms of national goals include Sigrid Bauschinger and Susan L. Cocalis’s
edited volume“Neue Welt”/ “Dritte Welt”: Interkulturelle Beziehungen Deutschlands zu
Lateinamerika (1994), Nina Berman’s Orientalismus, Kolonialismus und Moderne: Zum
Bild des Orients in der deutschsprachigen Kultur um 1900 (1997), Sara Lennox and
Susanne Zantop’s edited work The Imperialist Imagination: German Colonialism and its
Legacy (1998), and Todd Kontje’s German Orientalisms (2004).   
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A second thread in the investigation on German writing about the “non-West”

examines those German texts— generally written from the 1960s on— that explicitly

critique structures of domination and exploitation in “third world” settings and whose

authors often problematize their own position as “first-world” writers commenting on a

“third-world” context. Analysis of these works tends to identify the extent to which such

critique is informed by a Eurocentric perspective.

The collection of essays edited by Paul Michael Lützeler, Schriftsteller und

‘Dritte Welt’:  Studien zum postkolonialen Blick (1998), is a key example of such

investigations. 17 This scholarship also draws on Said’s work, especially Culture and

Imperialism in which Said widens the scope of investigation between knowledge and

colonial power from Orientalist texts to literary canons. Homi Bhabha’s work

characterizing resistant colonized subjectivity, however, is also important for these

scholars because it allows them to demonstrate the blind spots of critical discourse, those

aspects of a text that fail to read “native” appropriation of colonizing practices or

commodities as possibly critical. Lützeler’s assessment of Peter Schneider’s 1981 essay

“Die Botschaft des Pferdekopfs” illustrates this use of Bhabha’s notion that the

cooptation, or “mimicry,” of colonial cultural practices by the colonized refigures the

original function of the practice. In his essay, a travel narrative written subsequent to a

three-month reading tour through Latin America in 1980, Schneider reflects on the

relationship between Europe and the “New World,” and critiques the contemporary neo-

                                                
17 Other studies that examine how German writers attempt to critically engage a colonial
legacy include Konstanze Streese’s“Cric?— Crac!” Vier literarische Versuche, mit dem
Kolonialismus umzugehen (1991) and Arlene Teraoka’s East, West, and Others: The
Third World in Postwar German Literature (1996).
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colonial practices of global corporations that saturate a “third world” market with “first

world” goods. Drawing on Bhabha’s theory of subversive mimicry, Lützeler argues that

Schneider’s critique is one-sided because it does not recognize the way in which

consumption patterns in the “third world” may in fact subvert the goals of the corporation

that produced the product.

In sum, this ongoing reassessment of German literature in terms of its attention, or

inattention, to its non-Western “others” has contributed greatly to broadening the scope

of German literary studies, demonstrating new literary historical frameworks within

which texts can be contextualized: a nineteenth century pre-national, colonial imaginary

(Zantop), a 500-year tradition of German writing on the “new world” (Bauschinger and

Cocalis), post-war thematizations of third world revolutionary struggle by leftists and

socialists (Teraoka), and recent attempts by (generally West German) writers to engage

critically with the relationship between the “first” and the “third” worlds as metropole

and periphery (Lützeler).

Another way this scholarship has enriched the field of German literary study—

drawing as it does on Foucault’s notion of discourse— is by widening the range of works

considered appropriate for analysis. To understand German discourses about an “other,”

it is important to read not only canonical works such as Heinrich von Kleist’s play

Verlobung auf St. Domingo (1811), but also popular literature like Karl May’s

Orientzyklus (1881-1888) and travel narratives written in conjunction with political

solidarity work such as Günter Wallraff’s Nicaragua von Innen (1985). Not least among

the contributions of this research is the way it historicizes Germany’s diverse conceptions
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of and relationships with those identified as non-Germans, a move that allows us to better

understand Germany’s brutal treatment of those constituted as “other” by the Third

Reich, as well as ongoing issues related to a Germany that is increasingly multicultural.

But these studies are by no means comprehensive. Specifically, there is a need

for: 1) specific attention to the historical role of the author as participant in the production

of discourse about an “other,” whether or not the author’s work is explicitly critical, and

2) comparative investigation that reads German writing alongside discourses produced by

the very “others” under discussion as part of an international dialogue. To some extent,

the diminished attention to these issues has to do with the methodological models

employed. The important emphasis on texts as generated by a discourse that pervades all

levels of a social sphere— from high and low culture to politics— limits investigation of

the function of authors, vested with particular cultural capital, in the sense of Bourdieu,

and ethical responsibility in the production of discourses about an “other.”

This approach to analysis, which privileges attention to texts over social roles in

the production of discourse, is exemplified in Arlene Teraoka’s East, West, and Others

(1996), an important work that establishes the varying critical potential of post-war,

leftist German texts about the “other.” In her work, Teraoka uses author names to identify

categories of texts, those that rely on a Eurocentric perspective, and those that reflect

ambivalence towards an intellectual heritage linked with the justification of imperialism.

These categories, however, do not take into account the distinct valences afforded to the

role of “author” in East and West Germany, positions that were shaped in part by writers’

different relationships to the state, and consequently the public, in each context.
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In addition to the need for reading German texts about non-European peoples and

settings in terms of the literary “apparatus” within which they were produced, it is also

necessary to pay greater attention to the discourses produced in those contexts about

which Germans are writing. Again, lack of attention to the historical situation of the

“other” is related to the methodology that guides this research, namely the central

argument of Said’s Orientalism, that discourse about an “other” has less to do with

objective, scientific representation, than with the power interests of those who produce

the discourse. It was not Said’s project, nor that of his most influential followers, to test

the veracity of Orientalist accounts. Like Said, who examined only British and French

texts about the Orient for Orientalism, Germanists have focused on texts produced in the

metropole (Germany) about a periphery (non-Europe). And like Said, who does not

incorporate texts by “Orientals” (i.e. the object of Orientalists’ study) in his work

Orientalism, avoids comparing a “real” Orient with the one created by scholars in

Europe, Germanists presumably do not intend to compare an “inauthentic” European

representation of the “other” with an “authentic” peripheral reality.18 Nevertheless, the

relative absence of voices from non-European contexts in analyses of German writing

about an “other” limits investigation of discourse to a national or continental sphere and

ultimately is at risk of perpetuating the very Eurocentric perspective it aims to critique.19

                                                
18 This absence of “peripheral” or “othered” voices is one of the reasons Said’s work has
come under criticism. A well-known example of such critique is Aijaz Ahmad’s work In
Theory: Classes, Nations, and Literature (1992).

19 Kamakshi P. Murti’s book India: The Seductive and Seduced “Other” of German
Orientalism (2001) presents an interesting counterpoint to works on writing about a non-
German “other” that use what I call a “Saidian” framework. While Murti draws on Said’s
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The Empire Writes Back20

Yet the “other” has not been silent. During the time period of my study— roughly

1946 to 1989— Latin American writers were responding to ethical and political concerns

similar in some ways to those faced by their German counterparts. What might be seen as

parallel, coeval texts attest to that: parallel treatments of historical and contemporary

encounters between the Old World/ “first world” and the New World/ “third world”

during the global upheavals of anti-colonial movements and decolonization from the

1940s to the 1960s, as well as in response to U.S. military measures to safeguard

American spheres of influence during the 1980s. These parallels suggest that the German

writers I have chosen for this study are by no means working on these issues in isolation,

but participated in transnational discourses that reflected on a post-colonial, Cold War

context across geographical boundaries, discourses that included Latin America.

Latin American thematizations of encounters between Europe and the New

World, or a “first” and “third world,” like investigation of German texts on a non-

Western “other,” have also been examined through the lens of post-structural and post-

colonial theory. While Germanists were turning their attention to issues of post-

colonialism in the early 1990s, Latin Americanists in the U.S. were weighing in on the

                                                                                                                                                
Orientalism to identify the relationship between a German “Orientalist” discourse and
attempts to reinforce German political and cultural authority, she often measures such
discourses against the responses of the “other” to which those discourses refer (7). Most
notably, these include her own reactions to German definitions about India as a native of
India who has become a specialist on German culture.

20 The Empire Writes Back is the title of a 1989 volume that introduces post-colonial
literatures and theories to Western readers.   
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usefulness of this theory for their own research. Not coincidentally, this identifying and

questioning of the role of European hegemony in the construction of “culture” occurred

around the time of the quincentennial commemorations of Columbus’s “discovery” of the

Americas in 1492.21

Latin Americanist debate on post-colonial theories, like those articulated by Said,

Bhabha, and Spivak, center on the issue of whether this scholarship, which draws on a

particular Middle Eastern and South Asian colonial experience, could be applied to the

Latin American context. On one hand, theorists such as J. Jorge Klor de Alva argue that

nineteenth-century post-colonial Latin America had little in common with the late

twentieth-century post-colonial condition that informs post-colonial theory. In his article,

“Colonialism and Postcolonialism as (Latin) American Mirages”— published in the 1992

inaugural issue of the journal Colonial Latin American Review— Klor de Alva

emphasizes a nineteenth-century mestizo consciousness that allowed Latin American

creoles to view themselves as the products of the best of both indigenous and European

cultures. The positive value afforded to things European by Spanish Americans during

                                                
21 In 1991, the historian Patricia Seed’s discussion of the usefulness of post-colonial
theory for Latin American Studies, titled “Colonial and Post-colonial Discourse,” and
published in the journal Latin American Research Review, was the impetus for much
debate. Responses ranged from Hernán Vidal’s skepticism of the usefulness of a post-
colonial theoretical apparatus that had its origins in South Asia for a Latin American
context, to Walter Mignolo’s call for drawing on Latin American articulations of colonial
and post-colonial conditions. The year 1992 also marked the founding of the Latin
American Subaltern Studies Group, which embraced articulations of post-coloniality, and
specifically, subalterity, by theorists in a South Asian context for the study of the
subaltern in Latin America.
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the wars for independence, according to Klor de Alva, has little to do with the way the

term colonial or anti-colonial is currently used as a way to refer to antagonistic

relationships between a European colonizer and a colonized population (4, 9). And, as

Klor de Alva claims, where there is no colonialism or anti-colonial sentiment, there are

no processses of decolonization that would dislodge European cultural or intellectual

paradigms from a Latin American context, and finally, no postcolonial situation. In short,

because the encounter between Spain and the non-native people of the Americas was not

an exclusively antagonistic one, Klor de Alva rejects the use of theories based on an anti-

colonial impetus for investigations of “postcontact” and “postindependence” Latin

America.

On the other hand, scholars like Alonso de Toro claim the value of perspectives

articulated by post-structural, post-colonial theorists for discussions of Latin American

culture. Unlike Klor de Alva, who rejects the transplantation of post-colonial theory to

the Americas on historical grounds, de Toro argues for post-colonial theory’s usefulness

as a set of conceptual tools that allow sensitivity to the co-constitutive nature of distinct

discourses. In a 1997 essay, “The Epistemological Foundations of the Contemporary

Condition: Latin America in Dialogue with Postmodernity and Postcoloniality,” de Toro

calls this approach to the analysis of discourse “post-coloniality,” an “epistemological

category” that grows out of a postmodern setting and reflects awareness of the

relationship between different contexts (18). de Toro thus appropriates the underlying

argument of post-colonial theory for the study of Latin American culture, namely, that it
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is only through recognition of both the dominant and subaltern voices of a community

that one can comprehensively identify the contours of a culture.

Yet theories about encounters between divergent groups, as Walter Mignolo has

pointed out, do not need to be imported to the Latin American context; rather, they

characterize Latin American cultural expression since Christopher Columbus’s

description of the New World in his “Carta a Luis de Santangel” (1493) and Bartolomé

de las Casas’s Brevísima relación de la destrucción de las Indias (1552). There exist

Latin American descriptions and terms for the kinds of encounters Americans

experienced over the past 500 years from the Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s discussion of

Peruvian history for a Spanish colonial public in his Comentarios reales de los Incas

(1609), to Andrés Bello’s “La alocución a la poesía” (1823), in which Bello asserts the

difference between Europe and post-independence America; from Fernando Ortiz’s

notion of transculturación to explain the appropriation of European cultural elements by

Cubans, to Rigoberta Menchú’s (now disputed) testimony about twentieth-century

encounters between indigenous and “European” Guatemalans. Writers and scholars have

consistently theorized the meaning of encounter between Europe and the New World for

Latin Americans, albeit attributing various valences to the meeting.22

Walter Mignolo and Román de la Campa, Latin Americanists working in the

United States, have outlined critical paradigms for reading old-world/ new-world and

“first world”/ “third world” encounters based on theories elaborated within a Latin

American context. In his 1996 article “Posoccidentalismo: las epistemologías fronterizas

                                                
22 Already in 1961, Edmundo O’Gorman was investigating the shifting valences of the
term “America” around the globe in his work The Invention of America.
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y el dilema de los estudios (latinoamericanos) de área,” Mignolo articulates a Latin

American-specific perspective for discussions of Latin America’s relationship with

Europe, one that draws on “native” theories of Latin American identity from the

nineteenth century on. In particular, Mignolo reacts to developments in Latin American

Studies in the U.S. over the past thirty years that relegated research on Latin American

topics to area studies— a move Mignolo describes as “intellectual colonization”— in

which Latin America comes to be considered a passive object of study, rather than an

active entity generating its own theories.

As a challenge to this imposition of U.S. theories on a Latin American context,

Mignolo outlines the work of the Cuban scholar, Roberto Fernández Retamar, “Nuestra

Ameríca y Occidente,” as the foundation for a Latin American theory of the Latin

American present that Mignolo terms “post-occidentalism.” Retamar’s essay, published

in 1976— roughly the same time as the publication of Said’s Orientalism— charts two

developments: 1) the identification of the U.S. as the West, or Occident, and 2) the

gradual separation of Latin America, once violently claimed as the rightful property of

the West— the West Indies— from a place considered the Occident. The first

development has to do with the association of the U.S. with a successful and globally

dominant capitalist economy. The second development is related to Latin Americans’

move to distance themselves from the hegemony of the Occident: the refiguration of

Enlightenment ideals by slaves in Haiti during the eighteenth century, nineteenth-century

wars of independence, and twentieth-century critique of U.S. domination of a Latin

American economy. If “Occidentalism” refers to the imposition of “Western” cultural
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values through a powerful U.S. economy, “post-occidentalism” then describes a current

historical moment, parallel to post-colonialism, in which those subjects produced by the

occident no longer accept its hegemony.

In his book Latinamericanism (1999), Román de la Campa, like Mignolo, argues

that the uncritical application of cultural theories current in the U.S. academy to a Latin

American context elides extra-textual issues that must be brought to bear on cultural

analysis. In particular, de la Campa takes issue with the way that post-structuralism and

post-colonialism is used in the U.S. academy to read Latin American texts. According to

de la Campa, scholars who employ these theories are often content to locate liberatory

political potential in a work’s fragmented formal qualities without attending to the

political context in which works are produced and received. In order to demonstrate how

one might move beyond a textual level to relate a political realm to cultural

production, de la Campa proposes a mode of interpreting a particular narrative rejected

by postmodernist aesthetics, namely, the purportedly monolithic narrative of revolution.

Rather than presenting revolutionary discourse as the remnant of a no longer viable

legacy of modernism and realism, de la Campa discusses it in terms of a series of

interrelated texts— much the same way that postmodern theorists might read the

relationship between literary texts (36). What de la Campa discovers is that social

revolutions evolve from complex networks of oral history, fortuitous encounters, and

writing— not a fixed metanarrative disseminated in top-down fashion. By reading

revolution as an unbounded archive, de la Campa both broadens the definition of what
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can constitute a text (38), and “reintroduces” political, economic, and ideological

considerations into literary history (40).

Clearly, the reception of post-colonial theory by Latin Americanists was framed

by a debate about its applicability to a Latin American context. On the one hand, scholars

such as Klor de Alva, a specialist in Latin American colonial history, rejects parallelisms

between definitions of colonialism that grow out of twentieth-century anti-colonialist

movements and the kind of colonial and post-independence structures in place in Latin

America. On the other hand, de Toro enthusiastically embraces its premises that allow

productive inquiry into relationships between dominant and subordinated discourses

across the globe. Perhaps the greatest contribution of this scholarship on the relevance of

post-colonial paradigms for Latin America has been the way it has led Latin Americanists

to explore and bring to the foreground lesser known Latin American discourses on

encounter such as those that originate in colonial and post-independence contexts.23

The Present Project

Like their colleagues in Latin American Studies who question the validity of Said,

Bhabha, and Spivak’s work for Latin America’s colonial history, Germanists have

struggled to determine how the major contributions of post-colonial theory— emphases

on links between high culture and state hegemony as well as on the distinct subject

                                                
23 As Roberto González-Echevarría points out in a 1992 article, “Reflections on my
Crystal Ball,” the rise in status of research on colonial topics in the field of Latin
American literary studies during the last decades exemplifies this increased attention to
Latin American colonial history.
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positions of the colonized— are applicable to the literary history of their field. In both

cases, this struggle has broadened the scope of scholarly inquiry. The parallels between

each field’s engagement with post-colonial theory, however, end there. Germanists, who

can point to Germany’s participation in a European colonial project, have looked mainly

to Said’s work in their critiques of Eurocentric and paternalistic impulses in canonical as

well as non-canonical works. Latin Americanists, however, whose very discipline has

historically been afforded a subaltern status within global literary studies, have attended

to issues of subalterity raised by theorists such as Spivak, for example, in order to

challenge the academy’s emphasis on the complex, modernist works of the “Boom”

writers and focus instead on genres like the testimonial that are linked to the voices of the

disenfranchised (Mignolo 683).24 As a result of these divergent engagements with post-

colonial theory, in which scholars in each field have emphasized that aspect of post-

colonial work which best suits the historical conditions of the text under consideration,

there has been little, if any, dialogue between the two disciplines.

The distinct deployment of post-colonial theory has led to limitations in each field

that I have detailed above, but which bear repeating here. The emphasis on a Saidian

model in German Studies has led to a lopsided investigation of encounter narratives that

emphasizes the Eurocentricity implicit (or explicit) in discourse about an “other” but pays

little attention to the discourses in which this “other” engages. This kind of focus can

                                                
24 “Boom” writers such as Alejo Carpentier, Gabriel García-Marquéz, and Julio Cortázar,
are all highly-educated, cosmopolitan writers, who have lived in Europe, and produce
complex texts that reference European literary traditions. Testimonials, on the other hand,
can be understood as pedagogical tools to get the message about a subaltern subject
position into the public.
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result in, in the words of Teraoka, the “monotonous” practice of “[revealing] and

[denouncing] … Eurocentric views embedded in literary [texts]” (3). On the other hand,

de la Campa has noted that Latin Americanists’ stress on subalterity (especially by

scholars in the U.S.) has led to a tendency to locate challenges by the “third world” to a

“first world” in narrative structures with little emphasis on the social networks or political

contexts in which these texts are produced. The implication of this Latin Americanist

analytical framework has been an overemphasis on the political, liberatory quality of

textual practices that de la Campa links to deconstructivist practices of reading

fragmented narratives as anti-totalitarian.

Despite the specificities of each field, both sets of texts of my investigation—

heretofore examined only within the respective rubrics of “German Literature” or “Latin

American Literature”— are involved in a transnational public sphere by virtue of naming

themselves “literature” which comprises producers of texts who lay claim to the social

role of “author.” Such a position becomes clear when one examines texts from both

“areas” that respond to a particular historical moment. That is, by tracking comparatively

how such texts engage the literary apparatus of their historical context, similarities and

differences appear in different formations.

What is needed, then, is a methodological perspective that would allow texts from

both literary “areas” which respond to similar geopolitical contexts, but are generally

considered within only one or the other discipline, to be read as collective commentary

on contemporary social issues. A second, necessary aspect of such a practice would

emphasize the social dimensions that inform the narrative and therefore allow analysis to
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move beyond evaluating the textual representations of asymmetrical encounters. The

author, who functions as a node between the social discourses in which a text is produced

and the structure of its narrative, offers an analytical focal point which could be the basis

of such a revision that allows a comparative analysis of texts produced by old-world and

new-world authors.25 Exploring how an author functions within larger discussions related

to a Cold War political context as well as the way these discussions are related to the

narratives of their texts, shifts the focus of analysis of texts away from one that either

lauds their liberatory impulse or denounces their Eurocentrism, towards a poetics of

author position.

Rather than identify texts as critical or Eurocentric, then, I want to read them in

terms of the author’s intervention in literary techniques (for example, the historical novel

and the testimonial) and the status afforded to authors as critics of hegemonic cultural and

political practices in a post-war, global political-economic context. Walter Benjamin and

Michel Foucault’s discussions of the historical role of the author offer a starting point for

any such work.

In his 1934 essay, “Author as Producer,” an argument for a materialist literary

criticism, Benjamin makes a distinction between discerning a work’s “attitude … to the

relations of production of its time” and its “position” within them (222). Benjamin

illustrates this distinction by demonstrating two distinct uses of montage. In particular,

Benjamin critiques the style of Neue Sachlichkeit, or “new matter-of-factness” used in

                                                
25 Recent studies that insist on the need to explore the transnational and international
scope of literary production and reception include Timothy Brennan’s At Home in the
World: Cosmopolitanism Now (1997) and David Damrosch’s What is World Literature?
(2003).
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works such as Alfred Döblin’s Berlin Alexanderplatz (1929). Döblin’s use of fragmented

narratives from different sources purportedly offers a realistic representation of alienated,

modern life. According to Benjamin, this kind of montage which does not call into

question the implications of its formal qualities, merely transforms misery into a

commodity, aestheticizing abjection and making it palatable for the masses. Brecht’s epic

theater, however, by interrupting the plot and forcing the viewer to interact with the

storyline, thus draws attention to the once critical method of montage that has been

sterilized through its use by mass media. Even though both Döblin and Brecht have a

social critical attitude to their contemporary political surroundings, Benjamin shows that

they occupy distinct positions in the literary apparatus that produces art.

Foucault’s lecture entitled “What is an Author?” (1969), delivered thirty years

after Benjamin’s “Author as Producer,” also calls for historical interpretations of the

author. This essay, written in response to declarations of the invalidity of Romantic

notions of the author as an inspired individual, offers certain correctives to declarations

about author death by theorist Roland Barthes. While Foucault also rejects literary study

that emphasizes the special subjectivity of the author, he does argue for recognition of the

particular value attributed to the social function of the author in history. Specifically,

Foucault argues that an author’s name is not a generic term, but imbued with a certain

kind of authority that lends particular status to those texts “authorized” by an author.

Foucault concludes that discourses are not all alike, but that there are typologies of

discourse, for example, ones that could be identified in terms of their relation to an author

function.
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Germanists and Latin Americanists working on issues of encounter have not

drawn extensively on these “author” essays by Benjamin and Foucault.26 Foucault has

fallen out of favor with scholars working on post-colonialism because his analyses do not

deal explicitly with the relationship of colonialism to social structures.27 Nevertheless, the

emphasis on the author within history by both theorists allows comparative investigation

of the author’s role in a transnational political context. The answer to the question “What

is a Latin American author?” might be different from “What is a German/ European

author?” but authors in both contexts engage the question of “what is an author?” For

Seghers and Carpentier, the key question was “what is the role of the author as critical

history teller?” Authors in West Germany and Nicaragua grappled with the notion of the

author as authentic witness of history. The following overview sketches the way I track

these intersections of Cold War context, narrative strategy, and author position in the

dissertation.

                                                
26 For example, in Paul Michael Lützeler’s edited volume about German writers’ attempts
at postcolonial treatments of the “third world,” Schriftsteller und Dritte Welt: Studien
zum postkolonialen Blick, there is only one reference to Foucault’s essay “What is an
Author?” This reference occurs in an article by Friedemann Weidauer on Hans Magnus
Enzensberger’s problematization of an authoritative, authorial position (34).

27 In Race and the Education of Desire: Foucault’s History of Sexuality and the Colonial
Order of Things (1995), Ann Laura Stoler sums up a typical post-colonialist critique of
Foucault’s lack of reference to imperialism in his analyses of sexuality in nineteenth-
century Europe: “Why have we been so willing to accept [Foucault’s] story of a
nineteenth-century sexual order that systematically excludes and/ or subsumes the fact of
colonialism within it?” (6-7).
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Author Positions in Historical Context

The way the axes of Cold War geopolitics— Soviet and U.S. lines of influence,

and a “third world” seeking independence from a “first world”— crossed distinct

contexts shaped the author positions that inform each set of texts. In Chapters 2 and 3, I

show how Anna Seghers’s and Alejo Carpentier’s historical-fictional works Karibische

Geschichten and El siglo de las luces explore the role of the author as critical history-

teller, particularly in the context of official revolutionary states. In order to show how

Seghers and Carpentier, both internationally-minded leftists, enact such critique despite

their positions as hegemonic, canonical figures in East Germany and Cuba, I read their

work in terms of Benjamin’s notion of historical materialism. In particular, my analysis

of their writing as critical historiography relies on Benjamin’s idea that critical history-

telling derives from the history-teller’s personal relationship to the past, and is not

premised on a linear notion of historical progress. I argue that both authors perform and

represent a historical materialist practice in the way that they, as well as the messenger

protagonists of their texts, assert experiences and perspectives that have been subjugated

by official, historicist narratives.

Thus in Chapter 2, I show that Seghers, the head of the East German Writers’

Union, occupied an author position of official state historian in a country where writers

were expected to reiterate a national historical narrative. Importantly, however, Seghers

also subverted that position by crafting historical fiction that drew on topical and generic

modes, as well as dissemination practices, that were not sanctioned by the state. By

thematizing failed revolution in the eighteenth century, and not the immediate anti-fascist
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past; using the form of the novella, and not the preferred genre of the socialist realist

novel; and publishing her works (at least initially) in a journal that occupied a dissident

position, and not a more preferred state organ, Seghers undercut the author position she

was expected to occupy. But the messenger protagonists of Seghers’s Karibische

Geschichten also assert a critical author position by consistently undermining an official

historical narrative as they participate in, and refer to, networks and experiences that are

not encapsulated in official messages of revolution.

In Chapter 3, I turn to another revolutionary state in the early Cold War: post-

revolutionary Cuba. As in East Germany, writers (and, more generally, artists) in Cuba

held a privileged position as disseminators of a post-revolutionary ideology. And in this

setting, Carpentier, like Seghers, held numerous official capacities and also occupied an

author position of state historian. Yet Carpentier, like Seghers, subverts the prescribed

author position by publishing a novel, El siglo de las luces, about a failed revolution. He

does this in a setting that leaves little room for creative work that does not celebrate

revolution’s triumph. Carpentier also undermines historicist narratives within the novel

by presenting the distinct relationships to historical narratives of his messenger

protagonists, Victor Hugues and his protégé Esteban. The character of Hugues, who

adheres rigidly to official revolutionary mandates and brutally enforces them,

demonstrates the consequences of what Benjamin would consider a historicist

understanding of the past, namely, the repression of alternate perspectives. Esteban, on

the other hand, enacts a more historical-materialist perspective as he recalls experiences

that are officially ignored by the violent capriciousness of Hugues’s historicism.
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Questions about the author’s social role shifted with time, but still the author’s

position as history teller, or as messenger disseminating a critical historical perspective,

was still prominent in the later days of the Cold War, a context that I take up in the

second half of this work. In Chapters 4 and 5, I turn to a distinct author position as it was

enacted at a later juncture in the Cold War, again by critical German authors and those

representing a revolutionary Latin American state. Near the close of the Cold War, a

formation of the author as authentic witness to history in the context of “third-world”

liberation movements, and an international, leftist “market” committed to fostering

solidarity for these movements. Specifically, I examine eyewitness accounts written by

West German and Nicaraguan writers about the Sandinista revolution and its challenge to

U.S. hegemony during the 1970s and 1980s. In order to illuminate the critical function of

these first-person narratives, I draw on Benjamin’s essay “Author as Producer” in which

he outlines the possibility for authors’ transformation of the literary means of production,

or what he called the “literary apparatus,” through formal innovation. For Benjamin,

however, such transformation is not a necessary effect of new forms, but derives from the

formal techniques that grow out of the author’s critical awareness of her historical

position within the relations of production. For authors in Nicaragua and West Germany,

the use of the first-person voice was a direct outgrowth of their attempts to understand

their position within “literature,” and to democratize an elite “literary apparatus”— a

move that resulted in a view of the author as authentic witness of history.

In Chapter 4, then, I examine how first-person accounts of Nicaragua by Günter

Wallraff, Hans Christoph Buch, and Franz Xaver Kroetz— all written as expressions of
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solidarity for the beleaguered Sandinistas— can be understood in terms of a larger West

German move to “transform” literary production through the development of genres that

privilege the author’s “authentic” perspective. Wallraff’s Nicaragua von innen (1983)

features elements of the documentary genre that he was instrumental in reviving during

the 1960s. In “Das rollende ‘R’ der Revolution” (1985), Hans Christoph Buch draws on

the “New Subjective” poetics he had helped define in the early 1970s. The use of the

first-person voice in Franz Xaver Kroetz’s Nicaragua Tagebuch (1985) similarly refers to

the potential of political change, but retreats from specific generic parameters. Thus I

contend that generic choices reveal how each author lays claim to an “authentic”

authorial voice.

 Writers in revolutionary and post-revolutionary Nicaragua also sought to

transform, or democratize, the literary apparatus by employing an “authentic” first-person

perspective in texts that drew on the testimonio genre as it emerged throughout Latin

America during the 1960s— a form through which a narrator shared and represented the

experiences of subjugated communities. In Chapter 5, I examine three texts produced in

Sandinista Nicaragua that employ the testimonial mode in order to demonstrate the extent

to which the use of the “I” challenges prevailing notions of literary production. Yet I

argue that Margaret Randall’s compilation of interviews with Nicaraguan women, Todas

estamos despiertas: testimonios de la mujer nicaragüense hoy (1980), actually relies on

conventional notions of authorial authority which, in this case, is located in the editor/

compiler. Omar Cabezas’s testimonial La montaña es algo más que una inmensa estepa

verde (1982) about his experiences as a Sandinista guerrilla similarly reinforces rather
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traditional notions of authorial expertise. Finally, an anthology of poems produced in the

poetry workshops organized by the Nicaraguan Ministry of Culture falls short of its aim

of “refunctioning” literature by relying on “high art” notions of aesthetics.

The need to contextualize, or historicize, literature has been established. Indeed,

post-colonial theorists have had a large part in arguing for such contextualization by

engaging in scholarship that demonstrates how literary work is shaped by broader

discourses related to the practice and legacy of imperialism and colonialism. And yet

often, such an emphasis on literature’s context takes for granted certain frameworks,

specifically, a work’s position within a national literary history. Tracking the formation

of author positions on an international scope, I argue, productively re-historicizes

investigations of literary production. Reading texts from distinct contexts as responses to

similar historical events, and raising similar questions about the authors’ position within

international discourses on “literature,” enriches our understanding of the global scope of

literary production. Such a move does not a claim the “sameness” of literature, but calls

attention to its historical position within Cold War politics, and the literary apparatus of

its time.
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Part I: Historical Fiction and Meta-Historical Critique
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Chapter 2

Anna Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten: Practicing Historical Materialism

Writers, Revolution, and Meta-Historical Critique

During the 1950s, the East German writer Anna Seghers and Cuban author Alejo

Carpentier both wrote historical narratives of the anti- and intra-colonial struggles that

rocked the Caribbean islands in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Their

respective works, Karibische Geschichten (1962) and El siglo de las luces (1962), frame

this Caribbean history in terms of the encounter of French revolutionary ideals— more

broadly understandable as European Enlightenment ideals— with a new-world context.28

In both texts, the figure of the revolutionary messenger stands at the crux of this

encounter. He negotiates and interprets the tension between a revolutionary historical

vision— France’s changing, and ultimately reactionary policies towards its Caribbean

territories— and the dissemination and application of this vision in an American setting.

In both texts, the messenger is disillusioned, and, in Seghers’s work, even falls victim to

this tension.

In Chapters 2 and 3, I argue that Seghers and Carpentier use this figure of the

revolutionary messenger, who occupies a position counter to the state’s vision of history,

in order to articulate their respective visions of the author as the locus of metahistorical

                                                
28 The first two stories of Seghers’s trilogy, “Die Hochzeit von Haiti” and
“Wiedereinführung der Sklaverei auf Guadeloupe” were published in 1949. “Das Licht
auf dem Galgen” was published in 1961. All three stories appeared in the same volume
under the title Karibische Geschichten in 1962. Alejo Carpentier had completed the
manuscript of El siglo de las luces in Venezuela in 1958. It was first published in France
and Mexico in 1962, and then in Cuba in 1963.
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critique. The critique that the fictional messengers and the “real” authors perform, I

argue, can be understood in terms of Benjamin’s idea of a historical materialist practice

that challenges the assumptions of official narratives. Specifically, I show how the

messenger characters’ roles stand in intriguing contrapuntal relationship with those

discourses of authorship in which Seghers and Carpentier each participated as self-

proclaimed “committed” writers affiliated— albeit in very different ways— with new

states invested in revolutionary histories. In other words, I investigate how the author’s

responses to official Cuban and East German discourses of authorship and the initiatives

and statements of messenger figures in these historical texts form critical responses to

official Cuban and East German expectations for a writer as state historian in the Cold

War.

Critics have noted the links between Seghers’s and Carpentier’s historical

treatments of revolution and the context in which they are writing (Fehervary, “The

literature of the German Democratic Republic” 404). The eighteenth- and early

nineteenth-century anti-slavery and anti-colonial struggles that are stoked and suppressed

by the colonial powers France and England find their echo in world events one hundred

and fifty years later. As Seghers and Carpentier are drafting their work in the 1950s and

1960s, an Enlightenment heritage is similarly being challenged on multiple fronts as the

“south” posed a challenge to the “north,” and “east” and “west” blocs scrambled to

establish global hegemony, each claiming a link to an emancipatory post-war narrative.29

                                                
29 Susan Buck-Morss pursues in detail this thread of comparison between U.S. and Soviet
claims to an Enlightenment narrative in her Dreamworld and Catastrophe: The Passing
of Mass Utopia in East and West (2000).
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To my knowledge, criticism of Seghers’s and Carpentier’s texts has not focused

on the relationship between the discourses of authorship that inform each work and the

historical picture of messengers writers each presents. Instead, recent scholarship of

Karibische Geschichten and El siglo de las luces has tended to evaluate the historical

picture each text represents. As such, analysis informed by a post-colonial theoretical

perspective has viewed the works either as falling short of (in the case of Seghers), or

championing (in the case of Carpentier), an appropriately critical depiction of Western

knowledge and power.

This criticism does not ignore the relationship of the works to their own historical

contexts. Indeed, it offers important insight into each work’s debt to either European or

non-European ways of knowing as it explains the texts in terms of the way they respond

to the legacy of European Enlightenment. While Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten is

understood as uncritically accepting the universality of an Enlightenment heritage,

Carpentier’s El siglo de las luces, scholars argue, challenges notions that Enlightenment

ideals emanated outward from places like revolutionary France. I would submit, however,

that such criticism is not sufficiently historical because it overlooks the context of the

text’s production as a key component of the text’s commentary on the fate of messengers

as spokespersons for initiating change. Instead of focusing on the works as texts about

revolutionary messengers by writers struggling with a socially functioned expectation that

their mission is to represent a particular revolutionary position, these texts have been

largely studied in terms of the historical content presented in each work.
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Chapters 2 and 3, then, focus on Seghers’s and Carpentier’s texts as historically

informed articulations about their authorial role in shaping historical discourse rather than

as “accurate” or “inaccurate” accounts of history. Such a “simultaneous” reading of their

works on the Caribbean as texts informed by and reflecting on authorship in the mid-

twentieth century reinserts them into the discourses about authorial intentionality from a

new vantage point. At the same time it also considers the two authors as

contemporaries— coevals— whose historical fictional texts, read together, offer a global

picture of the way that writers living in two very different contexts of colonial constraint

struggled with issues of revolution, critique, and writing during the Cold War.

In this chapter, I turn to the way that Seghers’s historical-fictional treatment of

messengers in Karibische Geschichten reveals as much about Seghers’s position vis-à-vis

East German discourses of the author as historian as they do about a historical Caribbean.

In particular, I read the work of the “author” characters in these stories— revolutionary

messengers charged with disseminating emancipatory messages— against the backdrop

of an East German discourse of authorship that promulgated writers’ participation in the

official historiography of a new state linked to the Soviet Union. I argue that the author/

messengers in Seghers’s stories who reject an official revolutionary “line” in favor of

enacting alternate historical visions can be understood as Seghers’s admonition against

the cooptation of an author’s voice by state history.

My approach to Karibische Geschichten as a text about authors and historical

critique draws on Walter Benjamin’s Theses on the Philosophy of History (1940).

Specifically, I liken Seghers’s as well as her characters’ engagement with historical
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narratives to the historical materialist practice Benjamin espouses which seeks to make

visible the past erased by official histories that narrate “the triumphant march” of a

particular historical vision. Failure by both popular and academic critics to recognize that

intentionality in the Caribbean narratives has obscured an understanding of the way that

Seghers, through these stories, comments on an author’s responsibility to the past.

Instead, this reception views Seghers’s work almost exclusively as a discourse authorized

by its service to “winning,” that is, to dominant historical narratives. By reading how

Seghers’s Caribbean stories— both in terms of their publishing history and content— run

counter to official discourses of authorship and history— I argue that, in fact, Seghers’s

historical fiction practices historical critique.

Seghers and Benjamin

The vision of Seghers’s contemporary, Walter Benjamin, on what constitutes

critical historical practice offers a way to characterize the meta-historical critique both

Seghers and her characters perform as authors.30 In his Theses on the Philosophy of

History, Benjamin proposes a historical-materialist method as a more dynamic, and

ultimately more historical approach to the interpretation of the past than the static

                                                
30 Helen Fehervary posits that Benjamin would have been interacting with Anna
Seghers’s fictional work as he drafted his Theses on History. In particular, Fehervary
argues that Seghers’s presentation of a historical perspective in the first chapter of her
novel Das siebte Kreuz (1942)— a text that was available to the German exile
community in Paris, of which Benjamin was a part— is very much in line with
Benjamin’s own understanding of history as the dialectic between present and memory.
For example, in the opening scene of Seghers’s novel, the “past and present . . .
converge” through the eyes of the mythical figure of the shepherd who is at once
contemplating his flock and the history of the region in which the novel is set (Fehervary,
Anna Seghers 154, 156-57).
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historicist perspective that reifies history in a unified narrative. By historicist, Benjamin

refers to a view of the past as comprising a series of causally related events that reflect

progress— a single story (Theses 261). In a historicist vision this story of the past is

imbued with permanence. History becomes an unchanging narrative that tends to

privilege history’s victors, but also obscures the stories of those who stand in their way.

What troubles Benjamin about historicist interpretations of the past is that they so easily

become the official narratives of reactionary or hegemonic political systems such as

fascism, which Benjamin uses as a key example of the consequence of historicist

practice. Oppression of the past in the form of incomplete and nonmaterialist histories,

Benjamin implies, goes hand in hand with oppressing people.

 For Benjamin, the fight against reaction and fascism must be grounded in a

practice of historical interpretation— described in revolutionary terms— that is able to

“blast through” the superficiality of a historicist narrative (263). According to Benjamin,

the past is not a unified story, but a random conglomeration of events, “debris,” that

attains meaning only through the perspective of the historian (257). This perspective, in

turn, is contingent on the context in which the historian practices— the context that

shapes his/ her vision. In other words, the historian creates history through her affective

engagement with the past, not by objectively narrating “what really happened.” The

historian’s affective approach to the past which produces a dialectical relationship

between past and present is, for Benjamin, the only politically responsible way to write

history because it relies on and calls attention to the present perspective and experience of
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the observer. The process of historical interpretation is transparent, visible, “material”—

not fetishized as a single story.

As Benjamin describes it, historical-materialist engagement, the sole viable

alternative to historicist interpretations, approaches the past as a Messianic practice, one

that promises the redemption of a past “oppressed” or ignored by the non-Marxist

historicism and the victors it serves (263). Paradoxically, however, a key part of the

messianic potential of historical materialism is the fact that it can never achieve its

promise of redemption. The past that is recovered from a historicist perspective can never

become the reified “truth” because the ground of interpretation— the historian’s “unique

experience with the past”— is a constantly shifting one (262).

Using Benjamin’s depiction of the historian’s position vis-à-vis the past in order

to describe Seghers’s emphasis on the author’s historical vision makes sense because in

both her theoretical and fictional works, Seghers emphasizes the relationship of the story

being told with the complex, conflicted historical situatedness of the story-teller.

Seghers’s focus on this link between story and storyteller is reminiscent of Benjamin’s

description of historical-materialist practice that underscores the perspective of the

historian. The affinities between Seghers’s and Benjamin’s work continue to be apparent

in literary work that Seghers published after her return from exile in Mexico to East

Germany in 1947.

In particular, Seghers’s Caribbean stories deftly illustrate the distinction between

the two historical approaches Benjamin outlines in his Theses. On one hand, the

messengers who are promoting revolutionary ideals in the context of French
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restoration— ambassadors with portfolio sent to represent a French “line”— reify the

victor’s history. They are there to officially nullify the Republic’s earlier promises of

slave emancipation in favor of establishing a strong French colonial presence in the

Caribbean. These messengers, who function as the mouthpiece of a colonizing

government, merely reiterate a national historicist narrative.

Yet these are not the only messengers. On the other hand are those envoys who

continue to uphold the revolutionary ideals of 1789. They interrupt the new restorationist

line or history by bringing to light alternative stories— slave stories. Significantly, this

disruption relies on the kind of affective involvement with history that Benjamin

describes. The messengers who engage with the experience of slavery— those whose

own perspectives are shaped by approaching a marginalized history— enact a historical-

materialist perspective. In other words, they do not only see the “document of

civilization,” an official revolutionary line, but seek out the “document of barbarism” that

accompanies it (256). In all three stories, Seghers challenges an official history of

events— a historicist narrative— by foregrounding the histories of individuals who risk

or sacrifice their lives to combat the story hegemonic forces seek to impose.

In “Die Hochzeit von Haiti” or “The Wedding in Haiti” (1949), for example, the

Jewish immigrant Michael Nathan’s relationship with the Haitian slave leader Toussaint

L’Ouverture results in the inversion of a colonial black/ white, slave/ master hierarchy

that Napoleon seeks to reinstate. In “Wiedereinführung der Sklaverei in Guadeloupe,” or

“The Reinstatement of Slavery in Guadeloupe” (1949), the French revolutionary agent

Berenger promises the island’s newly freed slaves that he will defend their fields with his
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fort. When he receives the orders to reinstitute slavery, Berenger explodes the fort,

literally blasting through official French policy and interrupting the history of French

colonial rule. “Das Licht auf dem Galgen,” or “The Light on the Gallows,” (1961) offers

the clearest illustration of a rupture with an official version of history. In this final story

of the trilogy, the French sailor Malbec returns from the Caribbean to restoration France

with a letter for Antoine, a former clerk of the French revolutionary government who

knew the undercover agents sent to the Antilles. The letter, drafted by the French

revolutionary agent Galloudec, recounts a failed clandestine mission to foment slave

uprisings in Jamaica. In the story, Malbec meets secretly with Antoine to deliver the letter

that tells stories of revolutionary work that have officially been stamped out of public

memory in post-revolutionary France.

In each story, efforts to combat restoration ultimately fail. Toussaint L’Ouverture

is stripped of his power as Haiti’s leader; slavery is reinstated in Guadeloupe despite

resistance by French agents and former slaves; in Jamaica, Napoleon repeals the agents’

initial orders to organize slave rebellion. Yet what remains of each messenger’s fight

against colonialism and reaction are messianic “ruins,” historical “rubble” that provides

material evidence of struggles against restoration. In “Die Hochzeit von Haiti,” Michael

Nathan becomes this ruin: he returns to London after Toussaint L’Ouverture’s arrest

feeling as though his innermost has been burned, transformed to smoke and ashes (62).

Similarly, the exploded fort in “Die Wiedereinführung der Sklaverei in Guadeloupe”

symbolically memorializes resistance to French attempts at restoration. Finally, the letter
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that Malbec laboriously returns to France in “Das Licht auf dem Galgen” functions as a

reminder of alternative, otherwise forgotten histories.

Reading Seghers as Historian/ Karibische Geschichten as History

Read as conflicted histories rather than referents of a dominant historical shaping

of the past, Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten position the author as the critical history-

teller that I identify in the stories. Further, this message of authorship can also be read as

Seghers’s own interrogation of her position as a writer in the GDR— a connection I

detail in Part IV of this chapter.

Concurrently with dismissing the possibility of authorial independence, critical

reception of these stories has not been concerned with the way that issues of authorship—

either Seghers’s own or the way it is thematized in the trilogy— shapes the texts. Instead,

these readings of Karibische Geschichten have focused on the relative accuracy or

inaccuracy of the works as histories of the Caribbean. Such historicist popular and critical

accounts reify both Seghers the author and Seghers’s texts as referents of particular

historical truths, thereby truncating consideration of the Karibische Geschichten as the

product and representation of the author’s dynamic engagement with the past. As I

discuss in the section that follows, that view is anchored in a well-established reception in

both East and West.
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Cold War Reception: Seghers as State Historian

An East and West German conception of Seghers as the state’s story and history-

teller, or “Staatsdichterin,” shaped the popular reception of the Karibische Geschichten in

both the GDR and FRG. In a sense, this understanding of Seghers’s authorial position

made the Caribbean stories unacceptable for wide dissemination. Though the trilogy went

through three printings by the GDR’s Aufbau Verlag, more general data from East

Germany suggests that the Karibische Geschichten were not popularly distributed.31 For

example, Seghers’s work was typically widely read in East German schools. Possibly, the

subject matter of the Karibische Geschichten, which are set at a geographical and

historical distance from twentieth-century Germany and deal with the theme of the

betrayed revolution, rendered them inappropriate “Schullektüre” or required school

reading. The stories were not acceptable for GDR school curriculum developers who

preferred those texts by Seghers that dealt more directly with the SED’s preferred issues

of anti-fascism, solidarity, and/ or renewal— the latter a theme that could be applied to

discussions of East Germany as a new, and renewed, German state (Jonas 211). Even a

film version of the final story of the trilogy, “Das Licht auf dem Galgen” (1976), did not

result in a wider reception of the stories, perhaps because the critique of revolution

implicit in the film made SED functionaries suspicious. Even though the film underwent

changes after its premiere to render it more in consonance with the party line, it only ran

for a short time and soon “disappeared into the archives” (Habel 358-59).

                                                
31 Regine Zschernig at the Aufbau Verlag provided this information to me. In an email
from 5 April, 2004, she explained that Seghers’s Karibishe Geschichten went through
three printings in East Germany in 1962, 1965, and 1977.
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Although the stories did not enjoy a wide popular reception in East Germany

because they could not be easily reconciled with a GDR historicist narrative, reviewers

for the East German literary journals Neue deutsche Literatur and Weimarer Beiträge

read the trilogies as explicitly supportive of an East German official “line.” For example,

Horst Hölzel reads the Karibische Geschichten as successful reiterations of GDR foreign

policy. For Hölzel, Seghers’s focus on historical slave uprisings serves as a reminder of

contemporary anti-colonial movements in Algeria, Congo, and Tunisia and demonstrates

the impotence of “imperial colonial powers,” read, the capitalist West against which the

GDR positions itself (127). Siegfried Streller similarly interprets Seghers’s treatment of a

remote historical and geographical setting in terms of contemporary political events:

Seghers’s critique of historical colonialism can be seen as a challenge to current

colonialist practices such as anti-Semitism in the “west German imperial state” (745).

 Just as in East Germany, West German readers and reviewers evaluated (or were

not interested in evaluating) the Karibische Geschichten in terms of Seghers’s perceived

position as state historian. If the stories were not widely read in the GDR, they

presumably had even less circulation in the FRG where Seghers’s work was dismissed

and later vilified as the work of a party-blind loyalist until the mid-1970s (Degemann

219).32 Such a view of Seghers made her texts unacceptable reading, as Christa

Degemann makes clear in her discussion of Seghers’s reception in West Germany. The

publication of her novel Das Vertrauen in 1968— interpreted by West German reviewers

                                                
32 A more nuanced picture of the author became available in West Germany with the
1977 publication of Peter Roos and Friederike Hassauer Roos’s book on Seghers, Anna
Seghers, Materialienbuch.
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solely as pro-GDR propaganda— solidified an image of Seghers as someone who had

“succumbed” to a GDR cultural-political program (221). According to Degemann,

readers who may have wanted to confirm this vision of Seghers by reading her works

would have had trouble finding editions— very few were available in the BRD (221-22).

Karibische Geschichten, unlike other of Seghers’ texts such as her short stories, was not

published in West Germany, and would not have been easily available to West German

readers until 1994, when the Aufbau Verlag issued a fourth printing of the trilogy.

A Post-colonial Turn

 If East and West German visions of Seghers as a “Staatsdichterin” limited the

popular reception of the Karibische Geschichten, U.S. and German scholars, all writing

from a post-colonial theoretical perspective, were drawn to the works as reflections on

colonialism and old-world/ new-world relationships. Rather than investigating the work

as a statement on the author’s role as historical interpreter, Gertraud Gutzmann (1988),

Arlene Teraoka (1996), Herbert Uerlings (1997), and Thomas Mast (1997), have

emphasized the way the stories resonate or contrast with historical data or contexts. In

other words, these scholars focus on the sources and merits of Seghers’s representation of

a historical Caribbean. For all four this means evaluating Seghers’s stated purpose of the

stories— the returning exiles’ responsibility to share insight gained from less familiar

parts of the world and engender cross-cultural understanding at home— in terms of

contemporary debates on European representations of a non-Western other.
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According to Gutzmann, Teraoka, and Uerlings, Seghers is not successful in her

aim to represent “foreign peoples as the earth’s contribution to humanity . . . [and to

make clear] that foreign peoples are not inferior to our own people.” 33 For these scholars,

Seghers’s desired cultural relativism fails. In its place, a seemingly unproblematic

application of European Enlightenment notions of emancipation to a non-European

context effaces the historical, ethnic, and gendered specificities of Caribbean responses to

colonization. Mast concurs that Seghers’s depictions of Caribbean slave leaders such as

Toussaint L’Ouverture are filtered through white/ European norms, but argues that

Seghers’s stories achieve a “successful approximation” of the “other,” based as they are

on European historical sources and written to show Europeans their similarity with, rather

than radical difference from non-Europeans (41). Even though Mast offers a more

affirmative picture of Karibische Geschichten as historical source, his reading of the

stories is still premised on the question of the relative accuracy of the historical claims

Seghers makes in her work.34

There are critics who take a step toward viewing Seghers as using historical

material to comment on current histories and the writing of history itself. In such cases,

they focus on the parallels between the colonial history Seghers depicts and the political

                                                
33 Translation mine. The original reads: “die Künstler, die bald aus der Emigration
heimfahren werden, haben eine Lehrzeit hinter sich, die sie befähigt, die fremden Völker
als den Beitrag der Erde zur Menschheit darzustellen … Sie werden klar machen, daß die
fremden Völker nicht geringer sind als das eigene Volk, allesamt, wie Humboldt gewußt
hat, ‘zur Freiheit bestimmt’” (Seghers, “Aufgaben der Kunst” 201).

34 Certainly scholarly emphasis on Seghers’s use of historical sources to represent
historical events is appropriate. Seghers was invested in historical accuracy, and did
extensive research not only for her Caribbean texts, but for much of her writing (Zehl
Romero, Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-1983 89).
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climate as she experienced it. In other words, they read Seghers’s historical fiction as a

cipher for Seghers’s biography or her stance on contemporary political developments.

Yet these analyses do not consider how the historical fictional material performs and

represents a meta-historical practice.

Thus critics read Seghers’s treatment of suppressed revolution in the French

Caribbean colonies as the author’s personal commentary on her own experiences with

revolution and betrayal. According to Uerlings, Seghers’s stories of French and native

revolutionaries who are betrayed by their superiors relates to Seghers’s own experiences

that coincided with the publication of the Karibische Geschichten. These included the

author’s feelings of betrayal by a GDR that was highly suspicious of cosmopolitan,

Jewish intellectuals like Seghers and many of her colleagues who had returned from exile

in the West. Importantly, Uerlings suggests that the texts’ representation of betrayal also

refer to Seghers’s treatment of her fellow exiles and colleagues, like her publisher Walter

Janka, whom she did not publicly defend during the show trials that East Germany staged

against Janka and other intellectuals in the 1950s (82-84). Christiane Zehl Romero and

Helen Fehervary also remark on the way that the novellas’ themes of political identities

under siege relate to Seghers’s own feelings of confusion at the revelation of Stalin’s

crimes, and her subsequent critique of Stalinism as practiced in the GDR (Zehl Romero,

Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-1983 187; Fehervary, “The Literature of the

German Democratic Republic” 404).

 While critics read the fight against colonialism depicted in Karibische

Geschichten in terms of Seghers’s own political experiences in a new East Germany,
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specifically, and with communism, more generally, they also emphasize the work’s status

as commentary on contemporary colonialism across the globe. For example, Fehervary

and Zehl Romero argue that Karibische Geschichten simultaneously offer a critique of

colonialism and expresses hopefulness in contemporary anti-colonial movements

(Fehervary, “The Literature of the German Democratic Republic” 404; Zehl Romero,

Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-1983 200). Thus Fehervary asserts that the

Karibische Geschichten were some of the first German narratives to “turn attention to

liberation movements which were then exploding around the world” (“The Literature of

the German Democratic Republic” 404). Zehl Romero also sees the works’ setting in the

context of Caribbean slave uprisings as a sign that a “third world” struggle against

colonialism offered more hope for political transformation than current developments in

Europe (Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-1983 200).

These readings of the Karibische Geschichten in terms of their relationship to

contemporary European and Latin American history are central for understanding the

stories’ debt to European ways of knowing— and seeing— a debt that, in Seghers’s case,

is informed by a particular European revolutionary history. Yet such approaches that

view Seghers’s historical fiction as either bad history (an inaccurate representation of the

Caribbean), or as a cipher for another historical time (the revolution as it has been

betrayed by Fascist Germany and a Stalinist Soviet Union, contemporary Latin American

independence movements)— insightful as they are— elide how the texts comment on the

act of writing history. That is, critics have shown how Seghers represents historical

periods, but they have not explored the way that Seghers’s historical fictional text serves
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to model the writer’s role in fashioning history. This is the question suggested by a

concern with the text as a historical-material document shaped by and responding to

specific discourses of history-writing.

Author and Text as Historical-Material Critique

Focusing on the way that Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten respond to East

German discourses of authorship reveals the ways the stories perform and present

historical-materialist practice. Such an investigation reveals that the novellas were not

derived independent of the author position of state historian that Seghers acquired in the

GDR and FRG, as both the popular and critical reception of the texts would suggest.

Instead, I argue that the Caribbean stories index Seghers’s critical response to GDR

notions of history-writing and authorship— a challenge she issues from a position as the

representative East German author. Seghers does this by making creative and practical

decisions about the texts that do not comply with the nation’s official literary-historical

conventions. That is, she resituates her author role in these novellas by 1) turning away

from the state’s mandate that creative work treat a GDR setting and writing instead about

Caribbean history; 2) departing from GDR dictates by using the Romantic novella, a

marginalized genre in the GDR of her day; and 3) choosing to publish in a journal like

Sinn und Form that stood at odds with a party-line. Seghers’s choices for unofficial

venues for storytelling in the GDR exemplifies historical-materialist practice to the extent

that she draws on— or materially engages with— a literary-historical field that has been

pushed aside by official cultural policy. That is, she regards with suspicion what
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Benjamin refers to as the “spoils,” or the “cultural treasures” of those who proclaim

themselves history’s victors (Theses 256).

Just as Seghers’s writing and publication of the novellas can be understood as

historical-materialist critique in practice, the novellas offer the representation— via the

works’ characters— of the critical potential of a material engagement with the past. By

re-envisioning revolutionary anti-slavery messages and holding out the promise of

emancipation, messengers in each story disrupt a dominant narrative linked with

oppression. The goal is not to institutionalize the revolutionary ideal, nor are the

protagonists positive heroes in the sense of displaying unambiguous adherence to party

directives. Indeed, in each novella, revolution fails and slavery is reinstated by a more

powerful foreign country seeking to consolidate its territorial claims. Despite this, the

protagonists remain faithful to an ideal of revolution, even if all that remains in each case

is the Benjaminian “ruin,” the material “message” that stands in opposition to the

univalent, historicist narrative.

Reading Seghers’s texts in terms of the social relations of their production rather

than ascribing them a Cold War author function of either “rubber stamp” or “dissident”

vis-à-vis official history, or backgrounding author position in favor of attention to larger,

colonial discourses, is in keeping with some of the most interesting scholarship on East

German literature in general and Anna Seghers, in particular.35 This scholarship, in part a

                                                
35 I am referring here to the afore-mentioned 2001 study by Helen Fehervary of Seghers’s
oeuvre in the context of Central European intellectual history, as well as the two volume
biography of Seghers by Christiane Zehl Romero, published in 2000 and 2003, which
examines Seghers’s work in light of her relationship to private and public spheres. These
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response to post-1989 debates about the relationship of GDR writers with the East

German government and secret police, has argued for a reading of the nation’s literature

that would move beyond the black and white framework of complicity or dissidence. The

furore surrounding the discovery of Christa Wolf’s cooperation with East Germany’s

Staatssicherheit is perhaps the best-known example of these debates. Yet the 1989-1990

controversy related to Anna Seghers’s apparent betrayal of her publisher and colleague

Walter Janka— victim of 1957 show trials staged in the GDR— also exemplifies the

terms of these post-reunification discussions about GDR authors and the state. When

Janka published his account of Seghers’s silence during his trial in his 1989 biography

Schwierigkeiten mit der Wahrheit, he interprets her inaction during his trial as a sign of

her fear of official reprisals (90-91). Others defended Seghers, pointing to her behind-the-

scenes demonstrations of frustration at the situation and work at reconciliation.36

As scholars such as David Bathrick have pointed out, however, the question is not

necessarily whether Seghers was guilty or innocent of complying with the East German

government. This question was— and is— often linked with divergent and competing,

that is East or West German, notions of authorship.37 Instead, Bathrick argues that

                                                                                                                                                
studies coincided with the hundredth anniversary of Seghers’s birth, and were possible
because of increased access to Seghers’s archives after German reunification in 1990.

36 In a 1992 essay about Seghers’s action/ inaction during Janka’s trial, “Plädoyer für eine
Tote,” the East German author Erich Loest describes how Seghers approached the
Central Committee and the SED in order to vouch for Janka.

37 As Bathrick argues, West Germans, who saw in “critical” GDR writers the promise of
an intellectual “untainted” by an authoritarian regime, were disillusioned by evidence of
so-called “critical” East German writers’ involvement with an official sphere. On the
other hand, East Germans, in particular those like Loest and Hermlin who came to
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evaluation of GDR writers’ links to their state should occur within an understanding of

the “evolving institutional and literary framework of literary cultural life within East

Germany” (2). In other words, the question guiding analysis of Seghers’s work in the

GDR should be: how could Seghers occupy an oppositional stance within a particular

author function, as circumscribed by an East German literary political system of the

1950s? This view makes the case for considering room within an East German author

position of state historian for critique of particular historical perspectives.

By understanding the literary framework within which Seghers worked— and to

which she responded— one can see how the Karibische Geschichten, both in their

content and publication history, pose a challenge to the expected relationship between

author and state history. The difference between the choices that Seghers made when

writing and publishing her “party-line” GDR novels, for example, from those she made

concerning the Karibische Geschichten attest to the fact that Seghers grappled with her

emerging position as East Germany’s premier writer and her expected role as GDR

historian and chronicler of GDR reality. Though Seghers eschewed openly rebelling

against official expectations, she challenged them covertly by not choosing the thematic,

generic, and public venues through which GDR authors were supposed to tell about East

Germany, all the while maintaining her posture as loyal representative of party positions.

By critiquing the ways GDR writers participated in crafting official state historiography,

Seghers was able to enact Benjamin’s charge in his Theses to “brush history against the

                                                                                                                                                
Seghers’s defense, perhaps had a more nuanced sense of the interplay between state and
critique required of GDR writers (Bathrick 11).
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grain” (257). She did this by shifting the venue of discussion and presenting a message

that replaces the support for official positions with a clarion call for their subversion. 

In what follows, I pluck out various narrative components of the Karibische

Geschichten and relate them to historical circumstances in order to track the way Seghers

both represents and performs a counternarrative. Just as Seghers turns away from

approved and conventional topics, genres, and means of publication in order to

interrogate how writers tell history in the GDR, the messengers in her stories also subvert

the accepted modes and media for conveying history. By reading the characters’ actions

in terms of the context of the stories’ production, I show how Seghers’s messengers—

like Seghers herself— bear witness to marginalized history in the face of imposed,

historicist narratives.

Turning Topics: From East German “Reality” to French-Caribbean History

In 1948, East German premier Walter Ulbricht reinforced the topical parameters

for acceptable writing in East Germany. Following Shdanow, Stalin’s chief ideologue,

Ulbricht called on writers to write about contemporary history, to focus on the “here and

now” of GDR reality rather than set literary work in a German past or non-German

context (Zehl Romero, Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-1983 64). Read in

Benjaminian terms, Ulbricht’s program for East German literature can be read as his

mandate for writers to reinforce a historicist narrative of the GDR’s “victory” over

fascism through its alliance with the Soviet Union, what Julia Hell calls the nation’s

“foundational narrative” (30).
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 As the head of the East German Writer’s Union from 1950 to 1978, Seghers

became one of the public representatives of this narrative in an East German literary

field— a figurehead for East Germany’s official revolutionary line of anti-fascism and

“friendship” with the Soviet Union. Though Seghers cannot be called uncritical of East

German and Soviet policy, in both her work as a public figure and in her writing in the

GDR, she did not explicitly diverge from the “topic”— a particular vision of East

German history— that Ulbricht urged writers to reiterate. She did not speak out publicly

against episodes of Soviet repression such as the crackdown on the Berlin worker’s

uprising in 1953, or the Soviet invasion of Hungary in 1956. Nor did Seghers respond

critically— at least in a GDR public sphere— to the Stalinist-style show trials held in the

GDR during the mid-1950s designed to root out working associates such as Janka

considered disloyal to the new nation’s Soviet “line” (136). In certain venues, she

publicly acknowledged these actions as necessary to maintain the status quo (Bernhardt

88). Seghers’s major post-war novels, especially Die Entscheidung (1959) and Das

Vertrauen (1968) that narrate the rebuilding of a steel factory in the East German town of

Kossin during the immediate post-war period (the narrative ends in 1956) can be

understood as programmatic texts that reinforce an official GDR historical vision. The

heroes are veterans of the Spanish Civil War, “pedigree” anti-fascists who find support

from the Soviets— trusted helpers and friends— in fashioning a new Socialist Germany.

Seghers’s public and creative adherence to this GDR historical narrative has been

contentious, as I noted above. Yet it does not tell the whole story. Rather than affirm or

dismiss Seghers solely in terms of her support of this narrative, I argue that it is crucial to
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emphasize Seghers’s position as someone authorized to write state history in order to

understand the critical potential of her private actions and creative work, like Karibische

Geschichten, that diverge in some way from that author role. If Seghers upheld a

historicist GDR narrative in her public persona, her “behind-the-scenes” work makes

clear the conflict she felt with expectations to do so. Janka’s arrest and trial was not the

only time Seghers showed private despair at state practice: Seghers’s contemporaries

have shared other instances of her silent demonstrations of support for writers critical of

party dictates.38

If Seghers felt conflict about her position as the public representative of a state

“line,” she also experienced some trouble incorporating this “topic,” or narrative into her

creative work. In her biography of the author, Zehl Romero suggests that even though

Seghers complied with the official expectation to write about contemporary East

Germany, she had a difficult time conceptualizing— and finishing her party-line GDR

novels (Zehl Romero, Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-1983 254).39 As Zehl

Romero and others have emphasized, this difficulty could have been the fact that Seghers

felt less connected to a GDR reality than to her exile homes, France and Latin America,

or even the area around her native Mainz— in West Germany after the war. The letters

                                                
38 In a conversation with Janet Swaffar on August 15, 1985, Stefan Heym noted that
when Günter Kunert was given a “Schreibverbot,” or forbidden to write, in the mid-
1950s for poems not in line with party dictates, it would have been the end of his career
as a writer had not Seghers come up to him after the session and shaken his hand. As
Heym noted the gesture “hat ihn gerettet,” it had “saved him.”

39 By the late 1960s, Zehl Romero claims that Seghers saw the completion of her East
German novels as a “Pflicht,” or “duty” that she had to complete (Zehl Romero, Anna
Seghers: Eine Biographie 1947-1983 254).  
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she wrote immediately after her return to Berlin in 1947 demonstrate the alienation she

felt from Germany and its citizens.40 But I suggest that the trouble Seghers experienced

integrating her pre-war and exile experiences with a post-war East Germany was directly

related to the historicist perspectives on which an East and West “bloc” relied. As

Seghers noted in 1949, when post-war Cold War fronts were already entrenched, a bloc

ideology depended on obliterating “the tomorrow from yesterday” (65).

Seghers’s temporal characterization of Cold War “bloc” ideology as one in which

future visions are divorced from reflection on a past that does not mesh with an official

historical “line” is an implicit critique of an East German narrative so centered on its

current and future status as history’s “victor” that it disabled nuanced consideration of a

pre-war pan-German past. Such an ideology would necessarily prevent the kind of

critical, dialectical-historical reflection on the past and present that Benjamin describes.

By turning her attention in the Karibische Geschichten away from East Germany and to

historical France and the Caribbean— subject matter that she had been focusing on

already while in exile— Seghers advocates for just such a dialectical historical reflection,

the investigation of revolutionary histories other than the univalent revolutionary heritage

East Germany claims through its alliance with the Soviet Union. Importantly, Seghers’s

choice to focus on non-GDR specific material in the late 1940s and early 1950s also

serves to question the GDR’s insistence that writers depict the present a-historically by

                                                
40 A collection of Seghers’s correspondence written immediately after she returned to
Berlin and published in 2000, document the logistical and emotional difficulties she faced
in post-war Germany. For example, in a letter to the Austrian writer Bruno Frei, Seghers
writes: “[ich bin] etwas allein, und etwas müde und etwas traurig” ‘(I am) somewhat
lonely, and a little tired and a little sad’ (Berger 150).
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engaging in facile stereotyping of the Nazi past and the capitalist West as these forces

impinge upon the social struggles of a contemporary GDR.

The conflict between the official imposition of a particular “topic” that

participates in a future-oriented historicist narrative, and a historical-materialist narrative

premised on the memory of struggle is dramatized in the final story of the trilogy, “Das

Licht auf dem Galgen,” through a stand-off between the revolutionary agents Debuisson

and Sasportas. Sent to British-colonized Jamaica by a French revolutionary government

to covertly foment slave revolt, the two are later ordered to cease their work by

Napoleon. Debuisson complies: he has no difficulty defending a radically new narrative,

or “message”— peace with England and the continuation of a colonial economy

supported by slavery. Sasportas, on the other hand, adheres to the plan to unite and assist

the various groups of disaffected slaves on the island and is ultimately executed by the

English.

Read simply, Debuisson and Sasportas stand for betrayal of or loyalty to a

revolutionary cause. Key, however, to Debuisson’s and Sasportas’s relationships to

national or revolutionary narratives is the way that they demonstrate the connection

between historical perspective and revolutionary consciousness. In other words,

Debuisson’s inability to engage critically with his familial and political connections to

either the French or British empire makes him all too ready to abandon the mission. On

the other hand, Sasportas’s loyalty to the project of disseminating a revolutionary

message derives from affective engagement with the historical context in which he is

working.
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Seghers demonstrates Debuisson’s static relationship with the ruling “regime”

through his membership in a British-Jamaican aristocracy, as well as his relationship to

the French government. This relationship is strikingly demonstrated through Debuisson’s

resumption of his previous identity as an aristocratic son of the island— a ruse that

allows him to travel freely from plantation to plantation while secretly gathering

information about the status of rebellion across the island. Debuisson had severed his

connection to colonial Jamaica after the death of his parents— fleeing to France,

becoming a member of the “Gesellschaft der Freunde der  Schwarzen,” or “Society of the

Friends of Blacks” fighting in support of slave rebellion in Guadeloupe (Seghers,

Karibische Geschichten 146). Yet the separation he had achieved between his past life

and his present political ideals quickly becomes blurred once Debuisson— the political

agitator— is disguised as Debuisson the landowner. The potential of Debuisson’s

position for historical reflection is great. In a sense, Debuisson disguised as himself is the

embodiment of a dialectic between past and present, the interplay between a subjective

perspective and the ideology of a ruling class. This dialectic is crucial for a vantage point

that Benjamin calls historical materialist. However, Debuisson is unable to sustain the

kind of Brechtian “Verfremdungseffekt” that would allow him to critically reflect on the

relationship between his position as revolutionary agent and the social order that shapes

his background. He gradually slips into the patterns of his old social position.

Seghers’s description of Debuisson’s return to a past life— one that results in his

resumption of power over the slave population he has been sent to help liberate— charts

the consequences of a loss of historical consciousness: exploitation. When his grandfather
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Bering greets him at the harbor, Debuisson is so overwhelmed by childhood memories

that he— unlike his companion Sasportas— does not notice the caged slave who

occupies a prominent position in the marketplace (158-59). Debuisson, whose work leads

him to associate with plantation families, is “received in the old circles without

resistance” (160-61), unquestioningly accepts the deference with which his father’s slave,

Douglas, approaches him, and begins to feel at home in this context, considering the land

not as a political field, but as his property (189).41 After some time on the island, he is

once again considered “a native” (193), and “forgets [momentarily] why he has come to

Jamaica” (203), also forgetting that the slaves in the background are human, that they are

listening to what he is saying (203).42 The light kick he uses to wake up his grandfather’s

slave Douglas escalates into outright violence when Debuisson strikes a slave who is

helping to put out a fire set by a rebellious slave group (203, 221).

Debuisson’s failure to engage with his past historically— that is, from the vantage

point of his position in the present— also characterizes his relationship to the French

government issuing his orders. When Debuisson hears that Napoleon’s new position as

Consul nullifies their mission, his reaction is to eat the paper on which the message is

written: “his teeth chewed it furiously, as though they had to crush bones” (184).43 By

                                                
41 “[Debuisson] spürte bald, daß er seine Sache gut machte und widerspruchslos in den
alten Kreis aufgenommen wurde.” This and subsequent translations of passages from the
Karibische Geschichten into English are mine. To my knowledge, the stories have not
been translated into English.

42 Debuisson “galt schon wieder als Einheimischer.” Later “vergaß [er] eine Stunde lang,
warum er in Jamaika war.”

43 “Seine Zähne zerkauten ihn wütend, als müßten sie Knochen zermalmen.”
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eating the paper, Debuisson not only destroys evidence of his affiliation with clandestine

revolutionary work, he seeks to efface traces of a past that was anathema to the new order

he is willing to embrace. Debuisson explicitly articulates this historicist perspective— to

use Benjamin’s term— when he explains to Sasportas Napoleon’s rationale for sudden

policy change in terms of people’s need to forget the past: “[the Revolution,] that was ten

years ago. Napoleon has a feeling for such things. This is the time when people want

something new, special. They are tired of the old” (185).44 For Debuisson, the

obliteration of the past, “das Alte,” is justified in the name of expedient to policy

changes, and requires obedience to a new set of rules, or “Tagesordnung” (203).

Unlike Debuisson, whose historicist perspective is marked by his gradual return to

full-fledged membership in a slave-holding class, Sasportas’s capability of engaging with

the island and his mission historically relies on his interest and engagement with the slave

population— in short, he is attuned to, in Benjamin’s words, the “testament of

barbarism,” instances of exploitation on which historicist narratives depend (Theses 256).

Despite the fact that Debuisson is in charge of the mission, he has very little contact

with— and in the end, shows no interest in— the multiple slave groups on the island who

are plotting rebellion. Sasportas’s work in Jamaica, on the other hand, comes to be

motivated less and less by the legal parameters of the particular assignment he has agreed

to complete, than his relationship to and knowledge of slave life and struggle.

                                                
44 “Das war vor zehn Jahren … die Revolution. [Napoleon] hat ein Gefühl für so was.
Das ist der Zeitpunkt, an dem alle Menschen scharf sind auf etwas Besonderes, Neues,
und sie haben das Alte satt.”
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While Debuisson views Jamaica in terms of allegiance to French governmental

orders or his own family connections, Sasportas “reads” the island as a place

characterized by racial inequality which he is obligated to help rectify. Paradigmatic for

this perspective are Sasportas’s first impressions of the islands: he wonders if the first

“Neger,” or “negro” he sees knows he has come to help, “Does he know who we are? If

he doesn’t know it, he’ll learn. That’s why we came here” (149-50).45 And unlike

Debuisson, Sasportas does not overlook the slave in the market square locked in a cage as

punishment (159). If Sasportas understands the island primarily in terms of slavery, this

understanding is deepened as he makes contact and builds relationships with various

slaves involved in planning rebellion such as Bedford and Ann.

In the end, Debuisson fuses his personal story with those of history’s “victors,”

the slave-owning class and Napoleon. Sasportas’s final actions that defy both colonial

and French “regimes,” on the other hand, serve to rupture the stories on which English

colonialism and Napoleonic victory depend. Once Debuisson has denounced the

revolutionary assignment, Sasportas is set adrift from the rationale of empires: “suddenly

he understood that from now on he would have to find and do the right thing without an

example, and without an assignment” (200).46 “The right thing,” for Sasportas, is making

public the slave struggle that official voices desperately hope to silence. He does this by

aiding and encouraging rebellion. After his arrest and imprisonment he yells “I am no

                                                
45 “Weiß er, wer wir sind? … Wenn er es nicht weiß, wird er es lernen. Wir sind dazu
hergekommen.”

46 “Auf einmal verstand er, daß er von nun an ohne Vorbild und ohne Auftrag das
Richtige finden und ausführen mußte.”
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Debuisson” and refuses to inform the police of his slave contacts, but tells a prison

caretaker, “continue without me” (241, 242).47 But Sasportas also ensures that a

marginalized history is told by memorializing his experience in the Antilles: he and

Galloudec promise that if something should happen to either one of them, the other will

carry the story of their revolutionary work to France (218). Certainly the clearest example

of this memorialization— Sasportas’s refusal to be silenced— is his public execution.

Critics have rightly argued that Seghers’s depiction of Sasportas’s involvement

with slave rebellion in Jamaica smacks of paternalism and Eurocentrism. Certainly

phrases such as “that is why we came” (149-50), “continue without me” (242), “you

negroes, do as they did in Haiti” (244), imply that overturning slavery in Jamaica must be

dependent on Sasportas’s example.48 What I want to emphasize, however, is that

Sasportas’s “example” is the model of a particular historical consciousness that lies at the

heart of revolutionary practice, and is not necessarily part of an inherent European

superiority. By engaging with a past that has been excised from an official story, or

“topic,” Sasportas and Seghers challenge nationalist histories.

Form and History: Reviving “devalued Genres”

By writing about Caribbean history instead of an East German present, Seghers

challenges Ulbricht’s mandate for authors to contribute to a national historicist narrative

by writing about the “here and now.” Yet her Karibische Geschichten also enact a

historical materialist challenge to the ascribed East German author position of state

                                                
47 “Ich bin kein Debuisson! … Macht ohne mich weiter.”
48 “Ihr Neger, macht es wie die in Haiti.”
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historian through their genre. In these stories, Seghers turns away from the socialist

realist novel — the genre through which GDR writers were expected to tell a national

story in the 1950s— and to the novella, a form devalued in East Germany because of its

association with an “irrational,” or reactionary cultural heritage of Romanticism

(Hallberg 103).

Seghers’s engagement with the novella can be understood as a subtle critique of

an East German author category of state historian because it effectively challenged the

SED’s use of the socialist realist novel to link East German literary history with the

nation’s historical identity as pro-Soviet and anti-fascist. An emphasis on socialist

realism by the GDR cultural leadership referenced East Germany’s political and literary

relationship with the Soviet Union (Mittenzwei 91-101). Described/ prescribed by Andrej

Shdanow, Stalin’s chief ideologue, the genre was to be pedagogical, emphasizing positive

heroes who would model appropriate behavior (Zehl Romero, Anna Seghers: Eine

Biographie, 1947-1983 64; Mittenzwei 91; Best 507). Through these novels— including

socialist realist novels by Seghers— GDR citizens, like their Soviet counterparts, could

learn how to best live in a Socialist society. Significantly, the Stalinist socialist realist

novel was not viewed— officially, at least— as a foreign form to be applied in a new

context. Instead, the form was considered an outgrowth of the German novel, and, by

extension, Germany’s enlightenment tradition that the GDR claimed as the cultural basis

of a humanist, anti-fascist East Germany (Fehervary, “The Literature of the German

Democratic Republic” 395-96).
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As I indicated, Seghers’s choice for the novella at the same time that she was

working on her epic socialist realist novels in the 1950s was not random. To a large

extent, this challenge has to do with the fact that alluding to the German novella

necessarily references literary challenges to official dictates. On the one hand, Seghers’s

turn to the novella is an allusion to censorship. The novella was the dominant form of

Germany’s nineteenth century writers from the Romantic era to the late realists such as

Meyer, Stifter, and Raabe in part because the censorship that dominated the German

states during most of that century often rendered hazardous the writing of a novel

encompassing a broader social-historical perspective. Furthermore, Seghers calls into

question the GDR’s reification of Weimar classicism as the nation’s cultural foundation

by specifically alluding to Kleist’s 1811 novella Verlobung auf St. Domingo, and not to

Goethe, the central theorist of the classical novella form (Fehervary, “The Literature of

the German Democratic Republic” 404).49 Using the novella, a genre that historically

stands for critique of state-sanctioned literary production, allows Seghers to reinsert— to

use Benjamin’s term— a “repressed” literary history into a GDR literary sphere.50

                                                
49 In a letter to Renate Francke written in 1963, Seghers explains that her Caribbean
novellas, particularly “Die Hochzeit von Haiti,” is a specific allusion to Kleist’s
Verlobung auf St. Domingo (Seghers, Karibische Geschichten 254). Seghers also
critiques the single-minded emulation of Goethe in the GDR. For example, in a speech
given at the occasion of a Goethe celebration in 1949, Seghers called for drawing on
diverse literary traditions: “warum sollen wir nur von Goethe hören und nicht von
Puschkin?” ‘why should we only hear about Goethe and not Pushkin?’ (Zehl Romero,
Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-1983 65).

50 As Rüdiger Bernhardt points out in his essay “Mühen und Niederlagen der Anna
Seghers” (2000), the author’s reference to Kleist in the 1950s was forward-thinking: a
more widespread “return” to Kleist and Romanticism in the GDR only began in 1962
with the conference on Romanticism, “Fragen der Romantikforschung” (91).
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In the second novella of Karibische Geschichten, “Wiedereinführung der

Sklaverei in Guadeloupe,” Seghers also narrates the relevance of form, or genre, for

telling and critiquing history. In this novella, two different groups— agents of the French

Republic sent to Guadeloupe to help organize the newly freed slaves and emissaries sent

to the island later by Napoleon to reinstate slavery— seek, through different means, to

shape the historical consciousness of the island’s blacks. On the one hand, the Republican

agent Beauvais, along with his assistants, the mulatto Berenger and the former slaves

Jean and Paul Rohan— all of whom had fought for slave independence— urge the now

free slaves to claim ownership of the land by carrying out land reform and establishing

their own farms. They describe the freed slaves’ historical link to the land by using native

genres such as the oral sharing of collective experiences. On the other hand, the newly

arrived emissaries sent to implement the return to slavery seek to alienate the island’s

blacks from a history of slave insurrection and independence. They do this in part by

using official genres foreign to black experience, such as the reproduced, printed

proclamation. In the end, the historicist narrative that the Napoleonic emissaries

propagate wins out over the historical materialist practice of the Republican agents and

their assistants: slavery is reinstated and black experience is disregarded for the sake of

French imperial strength. Nevertheless, by showing links between distinct genres and

either an emancipatory or repressive historical perspective, Seghers demonstrates the

relevance of form for narrating history.

The link between genre and a historical position is clearly illustrated in an episode

at the beginning of the novella in which Berenger, Beauvais and the Rohan brothers plan
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to read a “law about land reform” to the newly freed slaves. Even though the content and

concept of a “law about land reform” is foreign to the former slaves, the agents propagate

it using a form shaped by a historical-materialist perspective. In other words, the

Republican messengers tell the “story” of land reform by making connections with the

slaves’ personal experiences in order to convince them of their position as historical

agents. Paul Rohan, who gathers the blacks together for the reading, was a slave leader

before the Republican agents arrived on the island and knows the slave community

(Seghers, Karibische Geschichten 72). Beauvais advises the mulatto commander

Berenger— who will accompany him when he reads the law— to bridge the distance

between his status as a French official and slave life by describing his work in terms of

protecting the slaves’ new land, not following French orders (70). Finally, Beauvais

describes the reading of the law as a community festival, rather than an abstract exercise,

that will shape family relationships and black identity: “It must be the kind of celebration

that no child will ever forget. All children must tell their grandchildren; ‘I was there,

when I was your age’” (70).51 In this scene, the narrative of land reform is predicated on

material engagement with a slave past, but it also predicts a future historical

consciousness reliant on personal relationships with the past.

By contrast, a scene in which Napoleon’s emissaries propagate the news of

Haitian slave leader Toussaint L’Ouverture’s arrest by Napoleon shows the connection

between an official genre, one that bears no connection to slave experience, and a

historicist narrative. In this episode, freed slaves react to a posted declaration that

                                                
51 “Es muß ein Fest werden, das kein Kind im Leben vergißt. Es muß seinen Enkeln
erzählen;  ‘Ich war dabei, als ich so alt war wie du.”
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describes L’Ouverture’s arrest as Napoleon’s clever move to depose a despot who wanted

to enslave his “brothers” (101)— a ruse by the “false” revolutionaries to poison black

opinion against the slave hero L’Ouverture.52 The genre of the proclamation— a printed

document from an official source— reinforces a historicist narrative of imperial victory

and effectively marginalizes slave genres of communication.

The way the freed slaves respond to the proclamation emphasizes the extent to

which its genre, a written text containing words and concepts the slaves have only

learned of in the abstract, is alien to them— an alienation that echoes their position within

French imperial history. Since the majority of the slaves cannot read, the proclamation

must be read out loud by “uniformed administrators,” or by those few blacks who have

learned the “white” skill of reading and writing (98). Reading or hearing the words,

however, does not lead to clear interpretation. The freed slaves of Guadeloupe, who have

heard the revolutionary agents Beauvais and Berenger extol the virtues of Toussaint

L’Ouverture, the slaves in Haiti, and the French Republic, are confused to learn that

Napoleon has arrested L’Ouverture in order to protect the Republic from his tyranny.

Because the Guadeloupan slaves have no material connections to Haitian history or the

                                                
52 The proclamation reads as follows: “Der General Toussaint Louverture hat sich
eingebildet, er könnte die Republik betrügen. Er wähnte in seinem Ehrgeiz, er könnte die
Insel Haiti unabhängig erklären und dann als Despot und Tyrann seinen schwarzen
Brüdern, ohne die Aufsicht der Republik, das Joch der Sklaverei wieder aufzwingen. Der
General Bonaparte hat ihn durchschaut. Er befindet sich bereits als Gefangener auf
unserem Kriegsschiff. Es lebe die Republik!” ‘The General Toussaint Louverture
imagined that he could betray the Republic. In his ambition, he suggested that he could
declare the island of Haiti as independent and then act as a despot and tyrant in order to
force the yoke of slavery onto his black brothers, without the oversight of the Republic.
General Bonaparte saw through his plans. Louverture is now a prisoner on our warship.
Long live the Republic!’ (Seghers, Karibische Geschichten 101).
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notion of a Republic, they have difficulty believing Paul Rohan— who has always

championed Haiti and the Republic— now claim that the same words, as used in the

proclamation, are lies. They ask Paul Rohan, “why shouldn’t the same word mean the

same thing?” (102).53

  In order to demonstrate the proclamation’s dishonesty— the way it misuses a

word like Republic for imperialist purposes— Rohan offers an example of manipulation

rooted in slave culture and relationships: “you drink rum with Manon, she gives you

muck and says, ‘here is the rum that you wanted.’ You’ll hit her. You notice it by the

taste” (102).54 Rohan’s example is more than a simplification, or a “dumbing-down” of

the proclamation. Instead, the example offers the slaves a form, a story with which they

can identify— but it also serves to reinforce the alienation between slave experience and

an official genre.

The charges of Eurocentrism that apply to the other stories in the trilogy also

apply to “Wiedereinführung der Sklaverei auf Guadeloupe.” The Republican attempt to

shape the historical consciousness of the island’s former slaves via historical-materialist

history-telling is a paternalist one: the literate, white agents and their black helpers know

best. There is truth to this charge, but it is also more complicated than that. The slaves are

skeptical of the agents’ ideas about land reform: “Beauvais and Paul Rohan talked to us

until they were blue in the face yesterday,” comments one former slave, “Land

                                                
53 “Warum soll dasselbe Wort nicht mehr dasselbe Wort bedeuten?”

54 “Du trinkst Rum bei der Manon, sie gibt dir einen Dreck, sie sagt dir dazu: Das ist der
Rum, den du verlangt hast. Du wirst sie dann prügeln. Es ist der Geschmack, woran du es
merkst.”
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distribution! How do they imagine that?” scoffs another (78).55 The former slaves’

skepticism is melancholic. By rejecting the Republican agents they, by default, give the

upper hand to the forces of empire.

Yet this skepticism serves two important purposes. First of all, it indexes black

agency and a black voice— however resigned. It is important to note that when Seghers

was completing research on the story in Paris, she was in communication with Aimé

Césaire, a founder of the Négritude movement, who encouraged her to give more

attention to black experience (255; Zehl Romero, Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie, 1947-

1983 63). Second, however, the slaves’ skepticism of land reform as the Republican

agents Beauvais and Berenger propagate it complicates any kind of “natural” relationship

one might assume between former slaves and the land— just because the land is to

belong to the former slaves does not mean that there exists a progressive historical

relationship to the land. Instead, the slaves’ (unclear) relationship with land reinforces the

need for progressive ways of telling history. It is in this respect that Seghers’s focus of

the story— the implications of form for telling history— becomes clear.

Critiquing and Creating History through Channels of Dissemination

The foregoing reading has explored the ways in which Seghers’s Karibische

Geschichten run counter to the thematic and generic expectations for authors’

contributions to an East German historical identity in the 1950s. The publication histories

of the novellas, specifically “Das Licht auf dem Galgen” point to the way that they also

                                                
55 “Beauvais und Paul Rohan haben sich gestern bei uns die Zungen aus dem Hals
geredet … Landverteilung! Wie die sich das vorstellen.”
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contest the publishing venues preferred by the party for disseminating stories—

particularly stories about GDR “reality”— to a GDR reading public.

When first publishing “Das Licht auf dem Galgen,” however, Seghers did not turn

to a major East German publishing house like the Aufbau Verlag. Instead, she published

the story in Sinn und Form, a literary journal affiliated with East Germany’s Academy of

Arts, or Akademie der Künste and edited by the non-Communist Peter Huchel until 1962

(Parker 134). The journal, founded in 1948 in the Soviet-occupied Zone, was designed as

a “prestige project” that would showcase a “progressive” German and international

literary tradition and impress readers outside of East Germany (134). By the mid-1950s,

however, the journal— and its editor— were seen by the SED as too “formalist,” and

unconcerned with political questions (148). In 1962, Huchel was forced out as editor of

the journal— the party’s cultural leadership would no longer tolerate his dissent— and

replaced by the SED loyalist Wilhelm Girnus (Mittenzwei 224).56

“Das Licht auf dem Galgen” is one of only two works that Seghers published in

Sinn und Form (Zehl Romero, Anna Seghers: Eine Biographie 1947-1983 195).

Nevertheless Seghers’s decision to appear in the journal in 1960, a time when Huchel

was highly unpopular with party leadership, served to challenge the way a historicist

narrative was disseminated in the GDR in two ways. By choosing Sinn und Form,

Seghers aligned herself with other GDR authors who contested party aesthetics as well as

a literary sphere that encompassed more than an accepted East German or East bloc

                                                
56 Sinn und Form continued to publish dissident work even after Huchel was forced out,
for example, Volker Braun’s controversial unvollendete Geschichte (1974), which
thematized taboo GDR subjects such as fleeing East Germany and the Stasi, or secret
police (Braun, par. 5).
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“canon.” But the established author’s move away from a state-preferred publishing house

such as the Aufbau-Verlag— even though it meant a reduced readership— also undercut

such a venue as the primary source of creative historical reflection.

The final story of Seghers’s Caribbean trilogy, “Das Licht auf dem Galgen,” is

formally organized around the link between critical history-telling and marginalized—

even underground— networks and organs of dissemination. Though the body of the

narrative relates the story of the agents Debuisson and Sasportas in Jamaica who work

undercover to foment slave rebellion, this plot-line is a story within a story, framed by the

circumstances of its telling. Specifically, the novella begins and ends with a meeting that

takes place in post-revolutionary Paris between Malbec and Antoine, acquaintances of

Debuisson and Sasportas who find each other after Sasportas’s execution in Jamaica.

Significantly, this meeting is occasioned by a letter written in the Antilles by Sasportas’s

friend Galloudec about Sasportas’s fate. Galloudec gives the letter to his friend Malbec

with the instructions to deliver it to Antoine— a clerk who worked in the cabinet that sent

Debuisson and Sasportas to Jamaica in the first place. Seghers’s presentation of

Sasportas’s defiance of Napoleon’s orders to stop the mission via a letter that is secretly

circulated among his associates, fellow critics of restoration, dramatizes how processes of

dissemination can counteract historicist narratives. The critique the letter accomplishes

depends on its materiality as an object, a physical link to a revolutionary past, as well as

the materiality it engenders by creating relationships between people.

The letter that is handed from Galloudec to Malbec to Antoine creates a nexus

between people and contexts by reconnecting a network of underground revolutionaries
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dispersed in the Caribbean and France. As a result, it offers— quite literally— a material

history that undermines post-revolutionary French claims to victory and prosperity. When

Malbec arrives in Paris with Galloudec’s letter and in search of Antoine, his observations

demonstrate the hollowness of this French rhetoric: “[it seemed to Malbec] that there was

no need in the city. Stores and markets were full of every conceivable thing. It was

evident how happy the Parisians were that the war and the blockade were over. At least

they didn’t notice war any more, and so they thought that there wasn’t one” (Seghers,

Karibische Geschichten 138).57 The seeming normalcy of life in Napoleonic France in

the wake of its peace treaty with the British masks the fact that war is raging on the other

side of the Atlantic and makes expressing oppositional views dangerous. The letter that

Malbec carries from Galloudec, however, offers material evidence of continued

revolution and war in the context of restoration and affluence, and renews the links

between opposition groups, effectively reinforcing an oppositional historical narrative.

The letter as the “cement” of an oppositional narrative is evident in the ways that Malbec

and Antoine interact with it— not as an abstract reminder of their past, but as a physical

part of them. Thus Malbec, who was interrogated, “smoked out to his bones” on his way

from the Antilles to France, never divulged the contents of the letter— it remained a part

of him (129).58 Antoine, who senses the danger of possessing such a letter, considers

throwing it into the Seine. Yet he feels physical pain at the thought. The letter, which had

                                                
57 “Malbec sagte, es komme ihm vor, als hätten sie in dieser Stadt keinen Mangel.
Geschäfte und Märkte seien voll von allem möglichn Zeug. Es sei den Parisern
anzusehen, wie sie sich freuten, daß Krieg und Blockade beendet waren. Sie merkten
wenigstens nichts mehr vom Krieg, und also dächten sie, es gäbe keinen.”

58 “Man hat mich … bis auf die Knochen ausgeräuchert.”
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made present again his connection to Sasportas is a real witness, “ein echtes Zeugnis,” to

a connection that he had forgotten (137).

 But Seghers also shows how the letter— as a source of information— makes

impossible the reification of a historical narrative. Though it is a material reminder, or

“ruin, in Benjaminian terms, it is not reified as the truth about a past. Debuisson eats the

message telling him that his mission has lost political validity, eliminating evidence of his

participation in a revolutionary community and asserting, forcing, a single view of

historical development. Galloudec’s letter, by contrast, acquires meaning as a document

both derived from and engendering links between people and time. It becomes historical

through its dissemination. Notably, the letter does not originate from Sasportas— the

loyal, model revolutionary— but grows out of a complex of personal and temporal

connections: Galloudec’s promise to Sasportas that he will relate the outcome of the

mission, Galloudec’s friendship to Malbec, Malbec’s promise to deliver the letter to

Antoine.

I have drawn on Benjamin’s notion of historical materialism in order to pay

special attention to the way that messengers and their messages in Seghers’s Karibische

Geschichten narrate history. What emerges in this analysis is Seghers’s consistent

emphasis on the lived experiences of those who are not represented in historical

narratives— indeed she narrates these— as the cornerstone of a critical historical

perspective. Yet the works offer much more than abstract lessons in the practice of meta-

historical critique. A consideration of the texts’ historiographical vision in conjunction
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with Seghers’s position as an East German writer implicated in telling GDR history

reveals the stories’ quality as the material legacy of Seghers’s own crisis of critical

authorship. Seghers, the former exile forced to flee from a totalitarian German state, had

to struggle come to terms with her role in shaping a totalizing state history.

  The Karibische Geschichten dramatize this conflict between critical and official

histories by juxtaposing those stories and storytellers that are grounded in the experience

of slavery and colonization with those that derive authority from an official source. These

contrasts serve to show the inadequacy of state-affiliated history. Thus Sasportas’s

commitment to slave independence based on personal relationships with slaves

invalidates Debuisson’s unswerving adherence to state orders, an allegiance he justifies

by his position of power in the slave-owning class. Stories derived from black experience

that describe Napoleon’s manipulation of the slaves in Guadeloupe reveal the deceit of

official, French proclamations that seek to poison popular opinion about the slave hero

Toussaint L’Ouverture by defaming him. Finally, the dissemination of stories about

resistance to the imperial French regime via a network of underground revolutionaries

demonstrates the limits of a post-revolutionary French narrative of peace and prosperity.

As I have shown in this chapter, the juxtaposition of historical-materialist and

historicist storytelling in the Karibische Geschichten finds its echo in Seghers’s own

struggle to employ themes, forms, and publication venues that could speak to experiences

excluded from a homogenous and hegemonic national story. In the socialist GDR, which

relied on writers with the appropriate anti-fascist credentials to help establish its public

identity as pro-Soviet and anti-fascist, Anna Seghers— the Communist exile from Nazi
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Germany and internationally acclaimed author— was functioned as a preeminent

spokesperson for the new regime. At times Seghers fulfilled the expectations of this role

as the narrator of a historicist story. She never diverged from GDR policy in her public

statements and published a trilogy of novels on the immediate post-war past that

reinforced the official East German identity. Yet Seghers also responded critically to her

role as the embodiment of the ideal GDR author type by making strategic choices that

implicitly challenged how official history was crafted. In much of her writing completed

after returning to East Berlin and East Germany in 1947, Seghers tells the stories of those

absent from the GDR national narrative, using formal means and publication practices

that fell outside of established norms. This work includes her story Der gerechte Richter

(posthumously published in 1990) that alludes to Walter Janka’s show trial, her multiple

short stories that focus on the history of the emergence of socialist thinking and the role

of women, and— as I have shown— her historical fiction, Karibische Geschichten.

By engaging stories of the marginalized via marginalized topics, forms, and

outlets, Seghers denied primacy to the epic state-sanctioned story, thereby countering

historicist narratives through historical-materialist practice. Critics have not been attuned

to this way that Seghers represents and performs meta-historical critique. Specifically, as

I have outlined, readings of the Karibische Geschichten are premised on historicist

understandings of Seghers’s— and her texts’— relationship with the past as they seek to

establish the way the author and her works mesh with a singular vision of history. East

German critics looked to the stories to confirm assumptions about Seghers’s complicity

with a party line, while West German readers, unable to connect the stories with notions
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of Seghers as “Staatsdichterin,” simply did not engage with them. More recently, post-

colonial critics, who have paid less attention to Seghers’s specific position as an East

German author, have evaluated the stories as inaccurate Eurocentric referents of

Caribbean history.

What I have emphasized, however, is that the stories “do” more than stand as

either complicit or inaccurate referents of a particular past. Inspired by Benjamin’s call in

his essay “Author as Producer” to analyze literary texts in terms of the context of their

production, my reading of Seghers’s historical fiction foregrounds their relationship to

the author’s struggle between her role as state pedagogue and social critic. Such a reading

reveals how the work both represents the mechanics of a historicist perspective, and

enacts a critical response to it. As the following chapter demonstrates, the kind of

intervention Seghers makes against historicist narratives was not unique to an East

German literary scene.
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Chapter 3

Against Historicism: Alejo Carpentier’s El siglo de las luces

As a contemporary of Seghers, Alejo Carpentier also used historical fiction to

examine the role of the author as a teller of history. In El siglo de las luces, Carpentier

relates instances of the transmission of French revolutionary ideals to the Caribbean.

Though not focusing on the Haitian slave revolt of Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten in

particular, Carpentier’s work runs parallel to hers on two levels, namely, in the

production of the novel itself, and in the work’s narrative representation of revolutionary

messenger writers.

In contrast with the reception of Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten, which has

implicitly interpreted her author position as supportive— rather than critical— of state

historical narratives, criticism of Carpentier’s work has attributed an author position of

meta-historical critic to Carpentier. This vision of Carpentier’s author position comes

through in scholarship that argues that the work is a critical inquiry into historical

development and history writing. Across the secondary literature this critique is evaluated

variously. Cuban or socialist critics tend to view the novel’s concluding scene, in which

the protagonists join a popular uprising, as an affirmation of a progressive, anti-colonial

historical trajectory. U.S. scholars, on the other hand, focus on the contrast between

formal mechanisms by which the novel performs historical critique and conclude that

Carpentier presents an ambivalent picture of historical progress. Despite these differing
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interpretations, however, the majority of scholarship on El siglo de las luces rests on the

assumption that the work is about history.

Like the scholarship on Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten, however, the criticism

of El siglo de las luces does not examine the way the work comments on its own history

in the context of the novel’s production. In other words, scholars’ commentaries on

Carpentier’s novel— particularly those in the U.S. academy— have not analyzed the

relationship between the theme of author, or messenger, as history-writer that emerges in

the work itself, and that resonates with Carpentier’s own position within contemporary,

post-revolutionary discourses of authorship.

This chapter, like the last, explores that context from a Benjaminian perspective in

order to offer an alternative way to understand how El siglo de las luces practices

historical critique. Rather than undertaking a text-based interpretation of historical

representation in the novel, which has resulted in a notion of Carpentier the author as an

abstract historical consciousness that informs the text, I take up Benjamin’s challenge to

form a historical-materialist reading of El siglo de las luces. Such a reading of the work

interprets the thematization of messengers in conjunction with the dominant forms and

practices of writing history in which Carpentier would have been implicated when the

work was published, and offers insight into the role of the novel as commentary on

contemporary expectations of the author’s role in crafting historical narratives. In the

same way that I show above how both Seghers and her author messengers in Karibische

Geschichten draw on themes, forms, and dissemination patterns that subvert dominant or

expected modes of telling history, I will demonstrate how the decisions that Carpentier
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and his writer characters make about what to say, and how to say it, cannot be uniformly

characterized as a writer’s abeyance to state-sanctioned historical-revolutionary lines.

Carpentier and Benjamin

Prior investigations into the way that the context in which Carpentier wrote

shaped his work have used cultural-semiotic approaches. Carpentier himself, as well as

scholars of Caribbean writing such as Antonio Benítez-Rojo, have described a particular

historical consciousness that informs creative work produced in Latin America, including

the Caribbean. In simple terms, Carpentier and Benítez-Rojo have argued that the

syncretic nature of Latin American and Caribbean life— a hybrid combination of native

American, African, and European linguistic, religious, and cultural traditions— results in

a kind of semiotic excess in which multiple signs can be used to describe the same

material reality (Benítez-Rojo 987; Carpentier “Lo barroco y lo real maravilloso” 126).

Thus Latin American literature, which grows out of a context in which both indigenous

and imported signifiers can be used for the same signified, necessarily results in cultural

production that resists incorporation into a single historical vision since it grows out of

multiple historical traditions. As such, both writers seem to imply that Caribbean and

Latin American writing is inherently resistant to, and therefore critical of, the imposition

of a single historical “line.”59

                                                
59 Carpentier used the notion of “the baroque” to describe an American way of knowing
and creating. Instead of using the term to define a particular historical period, he
characterizes all of American reality and cultural production as infused with a baroque
“spirit” that is manifest wherever “transformation, mutation, [and] innovation” can be
found. For Carpentier, the indigenous craftperson’s contribution of native symbolic
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Yet an analysis of the implications of the dialogics or heteroglossia of

Carpentier’s work in the sense of Bakhtin is not employed as the focus of this research.

Rather, I am interested in what many investigations into the position of Latin American

writing at the crossroads of multiple historical narratives often fail to engage specific

discourses on history and writing endorsed in modern times by particular states.

In order to highlight how Carpentier and his characters’ uses of historical

narratives in El siglo de las luces relate to state power, I draw on the distinction that

Benjamin makes between historicist and historical-materialist interpretations of the

past— a distinction he establishes as a response to the abuse of historical narratives by

the National Socialist regime. For Benjamin, a historicist interpretation of the past that

represses multiple perspectives in favor of a normative historical line stands in contrast to

a historical-materialist position derived from the history-teller’s affective relationship to

the past— one that allows access to subjugated historical viewpoints.

While it is important to keep in mind the very different contexts in which

Carpentier and Benjamin articulated their positions on historical narrative, it is notable

that both writers were formulating and publishing historiographical inquiries—

Benjamin’s Theses on the Philosophy of History and Carpentier’s El siglo de las luces—

during times in their nations’ histories when writers’ work was expected to reiterate an

official, historical viewpoint. Benjamin wrote his Theses after having witnessed, and

fallen victim to, the upheaval in a German intellectual community attendant to the

National Socialist demand for Gleichschaltung— or the requirement for intellectuals and

                                                                                                                                                
figures to the façade of a cathedral is emblematic of such baroque cultural production
(Carpentier, “Lo barroco y lo real maravilloso” 108, 110, 112).
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society as a whole to function as mouthpieces for the Nazi party line (an obvious

impossibility for a Jewish Marxist). Though El siglo de las luces was drafted earlier in

Venezuela, Carpentier published the novel in Cuba at a time when Cuban state leaders

were calling for writers to work within the bounds of revolutionary goals and beginning

to censor dissenting voices.60

El siglo de las luces— like Karibische Geschichten— offers a sweeping overview

of the French Revolution and the global scope of its Enlightenment ideals, focusing on

the Caribbean as one of many “stages” of that revolution. Carpentier concentrates his

historical survey by focusing on a Cuban family— the siblings Sofia and Carlos and their

cousin Esteban— and their relationship to the revolutionary agent Victor Hugues. Yet the

way that the primary “messenger” protagonists of the novel, Hugues and his protégé-

turned-critic, Esteban, respond to and propagate revolutionary messages can be

understood in terms of the varying kinds of historical narratives— and their relationships

to state power— which Benjamin outlines in his Theses.

Hugues, a French Freemason working in Cuba to recruit and organize fellow

“philanthropists” sympathetic to the revolutionary cause, takes Esteban and his cousins

Sofia and Carlos under his wing. The three young adults, on their own after the death of

Esteban’s uncle and Sofia and Carlos’s father, are receptive to Hugues’s teachings about

                                                
60 In his 1961 speech to Cuban intellectuals, Fidel Castro admonished writers to conceive
of their work as supporting a revolutionary cause— an admonition reflected in the
famous phrase of that speech: “Dentro de la revolución, todo; contra la revolución, nada”
‘within the Revolution, everything; against the Revolution, nothing’ (“Palabras a los
intelectuales”). Furthermore, in the speech, Castro defended the necessity of a National
Cultural Council which would promote, but also oversee and “orient” cultural work
(“Palabras a los intelectuales”).
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Enlightenment ideals of reason and the revolutionary cause of individual emancipation.

The relationships that develop between Hugues and Esteban’s family as a consequence of

their interaction result in quite different relationships. Carlos, though taken with

Hugues’s discussions of revolution, is most preoccupied with running his family’s

plantation. Sofia’s admiration for Hugues leads to a love affair that disintegrates when

Hugues becomes politically powerful. Esteban, however, views Hugues as a mentor, and

travels around Europe and the Caribbean with him to “spread revolution,” and, as a

primary messenger figure, he along with Hugues becomes the focus of my investigation.

The routes that Hugues and Esteban follow are dictated by which “side” of the

French Revolution they support. When Freemasons come under suspicion in Cuba,

Hugues and Esteban leave Havana for Haiti, where they encounter open slave revolt

against whites on the island. Despite their support of the revolt, Hugues and Esteban

escape immediately to avoid persecution and head for Paris, which is in the midst of post-

revolutionary ferment. In Paris, Esteban follows Hugues’s lead and becomes a devotee of

Freemasonry; when Hugues changes his allegiance to Jacobinism, Esteban again adopts

Hugues’s stance, one that guides his new work disseminating revolutionary propaganda

in Spain. When Esteban faces suspicion in Spain as a foreigner, he joins Hugues on his

mission to assert French revolutionary control in Guadeloupe.

Once Hugues establishes control in the Caribbean, however, he abandons the

emancipatory goals of revolution in favor of consolidating his own power: he repeals his

declaration abolishing slavery to maintain a labor force, and pursues a privateering

venture that primarily consists of slave trading. Esteban continues as Hugues’s assistant
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in these endeavors, but becomes increasingly critical of Hugues’s tendency to mask self-

interest with revolutionary rhetoric. By the end of the novel, Hugues has become a well-

to-do, slaveholding plantation owner. Meanwhile Esteban becomes disillusioned with

Hugues as well as his version of revolution and returns to his family in Cuba, where he is

arrested for having prepared subversive literature. After finishing his jail sentence, he

joins his cousin Sofia in Madrid where he lives as a recluse until both die in a mass

uprising against the French occupation of Spain.

 Over the course of the work, it becomes clear that Hugues occupies a historicist

position vis-à-vis the messages he is to propagate. On the surface, Hugues’s role seems to

be that of a dissident and a supporter of repressed historical perspectives. His purpose in

going to the Americas both times is to foment change by introducing a new historical

vision that would undermine the “powers that be.” His foray to Cuba and nearby islands

to recruit “philanthropists” is an unwelcome challenge to “the authority of legitimate

governments” and his later mission to “reestablish the authority of the Republic” and

“combat separatist tendencies” in Guadeloupe requires the abolition of slavery, an

unwelcome change for colonial plantation owners (Carpentier, Explosion 122).61 Yet

despite his status as dissenter, Hugues comes to rigidly assert an official “line” that does

not admit any kind of reflexivity vis-à-vis alternate historical narratives. As Hugues

remarks to Esteban: “A revolution is not argued about, it’s done” (146). The foreclosure

of critique posits the single historical teleology that Benjamin condemns.

                                                
61 The title El siglo de las luces has been translated into the English as Explosion in a
Cathedral. In this chapter, I will be citing from John Sturrock’s 2001 English translation
of the novel.
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The historicism of Hugues’s unreflexive position is underscored through the

narration of his perspective, accessible to the reader only through a third-person

description of what he says and does. Esteban, on the other hand, represents a perspective

shaped by a self-questioning stance— a characteristic reinforced in the third-person

omniscient narration of his actions and thoughts that give insight into Esteban’s

observations, doubts, and emerging critique. By increasingly questioning— and finally

rejecting— Hugues’s consistent conflation of political might with a particular historical

perspective, Esteban comes to occupy a critical position vis-à-vis the official narratives of

state power. He does this in particular by interrogating Hugues’s assertions and decisions

in terms of his, Esteban’s, own memories and reflections. Thus Esteban’s first doubts

about the consequences of revolutionary activity are based on his own experiences. As a

foreigner in France and Spain, he is sympathetic to the persecution of other foreigners—

that is, non-French supporters of the revolution in France— whose viewpoints have

become suspect (118). Furthermore, he comes to understand revolution not in absolute

terms, but with the assumption of relativity that acknowledges multiple historical

perspectives: “when the Revolution was offered to him as a sublime event, without

blemish or fault, the Revolution thereby became warped and vulnerable” (126).

Ultimately, Esteban’s position is critical. When he can no longer justify the discrepancy

he notes between his ideals of revolution and its gruesome reality, he confesses to Victor:

“I dreamed of such a different revolution” (146).

Carpentier’s description of the extent to which personal experiences shape

Hugues’s and Esteban’s historical perspectives demonstrates the importance of a self-
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reflexive position as the precursor to historical critique. At the same time his portrayal of

the legacy of each characters’ work as disseminators or spokesmen for revolution

illustrates the consequences emanating from the two different historical perspectives they

assume. Hugues’s historicist perspective culminates in an atrophied understanding of

revolution as a series of phases through which one must progress. Esteban’s historical

materialist position, on the other hand, results in a critical stance vis-à-vis the imposition

of a historical vision at odds with the best interests of an indigenous population.

At the end of the narrative, Hugues has given up revolutionary ideals of

emancipation and embraced the life of a slave-holding planter. Lying on his deathbed, he

contemplates the uniform he wore when commissioned to carry the revolution to

Guadeloupe. Yet the clothes are devoid of life. The uniform is a museum piece— a static

sign of a past disconnected from the present: “arranged as it was … with the breeches in

place, the dress-coat displaying its oblique tricolour sash, the hat resting on non-existent

thighs, [the uniform] looked like a family heirloom, …  This was how they exhibited the

clothes of illustrious personages of the past in the cities of Europe” (336). Hugues’s

uniform is not a living Benjaminian “ruin,” a material reminder of a subjugated past that

haunts the present, but a sign that has been catalogued, abstracted, and reified as the

representation of an earlier time.

 In contrast to Hugues’s legacy as a revolutionary messenger, Esteban’s work

disseminating an emancipatory vision is remembered in ambiguous terms that do not lend

themselves to reification. Esteban’s final act— his participation and death in a popular

revolt— and, in a sense, the culmination of his impulse to do revolutionary work— is not
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rigidly memorialized. Unlike Hugues’s uniform, the memory of Esteban’s work, like that

of Seghers’s protagonists, is only available through the stories of others. Thus when

Carlos, Esteban’s cousin and Sofia’s brother, goes to Spain to discover his family’s fate,

he finds no “trace of them or their final resting-place,” and must rely on townspeople,

eyewitnesses to the events, to explain to him what happened to his relatives (349).

Esteban’s work as a messenger can be described as historical materialist in the sense that

the “message” of revolt he represents cannot be reduced to a single narrative, but is

diffused through multiple viewpoints and particular contexts. It is bound to a material

experience and thus cannot be subsumed into a simple narrative— thus the untidiness of

history evades reduction.

Critics have been reluctant to read El siglo de las luces as a roman à clef of the

Cuban revolution, citing the fact that the novel was largely written before the revolution

when Carpentier was living in Venezuela. Yet Carpentier’s publication of a story that

features two messenger characters with radically distinct historical approaches and

legacies at a time when writers in Cuba— including Carpentier himself— were expected

to help craft state history suggests that the novel not be read as abstract commentary on

historiography. Instead I argue that El siglo de las luces must be understood as an

investigation into the writers’ position as history-teller in the context of post-

revolutionary Cuba.
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Historical Critique without an Author

As I mention above, the scholarship on Carpentier’s El siglo de las luces reflects a

consensus among scholars of the work’s quality as historiographical inquiry (González

Echevarría, “Historia y Alegoria en la Narrativa de Carpentier” 203; Shaw, “Some Issues

of Carpentier Criticism” 298). Indeed, as the preeminent Carpentier scholar Roberto

González Echevarría has argued, the author’s entire oeuvre can be characterized as a

critical interrogation into the practice of history-telling. Carpentier’s best known

worksbesides El Siglo, El reino de este mundo (The Kingdom of this World) (1949) and

Los pasos perdidos (The Lost Steps) (1953), and also call into question the ways in which

history is told by upsetting traditional locations of historical knowledge and historical

narratives. Thus, much in the same way that El siglo charts the worldwide repercussions

of the French Revolution, El reino de este mundo, a historical novel about slave uprisings

in Haiti, challenges European colonial assumptions and Los pasos perdidos, the account

of an encounter between non-literate and literate societies, calls into question the

authority of a literate Europe. Hence, it seems to have been a persistent concern of

Carpentier to question notions of progress associated with European Enlightenment

As noted at the outset of this chapter, despite scholars’ agreement on El siglo de

las luces’ status as historical critique, examinations of the novel as historiographical

commentary generally elide consideration of, or comment only cursorily on Carpentier’s

own author position as he crafted and published the work. Unlike Seghers, who came to

function as the representative of either an accurate or inaccurate historical line in the
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reception of her Karibische Geschichten, the reception of El siglo de las luces fashions

Carpentier the author as a critical historical consciousness that implicitly informs the text.

The “author function” of critical historical consciousness that results from the

reception of El siglo de las luces characterizes the popular and academic responses to the

novel both inside and outside of Cuba, though in each setting the author position ascribed

to Carpentier derives from distinct critical focal points. As I will detail below, within a

Cuban or explicitly pro-Cuban setting, readers take for granted that Carpentier’s

historical perspective supports revolutionary goals, and do not examine the historical

position they read in the novel in terms of contemporary expectations for authors in his

situation. Outside of Cuba, on the other hand, the view of Carpentier’s authorial position

is based on his perceived distance from a specific political program— a position that can

perhaps be understood as a strategy to redeem an author who is respected for his formal

innovations from the taint of socialism. In both vantage points and their respective

interpretations of Carpentier’s author position, however, the critical historiographical

message of the work is not historically situated in terms of its production— that is “the

time, the place, the social energies and structures in which the text was constituted”

(Burke 426).

Socialist Critique: The Author and Cuban Ideals

 Carpentier had completed El siglo de las luces in Venezuela in 1956, and carried

the manuscript of the novel with him when he returned to Cuba in 1959. The work

offered a critique of revolution at a time when the entire leftist world was celebrating
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Cuba’s revolutionary triumph (Leante 125, 129). Cuban and international socialist critics

alike, however, interpreted El siglo de las luces as a reflection of the new Cuba’s political

goals of anti-imperialism and “third- world” liberation that had their foundation in a

concept of historical progress. This line of analysis results in an interpretation of

Carpentier’s author position as conforming to the Cuban official program.

There is little available information on the popular reception of El siglo de las

luces in Cuba. Cuban reviews published shortly after the work’s publication, however,

read the novel as a reflection of the author’s “fe humanista,” or humanist faith, and not as

a sign of his historical pessimism, an interpretation suggesting Carpentier’s support for

the official Cuban view of history (Bueno 260). In the late 1960s, the premier Cuban

literary scholar Salvador Bueno explained Carpentier’s historical vision as one in which

Man constantly seeks the greater good, even though the goal may not be achieved in his

lifetime (263). Based on this understanding of Carpentier’s view of historical progress,

Bueno interprets the novel’s final scene— Esteban’s death during the Spanish uprising

against French occupation— as a positive step toward future historical and political

change. His death is a sacrifice, and it is understood that he will not have died in vain.

According to Bueno, the fact that Esteban dies is not a sign of historical regression.

Instead, his decision to take political action indicates a view of history that ultimately

moves forward— albeit in a slow spiral (263).

In a similar vein, the pro-Cuban French critic Régis Debray and the Cuban scholar

Luisa Campuzano, writing at either a geographic or temporal distance from the

Revolution, link Carpentier’s understanding of history with the positive global change the
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Cuban revolution hoped to effect, namely, international awareness and support for the

politically oppressed of the “third world.” In a 1963 review of the novel published in the

Parisian magazine Partisans, the revolutionary and scholar Debray locates the power of

the novel in its “inversion of perspectives” that brings to the fore an American reality

obscured in Europe (388).62  According to Debray, the primary contribution of

Carpentier’s work is the way it shocks Europeans with a new vision of the Americas—

not a pacified, mythical America of palm trees and “languid airs” (394), but a place

where history unfolds. Crucial for Debray is the fact that Carpentier shows the connection

between American and European historical developments in a way that brings to light the

destructive forces of the French Revolution for Caribbean countries— an event that has

long been catalogued and internalized by Europeans as harmless history (389).

Importantly, Debray connects this aspect of the novel with contemporary atrocities in the

Americas that he claims Europeans ignore, for example, the Haitian dictator Duvalier’s

practice of torturing his opposition (394).

Referencing Debray in her 1997 article on the novel, “Releer El siglo de las luces

en los 90” ‘Re-reading El siglo de las luces in the 90s,’ Cuban critic Luisa Campuzano

also lauds the way El siglo de las luces disturbs and inverts a Eurocentric view of history

(70, 72). Like Debray, Campuzano argues that Carpentier’s contribution consists of

offering a new vision of Latin American reality, one based on the stories of the colonized,

those whom Frantz Fanon called “the wretched of the earth,” and not exclusively the

                                                
62 Régis Debray worked closely with Castro in the mid-1960s and developed strategies
for guerrilla warfare alongside Che Guevara in Bolivia. Debray is best known for his
work Revolution in the Revolution (1967), considered a primer for guerrilla warfare.
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history of the colonizers (70-71). By foregrounding the stories of those “without history,”

Campuzano claims that Carpentier effects a post-colonial historical interpretation avant

la lettre.

In these representative readings of El siglo de las luces by Cuban or pro-Cuban

socialist critics, Carpentier the author is implicitly equated with an official Cuban line of

revolutionary progress. Yet by not paying attention to the historical moment of the book’s

publication, the way that Carpentier negotiated a literary cultural field marked by

established parameters for the kind of history it wanted writers to tell, the author position

implied by the foregoing assessments of El siglo de las luces remains at a remove from

the material realm of authorship in post-revolutionary Cuba.

Outside of Cuba and in the Academy: Carpentier as Abstract Historical

Consciousness

 Cuban as well as non-Cuban socialist critics viewed Carpentier as the proponent

of historical advancement or change— the question is what changes, and which direction

represents an advance?  For the Cuban critics, progress meshes with a nationalist vision

of history and a concept of Cuba’s idea of its historical position within the world. By

contrast, however, outside the boundaries of Cuba and more generally, a socialist

imaginary, the popular and scholarly reception of Carpentier’s work reflects a “version”

of the author as someone who practices critique independently, not applying a narrowly

defined political agenda.
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The fashioning of Carpentier as a non-aligned critical force characterizes the

popular reception of the novelist’s work in the United States. To a large extent, this

author position resulted from a Cold War suspicion of socialist realism and the

privileging of “universal” themes that did not seem to speak to specific political agendas

(Cohn 80). Thus in the U.S., major publishing houses marketed Carpentier as a

“universal” storyteller on the basis of his 1953 novel Los pasos perdidos. This novel,

which can be described in broad terms as a narrative about the encounter between

modernity and pre-modernity via the experiences of an urban Latin American intellectual

who travels into the jungle, was lauded for its “universal [applicability]” and readily

published by Knopf in 1956 (95, 84). Yet when Knopf, Inc. read Carpentier’s next novel,

El siglo de las luces, the publishers were “underwhelmed” by the work, presumably

disappointed by its historical specificity and the background knowledge that would be

required of its readers if they were to appreciate the nuances of the work (90). In short,

the novel promised neither the kind of universality, nor the political neutrality of Los

pasos perdidos and Knopf decided not to publish El siglo de las luces (90).63

Contrary to Knopf’s response, the academic reception of El siglo de las luces

outside of a socialist sphere seemed to respond to Carpentier as an effective storyteller. If

Knopf had been concerned about the complexity of the historical context the novel

describes, as well as Carpentier’s own affiliation with revolutionary Cuba, scholars

evaluated Carpentier’s role as history writer in terms of the political neutrality and

universality of his message. In effect, their interpretations of the work accomplished what

                                                
63 Though Knopf turned down El siglo de las luces, Little, Brown published the work in
1963 (Cohn 90).
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Knopf had wanted from the Cuban author, his dissociation from revolutionary activity in

the Cuba of the late 1950s to early 1960s. As a result, Carpentier functioned as an author

whose neutrality authorized him to offer social commentary. Most scholarship published

in the United States on El siglo de las luces in the past thirty years takes this perspective,

positioning Carpentier as an author characterized by political neutrality. These critics do

not claim that Carpentier’s ability to comment critically on history writing derives from

his ability to transcend a Cuban political program or Cuban context. Indeed, they argue

for the need to examine the novel’s assertions about historiography in terms of the

dominant historical narratives by which Cubans have defined their identity. Yet because

these evaluations of El siglo de las luces do not take into consideration the expectations

for narrating history that Carpentier negotiated when he published his historical novel,

the author function of historical commentator they assert remains at a remove from the

material conditions of the work’s production.

This author function is consistently reproduced in inquiries into the way El siglo

de las luces produces critique through signification. By identifying the disjunctures

between signifiers and signifieds that characterize the novel as its locus of historical

critique, consideration of author position— that of Carpentier as well as of his

characters— as a contributing factor to the work’s critical nature is relegated to the

margins. The post-structuralist emphasis of this scholarship offers key insights into the

way the text functions to disrupt— and thereby critique—  monolithic historical

viewpoints. Yet by foregrounding textual mechanisms as the work’s primary avenue of

critical inquiry, scholars reinforce— by default— the notion of a passive author
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(Jannidis, Lauer, Martinez, and Winko 14). My contention with this work, then, is not

related to the conclusions it draws, but has to do with the omission of the author, (and

authorship), as categories that inform the text (Burke 426).

 One of the first studies of El siglo de las luces to emphasize signification

processes as key to the novel’s message of historical critique can be found in Roberto

González Echevarría’s seminal work on Carpentier’s oeuvre, Alejo Carpentier: The

Pilgrim at Home (1977). In his investigation of El siglo de las luces, González Echevarría

focuses on the way that the work undermines notions of linear historical development by

repudiating connections between cause and effect (243). According to González

Echevarría, this undermining is accomplished through the novel’s consistent refutation of

assumptions that revolutionary change in the Caribbean is a necessary consequence of

revolutionary change in France. Echevarría notes that Hugues’s initial attempts to

implement French revolutionary policy in Guadeloupe become farcical when new

policies are already out of date by the time news of political developments reach the

Caribbean (243). When Hugues continues to insist on Robespierre’s infallibility even

though— unbeknownst to him— Robespierre has been deposed, the gap between the

signified French revolution and the signifier Caribbean revolution becomes clear (243,

256).64

Scholars working in the past fifteen years such as Simon Gikandi, Alan West, and

James Pancrazio similarly locate the novel’s character as critical historiography in a sign

                                                
64 González Echevarría further investigates the relationship of signification and historical
interpretation in Carpentier’s work in his 1980 essay, “Historia y alegoría en la narrativa
de Carpentier.”
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system characterized by disjuncture.65 All three examine the way that El siglo de las

luces responds to and critiques distinct Cuban narratives of historical progress through

the use of an allegorical or baroque semiotics that draws attention to the impossibility of

a fusion between signifier and signified. Thus Gikandi emphasizes how the novel refutes

the European narrative that links modernity and progress adopted by pre-revolutionary

Cuban sugar planters as part of their drive to control the financial life of the island (141).

In particular, Gikandi argues that Carpentier refuses such a historical narrative in which

the past is merely the precursor to a prosperous future by disallowing connections

between Caribbean signifiers and European signifieds (141, 143, 147).

West, in turn, explores how Carpentier’s work “[questions] or [subverts] the

images [of Cuba] expressed by imperial outsiders or totalizing insiders,” specifically,

notions of revolution and the “production of historical meaning” that rely on an

understanding of historical development as a linear process (5, 11). According to West,

El siglo de las luces upsets this Romantic ideal of revolution as a march toward progress

by drawing on Baroque signification techniques such as the emblem or allegory that

refuses easy connections between the signifier “revolution” and its signified “progress”—

a connection between the empirical and the transcendental characteristic of symbolic

signification (40, 48).

                                                
65 Though they do not explicitly relate Carpentier’s El siglo de las luces to specific Cuban
historical discourses, Ana Serra, Vicky Unruh, and Santa Arias, like Gikandi, West, and
Pancrazio, identify signification practices (of excess) as the locus of Carpentier’s critique.
See, for example, Ana Serra’s article “La revolución como simulacro en El reino de este
mundo y El siglo de las luces de Alejo Carpentier” (1995), Vicky Unruh’s essay “The
Performing Spectator in Alejo Carpentier’s Fictional World” (1998), and Santa Arias’s
article “Tierra-en-espera, Caribe-prometido: la identidad, la modernidad y la cuestión del
espacio en El siglo de las luces” (1998-99).  
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Finally, Pancrazio examines how El siglo de las luces critiques a prominent

Cuban mode of history writing, characteristic of “official literary histories,” that represses

difference in order to establish a unified national trajectory by employing a specifically

Cuban symbolic order characterized by “discursive excess” (219, 222, 240). In such a

baroque sign system that characterizes Carpentier’s work, the disjuncture between sign

and signifier is not suppressed but celebrated (219, 240).

While these scholars read the work’s critique of history-writing as a response to

prevalent, Cuban, historiographical tropes that privilege a teleology of historical progress,

they generally neglect an important part of the material life of the novel— its production

history. Thus despite their claims of offering contextually-based readings, their exclusive

location of historical critique in processes of signification— that is, in the text— results

in an ideal notion of the author.66 To be sure, a number of these critics emphasize the

materialism of Carpentier’s history writing without enough attention to the materiality of

the work itself. Specifically, they do so by drawing connections between Carpentier’s use

of allegory in El siglo de las luces and Benjamin and Paul de Man’s descriptions of

allegory as a sign that, unlike the symbol, refuses a “fusion of signifier and signified …

[or of] the empirical and the eternal” and, consequently, never escapes the empirical

realm (West 47-48). Rather than symbolizing some kind of revolutionary essence, such

critics argue that the theatrical costumes Victor Hugues wears serve to draw attention to

his performance, and not his embodiment, of a revolutionary leader. Through the use of

                                                
66 For example, Vicky Unruh makes no mention of Carpentier’s national affiliations in
her discussion of the author’s preoccupation with the theater, “The Performing Spectator
in Alejo Carpentier’s Fictional World.”
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allegory in Carpentier’s text, revolution never becomes a transcendental myth, but

remains rooted in the material realm. Certainly these investigations into materiality as a

key component of Carpentier’s historiographical vision are important, yet they offer little

insight into the relationship of the author to this historically critical practice. In short, the

book is not merely about materiality, it has materiality itself.

There have been gestures toward this materiality. In his 1999 article, “El siglo de

las luces: Modernism and Epic,” Neil Larsen seeks to offset “ideological” readings of the

novel— he makes specific reference to González Echevarría’s analysis in The Pilgrim at

Home— with a materialist interpretation that reads how the work represents history in

terms of “literary practice” (265). Larsen’s starting point is the Lukácsian understanding

of the relationship (and difference) between historical realism and modernism. Larsen’s

goal, however, is not merely to measure the novel in terms of abstract classificatory

categories derived from a European context, but to understand how the “copresence of

epical (realist) and modernist (antirealist) aspects” in the work reflects the conditions of

the novel’s production (264). Drawing on Lukács’s description of the development of the

novel as a form— from Scott’s realism to Flaubert’s modernism— as one that signals the

bourgeoisie’s increasing isolation from historical events, Larsen reflects on the status of

El siglo de las luces as a work that exhibits the inverse process, namely, the application

of an epical realist storyline to a modernist aesthetic (269). According to Larsen, this

“odd”— at least in terms of Lukács’s categories— relationship between realism and

modernism in Carpentier’s work suggests a distinctly post-colonial experience of history
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in which there is no bourgeois identification of the individual with historical development

and a concomitant lack of formal means to express this identification (269-70).

Even though Larsen’s analysis comes closer to a reading of the novel’s historical

perspective in terms of author position— one derived from a “postcolonial experience of

history”— it still hinges on the kind of signification gap that González Echevarría,

Gikandi, West and Pancrazio point to as the source of El siglo’s historical critique and

thus is perhaps less a departure from previous works than it might initially seem (274).

Intrinsic to the “postcolonial experience” and expression of history that Larsen describes

is a disjuncture between ideological notions of historical development imported from

another context and the aesthetic forms available to artists for expressing them (267-69).

And since this experience of history is understood to be common to all postcolonial

cultural producers, there is no need for Larsen to delve into the specific conditions of

writing that Carpentier faces, references to literary practice notwithstanding.

What becomes apparent in this overview of scholarship on El siglo de las luces is

critics’ reluctance to investigate the novel’s presentation of the dissemination of a

revolutionary message as one linked with contemporary expectations of the author’s role

as history-teller. Thus readings of the novel within a Cuban or pro-Cuban setting that

interpret the work’s historical message as supportive of a Cuban revolutionary program

result in a notion of Carpentier the author as an abstract, yet presumably pro-Cuban

historical consciousness. Interpretations of El siglo outside of Cuba, particularly in a U.S.

academic setting that prioritizes the novel as a forceful critique against linear or

Eurocentric modes of history-telling, result in a vision of Carpentier’s author position as
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an abstraction. In these readings, his author position becomes merely a medium for

channeling critical signification— as removed from historical experience as Victor

Hugues’s inert suit— but is not recognized as a category for exploring the historical work

the novel does.

In what follows, I pose an alternative to these analyses by showing the

relationship of the work’s historiographical critique to contemporary expectations about

history-writing and argue for an understanding of Carpentier’s author position as one

negotiated within the discourses of his material-historical context.

Authors, Messengers, and Historical-Material Critique

My aim to read El siglo de las luces as a work generated out of and responding to

discourses of authorship contemporaneous with its production reflects a call on the part

of literary critics to question narrowly post-structuralist as well as deconstructivist

paradigms that have come to characterize literary studies in new historicism, and, more

specifically, Latin American Studies in the U.S. As I mention in Chapter 1, Román de la

Campa forcefully articulates this criticism of reigning models of literary study in his 1999

book on the state of the field of Latin American Studies, Latinamericanism. In this work,

de la Campa challenges the methodology of critics such as González Echevarría whose

examination of the relationship between literature and non-literary discourse has as its

starting point an analysis of textual mechanisms rather than an extra-textual context.

According to de la Campa, such investigation cuts off the possibility of situating cultural

work in terms other than literary-theoretical ones (19). As de la Campa sees it, the
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solution to an emphasis on the text— to the detriment of context— requires literary

examination that would foreground the material conditions of production, for example,

highlighting the factors that conditions of authorship bring to bear on the work.67

 Following de la Campa’s call for a more materialist reading of literary

production, I argue that what has been overlooked in the case of Carpentier’s El siglo de

las luces is the way that Carpentier, the historical figure, deliberately responded to and

negotiated a position within the post-revolutionary Cuban cultural sphere when

publishing the work. Carpentier’s negotiation of the new Cuban literary scene occurred

on various fronts. Even though he had a completed draft of the work when he returned to

the island in 1959— shortly after Castro’s successful overthrow of Batista’s

government— Carpentier waited until 1963 to release El siglo de las luces to a Cuban

readership (Leante 127). In a 1964 interview with critic César Leante, Carpentier

explained the delay as follows: “[the novel] needed revisions, and the changes one

observed in Cuban life and society affected me too much to be able to think of anything

else” (125).68 Yet decisions Carpentier made about the novel between 1959 and 1963

reveal that he was, in fact, thinking about it rather carefully. During these years,

Carpentier had the novel published in Paris in a French edition in 1962— to rave

                                                
67 de la Campa’s critique is echoed in an edited volume entitled Rückkehr des Autors
(Return of the Author), published the same year as Latinamericanism. In Rückkehr des
Autors (1999), scholars argue that a post-structural understanding of the author as merely
the “connector” of various discourses, as Barthes describes it in Death of the Author
(1968), tends to overlook all of the contextual specificity that pertains to authorship
(Jannidis, Lauer, Martínez and Winko 14).

68 Translation mine. “[La novela] necesitaba retoques y el cambio que se observaba en la
vida y en la sociedad cubanas me resultó demasiado apasionante para que pudiera pensar
en otra cosa.”
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reviews— and then in a Spanish edition in Mexico the same year (127). As Leante

suggests, then, the appearance of El siglo de las luces in Cuba did not merely happen

once revolutionary turbulence settled down: rather, the book was prepared for its Cuban

début. According to Leante, Carpentier was well aware of the risks of publishing a novel

critical of revolution at a time when Cuba was celebrating revolutionary victory, and

wanted to create international support for the work before releasing it there (126).

If these publication decisions reflect Carpentier’s careful negotiation of the new

Cuban cultural terrain, he also seems to have responded to this new context in terms of

changes made to the text itself. In his article “Carpentier y la Revolución,” Leante

considers the hypothesis put forward by the critic André Stihl that Carpentier added the

final chapter of the novel after arriving in Cuba (128). This chapter, in which Esteban and

Sofía join in the mass uprising against the French invasion of Spain, represents the

protagonists’ renewed interest in political action after their disillusionment with, and

abandonment of Hugues. As such, the last chapter offers an affirmation of the possibility

of popular political change and authentic revolution that runs counter to themes of

political betrayal within the work.

Carpentier’s deliberations about releasing the novel in Cuba and the possible

additions he made to the text did not occur within a vacuum, but coincided with the

massive transformation of the writers’ social role that was taking place in Cuba at the

time. Characteristic of this transformation was a change in the writer’s function from

someone who was thought to pursue “a frivolous and extravagant pastime” before 1959,

to an officially supported “vehicle of change, communication [and] self-knowledge”
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(Smorkaloff 75-76). As president of the Writers and Artists Union in the years

immediately following the revolution, the institution responsible for facilitating this

transformation, Carpentier would have been very aware of the new social expectations

for writers.69

This sketch of the publication history of El siglo de las luces demonstrates that the

novel, rather than offering historiographical commentary independent of a particular

author position, must be read as growing out of and responding to a context of literary

production and authorial expectation in which authors were officially called upon to craft

state history. In order to show how El siglo de las luces both enacts and represents a

critique of this kind of authorial relationship to the state, I return to the interpretive model

developed in my discussion of Seghers’s Karibische Geschichten. Specifically, I show

how both Carpentier and his messenger characters’ decisions about theme, genre, and

publication or dissemination venues disrupt or critique the author’s implication with state

historical narrative.

“Within the Revolution …” : Writing about the Revolution, but Critically

Unlike post-war East German leaders, who clearly expressed the topical

parameters within which they expected writers to remain— most specifically a focus on

the “here and now” that reinforced an official history of the founding of the nation—

                                                
69 Carpentier would also have been knowledgeable about the social role of writers before
the revolution as he participated in the Cuban cultural sphere from the 1920s on: before
he left Cuba for France the first time, he was a frequently published art critic, and from
1939 to 1945 he was director of the radio station of Cuba’s Ministry of Education
(Menton 43-44).
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post-revolutionary leaders in Cuba were not prescriptive about themes that writers should

address in their creative work. Indeed, revolutionary leaders such as Che Guevara

explicitly rejected Stalinist socialist realism, and in 1961, Fidel Castro proclaimed: “let

everyone write what he wants to … we are not forbidding anyone to write on the subject

that he prefers” (Chomsky, Carr, and Smorkaloff 449; Castro). Yet the serious military

challenge to the Revolution during the Bay of Pigs invasion resulted in increased

vigilance by the new Cuban government’s against possible counter-revolutionary activity.

This vigilance extended to the cultural sphere, and could be seen in the government’s

decision to monitor the release of creative work in terms of its support for the Revolution

through institutional authorities that would “orient” creative work (Castro).

Yet a look at the kind of work published and censored immediately after the

revolution— the years in which Carpentier had arrived in Cuba and was negotiating the

publication of El siglo de las luces— reveals that the new government expected writers to

thematize a pro-revolutionary narrative with a focus on the present.70 The majority of

books published between 1961 and 1965 present the contrast between life in Cuba before

and after the revolution in order to, in Seymour Menton’s terms, justify “the total

transformation of Cuban society undertaken by Fidel Castro” (12). Those writers who

made departures from this kind of explicit endorsement of the revolution at times met

with governmental restrictions. Already in 1959, Castro expressed displeasure with

                                                
70 Despite the assurances that Castro made to artists in “Palabras a los Intelectuales”
about their freedom to choose the topics they would prefer, he also exhorts writers to
write about the revolution, claiming that it would be a shame if historians of the
revolution discovered that writers of that time had not written about it.
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periodicals that challenged governmental decisions, and by 1960, the state had closed

several independent newspapers and taken over their presses for book publishing (Paz

Sánchez 145).71 This de-facto crackdown on independent perspectives in the Cuban press

foreshadowed the censorship of creative work in 1961. Perhaps the most controversial

decisions taken by the state were the closing of the literary supplement Lunes— a widely-

read journal published by the newspaper Revolución that incorporated the work of

international writers and ran an independent publishing house— and the censorship of the

impressionistic, semi-documentary film PM (Chomsky, Carr, and Smorkaloff 486).

Carpentier’s position vis-à-vis these official expectations for the appropriate

content of creative work remained circumspect. Just as Seghers never spoke out publicly

against the kinds of disciplinary measures the state took against critical writers,

Carpentier never made any official statement about the treatment of independent presses,

publications, and films. In this sense Carpentier did not actively refuse the position of

writer as crafter of an official state revolutionary history. As the leader of multiple new

organizations that were to— as Castro hoped— “orient” cultural and literary work in

Cuba, Carpentier participated in upholding an official topical emphasis in Cuban

literature. Furthermore, in his own writing after returning to Cuba, Carpentier focused on

the topic recommended by Castro to writers and intellectuals—  recent revolutionary

history. Carpentier’s novel El año 59, intended to be the first installment in a trilogy

about the Cuban Revolution, was published in parts in 1964, and formed the basis of a

                                                
71 In 1959, the Sociedad Interamericana de Prensa drew several negative conclusions
about the state of freedom of the press in Cuba, for example, that Castro’s vehement
critique of certain newspapers created “un estado de temor que perjudica a la libertad de
expresión” ‘a state of fear that prejudices liberty of expression’ (Paz Sánchez 142).
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longer pro-Castro epic, La Consagración de la primavera (1978) (Müller-Bergh 23;

Shaw, Alejo Carpentier 89).72

Undeniably, however, the 1963 publication of El siglo de las luces in Cuba was,

as a historical and critical examination of revolution, decidedly “off-topic” for a

contribution to the Cuban literary sphere of this time, as critics such as Donald Shaw

have pointed out (Shaw, Alejo Carpentier 89). With the publication of the novel in Cuba,

Carpentier begins to critique the very author position of official revolutionary historian he

supposedly occupies. Indeed, the novel itself enacts the problematic relationship between

narration and historical perspective that Carpentier confronts as a presumed official

voice. In particular, it deconstructs that authoritative role by focusing on the different

approaches to history-telling adopted by the novel’s primary messenger characters,

Victor Hugues and Esteban. By juxtaposing the limitations of Hugues’s rigid adherence

to constantly changing historical narratives with Esteban’s more flexible, and ultimately

reflexive interaction with historical themes, Carpentier implicitly argues that revolution

as conceived of by a single individual and not anchored in the societal factors that

motivate revolt can easily become self-serving.

Hugues’s role in promoting revolution is premised on notions of history that are

the most advantageous for him. Consequently, his shifting allegiances to different points

of view do not signal a thoughtful interaction with multiple historical perspectives.

Instead, he discards one narrative for another, even as he claims the unique importance of

                                                
72 The extent to which Carpentier embraced— at least publically— his position as official
representative of a Cuban national narrative can also be measured in terms of the guarded
critique of Carpentier’s political position by Cuban dissident writers such as Guillermo
Cabrera Infante and Reinaldo Arenas.
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each one. In this way, the identity Hugues creates for himself as a historical figure is

shown to be an a-historical sham, based as it is on a series of contradictory viewpoints

that have no grounding in the lived experiences of a community. In Benjaminian terms,

Hugues’s refusal to engage with the true “depository of historical knowledge,” the

“struggling, oppressed class” that has little say in crafting history results in a historicist

perspective (Benjamin, Theses 260).

 The a-historicity of Hugues’s identity comes through in his increasing alienation

from the people for whom he promotes revolution across Europe and the Americas. Thus

Hugues’s denunciation of Freemasonry in favor of a “Jacobin morality” results in his

rejection of former confidants (Carpentier, Explosion 101). Esteban, who accompanies

his comrade Hugues to Guadeloupe— now a Commissar charged with “[re-establishing]

the authority of the Republic in the French colonies in America” (and promoting the 16th

Pluviose)— notes Hugues’s coldness towards him and remarks that “Victor [Hugues] had

imposed on himself the first discipline required for the office of Leader of Men: that of

having no friends” (116). Indeed Hugues not only rejects friendships but is feared by his

men (122).

Although Hugues establishes authority in Guadeloupe, he does not connect with

the island’s inhabitants because he is unable to deviate from the historicist perspective

that justifies his position and become receptive to the historical experience of the local

population. While droves of people congregate at the event of his victory speech in which

he outlines his vision of the island’s history from Columbus’s discovery, Catholic

mission, and the future destruction of the church, they do not listen to him: “for all
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[Hugues’s] eloquence and vigour the Word failed to harmonise with the mood of these

people, who had congregated here in a festive spirit and were … making small effort to

understand a language which differed greatly … from their homely patois” (142).

Hugues, however, is oblivious to his failure to communicate because he perceives his

historical role on individual, messianic terms: “the Revolution has given meaning to my

life. I have been assigned a role in the great task of our times. I shall attempt to perform it

to the very best of my ability” (145).

As a political and military leader in Guadeloupe, Hugues continues to justify the

pursuit of his own agenda in revolutionary rhetoric. The consequence of Hugues’s

manipulation of historical narratives for personal gain becomes apparent when he

abandons the goal to abolish slavery: his lack of connection to alternate historical

viewpoints leads to exploitation. When Hugues notices that implementing the declaration

abolishing slavery he had been so eager to bring to the new world, the Decree of the 16th

Pluviose, means that former slaves are not as willing to work, he decides that it is enough

for slaves to be considered French citizens and announces that “work [is] compulsory”

(152). And when the lucrative privateering venture he leads consists primarily of slave

trading, he is able to justify his actions in the name of France: the slaves he captures off

of British ships are from “enemies of the Republic” (189). By the end of the narrative,

Hugues proclaims himself the “sole Continuer of the Revolution,” yet assumes the life of

a slave-holding plantation owner who organizes an army to hunt down runaways (190,

328). Hugues, a historical figure without an identity grounded in the historical

experiences of those he claims to save, has become nothing more than a farce.
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 Unlike Hugues, who consistently espouses revolutionary rhetoric to justify his

own goals, Esteban continuously changes his view on the “topic” of revolution. The key

difference between the way that the two characters consider revolution results from the

historical reflection that accompanies their changing points of view. Hugues couches his

successive defense and later dismissal of various historical narratives in the reified,

historicist, language of an overarching, unchanging historical mission that is guiding him.

Esteban’s alternating allegiances— he alternately holds the role of Freemason, Jacobin,

colonizer, privateer, and critic of revolution— trigger a self-reflexive impulse that

increasingly pushes him to the historical-materialist position of contemplating his own

position vis-à-vis a particular perspective.

Upon meeting Hugues, Esteban is taken by the revolutionary vision he offers and

unquestioningly adopts Hugues’s historical viewpoints, even though they are formulated

in concepts unfamiliar to him such as “liberty, happiness, equality, [and] human dignity”

(70). Just as he accepts Hugues’s notion of revolution, Esteban defines his identity

through his mentor: he feels “more solid, more mature, more of a man, when he [is] with

[him]” (89). And in France with Hugues, Esteban uncritically engages in the various

revolutionary activities practiced around him: “[Esteban] allowed himself to be set in

motion by the rhythm of each day. He was … always clamouring for drastic measures …

He read extremist newspapers, and listened to the most implacable orators” (96). When

Freemasonry becomes fashionable, Esteban throws himself into learning all he can about

the subject, and when Hugues advocates Jacobinism and declares Freemasonry to be
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counter-revolutionary, Esteban follows his lead and takes on the role of a man of action

(101, 105).

Sent to Spain by Hugues in order to help create and spread revolutionary

propaganda, however, Esteban is separated from the primary resources that shape his

identity, the fervor of revolutionary Paris and Hugues’s dynamism. He “[feels] himself to

be shrinking, diminishing, losing all individuality” (110). Paradoxically, Esteban’s loss of

reference points with which to identify leads the way for him to develop an awareness for

perspectives of revolution other than those he encounters in centers, and people, of

power. In Spain, for example, where Esteban encounters the Spaniards’ resistance to the

imposition of a revolutionary French order, he becomes aware that the seemingly

transparent revolutionary “line” he had adopted only masks the complex and

contradictory bureaucracy that underlies revolutionary enterprises (108).

When Esteban rejoins Hugues as a clerk on his mission to Guadeloupe, he notes

the disjuncture between a revolutionary rhetoric that had made him feel part of

“Something Big,” a participant in “Mighty Events,” and the day-to-day making of

revolution that involves the repression of alternate perspectives— the (Jacobin) backlash

against dissidents who were either being murdered or sent to prison, or Hugues’s own

harshness with his fleet (118). Indeed, part of Esteban’s increasingly multi-faceted

awareness of revolution is the development he notices within himself of a “propensity” to

view others’ opinions critically, no matter what they espouse: when others defend the

Revolution, he sees its shortcomings and when monarchists critique it, he defends it

(126).
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In the Caribbean with Hugues, Esteban continues to align himself with varying

roles in the practice of revolution, changing the (historical) “topics” he espouses. Once a

Freemason adept in France and a Jacobin agent in Spain, he becomes a revolutionary

propagandist in Guadeloupe, a privateer in the Caribbean, and finally a messenger for

Hugues in the camps where revolutionaries who have fallen out of favor are held

prisoner. Upon assuming each new role, however, Esteban’s ability to interpret and

respond to a particular rationale for revolution in terms of his own perspective— one that

includes a perception of other points of view— grows. 

Thus when Hugues declaims revolutionary ideals before the newly-freed slaves in

Guadeloupe, Esteban is the one who notices that no communication between Hugues and

his audience is taking place. As Esteban notes, Hugues’s language and historical vision

mean little to the crowd for whom the event is a chance to “[congregate] … in a festive

spirit, and [amuse] themselves with games or brushing against the opposite sex” (141).

As a clerk for Hugues’s privateering enterprise, Esteban rejects Hugues’s logic that

France “may not operate in the slave trade,” but may sell slaves captured from enemy

ships, and is able to articulate the irony of having “abolished the slave trade” in order to

be able to “act as slavers between other countries” (189). Finally, Esteban’s visit to a

prison camp in Sinnamary that holds forgotten enemies of the revolution further sharpens

his awareness of the voices silenced by revolution (224).

Through his exposure to experiences that are not included in grand revolutionary

rhetoric, Esteban is able to formulate his own vision of the “topic” of revolution— a task

he undertakes when he returns to his family in Cuba and tells them the story of his travels
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with Hugues. The fact that he comes to own his own perspective does not make it one-

sided. Instead, because it is derived from his knowledge of those forgotten in the

enterprise— “those who had died in the Atlantic prison ships, in the field of Cayenne,

and in so many other places”— it is closer to the historical-materialist perspective

espoused by Benjamin (260).

Dissemination and Dissent

During the same period in which Carpentier was in the process of publishing El

siglo de las luces, Cuba was implementing a mammoth transformation of its literary

sphere. Before the revolution, Cuban writers did have outlets for publishing their work in

popular journals such as Carteles and Bohemia as well as literary journals with limited

circulation such as Origenes and Ciclón. Yet a Cuban public was inundated with “U.S.-

based mass-media programming” and publications such as Hollywood films, radio soap

operas, and Reader’s Digest (Smorkaloff 49, 55, 75). After the revolution, however,

major emphasis was placed on creating a Cuban— not an imported— cultural and literary

sphere through massive enterprises such as the national literacy campaign. The hugely

successful campaign, in turn, was to provide a broader Cuban readership. These new

readers were considered the beneficiaries of newly created literary enterprises aimed both

at promoting Cuban cultural production as well as making Latin American and world

literary culture easily available to Cuban readers.73

                                                
73 Key post-revolutionary literary institutions included the National Printing House, the
Cuban Book Institute, Casa de las Américas, and the Writers and Artists Union.
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If writers before the revolution had been marginalized by the state, the emphasis

after the revolution on literacy and print culture as a key force in forging a Cuban

national identity afforded writers a central role in the creation and dissemination of a

post-revolutionary historical narrative that emphasized the country’s cultural, political,

and economic independence from the U.S.74 As the institutional head of multiple new

literary and cultural organizations, Carpentier was at the forefront of this major shift in

author position as spokesperson for this new national narrative.75 Publicly, Carpentier

enthusiastically embraced his role in this transformation of Cuban literary culture. For

example, in a 1962 interview published in the Chilean magazine Última hora, Carpentier

defended the time he devoted to re-shaping Cuban literary and cultural life as integral to a

post-revolutionary Cuban identity:

Of course I have little time to write, very little, but what does it matter? Now we

have to give the best of ourselves to the revolution, man; the revolution must be

done and we have to do it ourselves. If we don’t help with it now, when will we

                                                
74 By the late 1960s, the incidents of censorship that immediately followed the revolution
had solidified into a narrow concept of the writer’s rold in disseminating the national
narrative. This is exemplified in the well-known case of the poet Heberto Padilla who
was forced to repudiate his writing in 1971.

75 In an interview published in the Chilean journal Última Hora, Carpentier enumerates
the breadth of his involvement in a Cuban cultural sphere: “soy subdirector general de
cultura, miembro del Consejo Nacional de Cultura (toda la actividad cultural de Cuba) y
dentro de esto soy jefe de la comisión de ediciones de la Imprenta nacional; además soy
vicepresidente de la Unión de Escritores y Artistas y catedrático de la Universidad en el
ramo Historia de la Cultura. También dirijo dos revistas …” ‘I am the general subdirector
of culture, head of the commission of editions for the national publishing house;
furthermore I am the vice president of the Union of writers and artists and teach in the
University in the field of history of culture. I also direct two magazines …’ (Lemus 63).
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do it? If you could see the beautiful things we have done in the cultural sphere.

(Lemus 63)76

Despite his enthusiasm for the developments on a Cuban cultural front— and his own

leadership role in a national publishing house, the Editorial Nacional, Carpentier remains

at a distance from this complete re-envisioning of the author’s role in society by not

pursuing Cuban venues for publishing the manuscript of El siglo de las luces that he

carried with him to Cuba initially. Instead, by deciding to publish the manuscript in

France and Mexico before he releases it in Cuba, Carpentier positions his work to be read

in several historical contexts: European, Central American, and only thereafter, does he

stage a Cuban reception. Rather than envisioning his work as a contribution to a national

consciousness, he continues to ally himself with a critical, international literary sphere

and its potential for multiple historical-materialist readings. Carpentier’s decisions

regarding the way his novel is disseminated leave open questions about the extent to

which he embraced an author position as official representative of a national narrative.

In El siglo de las luces, Victor Hugues and Esteban function as the primary

channels, or at tims, the sources, for disseminating messages about the importance of the

French revolution to a broader European and American context. Each character’s work as

a messenger reflects a distinct perspective on history-telling. Victor Hugues, whose

voyages to the Caribbean both before and after the revolution are motivated by his

                                                
76 Translation mine. “Bueno, claro que se me hace poco [tiempo para escribir], muy poco,
pero ¡que diablos! Ahora tenemos que dar lo mejor de nosotros a la Revolución, chico; la
Revolución hay que hacerla y la tenemos que hacer nosotros. Si no la ayuadamos ahora,
¿Cuándo lo vamos a hacer? Si tú vieras que cosas lindas hemos logrado en el terreno de
la cultura.”
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mission to spread revolutionary ideals, is ultimately unable to acknowledge historical

narratives that compete with the one he officially represents. In the novel, Hugues’s

rationalizing and the gradual unfolding of his character as intransigent and self-serving

ultimately dismantles any claim to his espoused service to the cause of revolution. His

actions expose the fault lines of his revolutionary claims. As a result, Esteban’s

awareness of multiple historical planes emerges in sharp contrast to Hugues’s inability to

reflect about the many faces of oppression. Unlike Hugues, Esteban consistently

recognizes the relationship—  even when it is a disjunctive—  between the revolutionary

version of history he disseminates and competing historical narratives.

The contradiction between dissemination and repression implied in Victor

Hugues’s actions spreading the revolution is perhaps most clearly illustrated in those

scenes that describe Hugues’s voyage to Guadeloupe. Everything about Hugues’s

passage from France to the Americas suggests the transmission of revolutionary ideas and

goods, namely a squadron of ships carrying passengers and a printing press entrusted

with the task of spreading the declaration of the 16th Pluviose which abolishes slavery.

Nevertheless, the ships, which function as a sign of hopeful transmission, also carry with

them the goods and signs of brutal repression. As Hugues explains to Esteban, the most

important cargo they hold besides the printing press, are the guillotine and the cannons

(124).

The implication of Hugues’s tools of dissemination is that the guillotine and

cannons on board will be able to silence any dissent remaining after the printing press has

done its work. To underscore the fact that for Hugues, dissemination and repression of
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alternate histories go hand in hand, Carpentier tells his readers that Hugues’s squadron—

purportedly carrying the message of liberty— leaves from the same port in southern

France where seven hundred prisoners, French dissenters, are being held in a ship that

will deport them to a prison camp on the Caribbean island of Cayenne (116).

Hugues ignores the ship’s function as both a sign of revolutionary hope and

violent repression. There is no Benjaminian recognition that the ship’s position as a

harbinger of “civilization” carries with it an object of “barbarism,” the guillotine

(Benjamin, Theses 256). Rather, assuming both the dress and demeanor of his role model

Robespierre, Hugues embraces both the role and posture of immovability and single-

mindedness: “With all the insignia of his authority sparkling, Victor Hugues stood

motionless, turned to stone, his right hand resting on the upright of the Machine,

suddenly transformed into a symbolic figure. Together with Liberty, the first guillotine

was arriving in the New World” (131).

If Hugues represents the revolutionary messenger as the enforcer of a particular

historical vision, Esteban’s work disseminating revolutionary ideals represents a distinct

view of the author as history-teller. Unlike Hugues, Esteban-as-author does not assert a

single historical perspective by enforcing social or political change. Instead, he conceives

of his work as messenger as one of transmittal and negotiation. A key service he fulfills is

that of translation and, in the historical-materialist sense, transliteration of concepts for

their particular cultural context.77

                                                
77 The one time that Esteban does imagine creating original work, “perhaps a study of the
Revolution,” he quickly abandons the plan (Carpentier, 127).
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According to the scholar Ana Serra, Esteban’s position as translator rather than

originator of revolutionary ideas reflects Carpentier’s own notion of the role of the author

as commentator or critic who exists on the outskirts, or margins, of political change

(621). In Serra’s view, Esteban’s remove from the source or origin of revolutionary

messages and his occupation of a utopian space of intellectual critique—  critique that he

is not able to put into practice—  would be understood as Carpentier’s move to

demythologize the role of the writer in society (623).

To counter a conclusion that essentially emasculates the author’s voice, I argue

that Esteban’s work as messenger is not necessarily divorced from the political sphere.

Instead, the awareness he brings of the complexities and even impossibilities of

transmitting messages from one context to another provides a crucial historically critical

perspective— a perspective shared by Carpentier. Unlike Hugues, who becomes

progressively more intractable to competing understandings of revolution as he

establishes his rule in Guadeloupe, Esteban is increasingly aware of the complexities

involved in disseminating a particular historical vision. Specifically, Esteban acquires

sensitivity to the fact that introducing a new revolutionary view of historical development

does not simply serve to erase competing histories. This sensitivity is most clearly

presented in descriptions of Esteban’s work translating and printing French revolutionary

texts, first in Spain and then in the new world— places where he is literally doing the

work of a revolutionary messenger. Yet in French-controlled Basque territory, where

Esteban is sent to secretly “prepare the revolutionary literature” for a “rapid propagandist

penetration of the Peninsula,” he is only able to notice discrepancies between the
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historical perspectives implicated in the messages he brings and the historical traditions

of the Basque (Carpentier, Explosion 101). Thus Esteban is keenly aware that the new

place names, changed to honor heroes of the French Revolution, cannot replace the old

ones: “Itxasson was now called ‘Union’; Arbonne, ‘Constante’; Ustarritz, ‘Marat-sur-

Nive’; Baigorry, ‘Thermopylae’” (106). Esteban’s time in Spain demonstrates to him the

impossibility that his messages of French revolutionary propaganda could be easily

accommodated— or imposed— upon a distinct setting: “Esteban … found it [the

situation in Spain] increasingly alien, artificial and unstable— he would never succeed in

understanding the Basque language, nor could he ever guess what they were saying from

their faces” (107).

Previously working as Hugues’s assistant to spread revolutionary documents in

Guadeloupe, Esteban was aware that the words he and his French printer colleagues—

the Loeuillets— produced existed in a disjointed relationship to the historical context

around them. This anachronism becomes especially clear when Hugues, who remains

tenaciously loyal to his own vision of revolution despite historical changes in France,

requires Esteban and the Loeuillets to reproduce revolutionary documents that have been

superseded by historical developments in France. While working to translate and

reproduce the constitution of 1793, which articulated the Republic’s commitment to a

broad understanding of citizenship and universal suffrage, Esteban takes great pleasure in

the craft of writing and translating, but does not “[believe] very much in the words which

would be multiplied and propagated as a result of [his] labours” (158).
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Esteban’s disenchantment with the effect of his work does not lead, however, to

his disillusionment with the possibility of social change— nor is the messenger figure

divorced from the possibility of such change. Indeed, Esteban’s later actions, ones he

undertakes independently from Hugues, reflect a relationship between spokesman of a

revolutionary cause and historical change that enable his messages to be read and heard

on multiple levels of reception. They are not top-down authoritative assertions. This

vantage point distinguishes Esteban’s messages of integrity from the ultimate mendacity

underlying Hugues’s hypocritical pronouncements. Esteban’s intellectually and ethically

responsible messenger role is illustrated by his handling of a package of leaflets that

announce an already repealed proclamation abolishing slavery, which he has been

commissioned to distribute (239). Esteban, implicitly recognizing the deceit of

distributing pamphlets that assert an invalid proclamation, decides to dispose of them in

the river (239). Yet when he encounters a group of slaves waiting to have their legs

amputated for attempting escape, he is moved to toss the package into a fisherman’s ship

instead, crying “read these, … or if you can’t read then find someone who can read them

for you” (241). Esteban’s decision is a historical-materialist one, as he continues to

consider the relevance of messages repressed by an official sphere.

By absolving himself of the role of enforcer of a particular historical message,

Esteban underscores the possibility of a varied interpretation of the proclamation.

Subsequent passages from the novel suggest how the reception of those same

pamphlets— and the historical change they can possibly effect— might occur without the

controlling hand of a particular author. For example, Esteban learns how the “whole
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island” of Cuba is “in a state of hidden ferment” because literature of those “accursed

Frenchmen” is “hidden in too many pockets” (281). When he is arrested in Cuba for

being a “publisher of revolutionary pamphlets,” Esteban distances himself as the

supposed source of revolutionary ideas in his response to the police: “do you think that

by breaking into a house in Havana you’re going to put an end to the idea of Liberty in

the world?  … Nobody can stop what is under way now” (294). And when Esteban

ultimately becomes engaged at the center of political events during his exile in Spain, it is

not because of a particular ideal or decree, but as part of “an impromptu uprising as

devastating as it was unexpected, without having been incited by printed propaganda or

rhetorical speeches” (347).

Like Anna Seghers in post-war GDR, Alejo Carpentier occupied the author

position of state historian in post-revolutionary Cuba by holding public positions in the

Cuban national cultural sphere. He also represented an official expectation that cultural

production should reinforce the goals of the revolution. Simultaneously, however,

Carpentier, like Seghers, published historical novels that critiqued the viability of official

historical narratives and argued for an authorial perspective attuned to experiences not

represented in the sanctioned story of revolution. He did this via his representation of

messengers whose work disseminating a revolutionary message is informed by views that

either affirm or disrupt a dominant version of history.

In this chapter, I have shown how the distinction that Benjamin draws between

historicist and historical-materialist interpretations of the past in his Theses on the
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Philosophy of History offers a way to articulate the particular kind of historiographical

critique that Carpentier performs through these messenger characters, Victor Hugues and

Esteban. Thus Hugues, who identifies with and promotes only those historical

perspectives that further his own career, represents a historicist, and ultimately a-

historical, position that is not grounded in his own or others’ lived experiences. In turn,

Esteban’s increasing sensitivity to the gaps between historical narratives and personal

experience reflects a historical-materialist perspective sensitive to those experiences that

official histories ignore.

By focusing on the work of these two characters to disseminate the message of

revolution across Europe and the Caribbean, Carpentier tells the history of revolution in

the Caribbean in a way that, in its time, challenged the emphasis of prevalent

historiography on the European origins of Enlightenment. Yet because of the way that the

novel both enacts and represents debates on the appropriate historiographical position of

the author as historian and critic, El siglo de las luces must be considered more than

merely a novel that offers a topical revision or semiotic challenge to dominant historical

narratives.

Carpentier’s juxtaposition of messengers, or author figures, who represent distinct

historical positions must be read in terms of the expectation for authors in post-

revolutionary Cuba to reiterate a new national narrative— one that Carpentier himself

confronted. 78 Examining how both Carpentier and his author characters respond to

                                                
78 Multiple critics demonstrate how the protagonist Esteban functions as an alter ego to
Carpentier, pointing to their similar physical characteristics as asthmatics, their shared
birthdays, and the fact that both spend formative years in Paris. While there may be a
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dominant historical narratives through the topics they explore, and the means by which

they disseminate their narratives, produces a complex portrait of a struggle to discern the

social position and critical meaning of what it is to be an author in the particular historical

moment of the Cold War. Appropriate to the political stakes associated with literature at

that time, the issue of author position is not addressed head-on in a polemic, but through

narrative.

 Using the optic of author position, then, to attend to the way both Carpentier and

his characters relate history provides a much more complex and nuanced method for

contextualizing literature and authors. It is not merely a matter of evaluating the historical

accuracy of content, nor of referring to the biography of the author, but of situating both

text and the social position of the author as effected in the material life of the work,

within discourses and relations of its day.

                                                                                                                                                
strong case for this, it is not my concern in the present work. The question at hand is what
kind of author position Carpentier performs or effects in his text, which is not reducible to
his “true” identity, personality, or biography. A more germane question to the present
discussion is how Carpentier uses Esteban to explore a revolutionary author position.
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Part II: Testimony and Umfunktionierung: Eyewitnesses to History
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Chapter 4

Visiting the Revolution: First-Person Genres and the West German Literary Left

 In the preceding chapters, Benjamin’s notion of historical-materialist practice

illuminates both the publishing decisions and narrative representations and performances

through which Anna Seghers and Alejo Carpentier produce author positions as writers of

history. In their own ways, these works posed possible answers to certain questions

facing Cold War authors, primarily the extent to which writers’ creative work should

comply with official expectations to reiterate national historical narratives. By engaging

in a historical-materialist practice through emphasis on the contingent relationship of the

storyteller to the past, Seghers and Carpentier subtly undermine the static, historicist

narratives of official revolutionary states, namely East Germany and Cuba.

In this section, I turn to a different time, as well as a different approach to

questions of authorship. Specifically, I demonstrate how an understanding of the author

as eyewitness underlies socially critical writing by West German and Nicaraguan authors

who resisted a U.S. economic and military presence in their respective countries during

the latter part of the Cold War. Works that speak to this situation include narratives by

West German writers who traveled to Sandinista Nicaragua in the early 1980s, as well as

testimonial writing by Sandinista Nicaraguans of the same time period. In both settings,

writers challenged conventional notions of the author as distanced observer of social

phenomena by using the first-person voice in order to lay claim to an “authentic”

perspective. Such a perspective, authors believed, functioned to democratize a symbolic
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order shaped both by a literary elite as well as U.S. influence. At issue in this latter

moment was not so much the re-construction of distant history in narrative, but rather

how to narrate the historical present as lived.

In order to examine the relationship between the first-person form and a shift in

the understanding of author position that characterizes both sets of texts I examine, I

draw on another text by Walter Benjamin, namely his essay “The Author as Producer”

(1937). In this essay, Benjamin explains that critical art does not depend on the

relationship between form and content so much as between author and form. In other

words, critical art must be derived from a reconsideration of the author’s social position

as well as the social function of the form. For Benjamin, this implied a shift in the

conception of the author, from that of detached commentator to that of a producer who is

implicated within the means of literary production. Such a re-positioning of the author

has formal implications. That is, the author as producer will not merely insert critical

content into established formal parameters, but will draw on, and engage with emerging

forms in order to make an intervention in, or “refunction” the “apparatus of production”

(Benjamin “Author as Producer” 261). In other words, the author must not view form as

a-historical.

The first-person West German texts of my focus are eyewitness accounts of

Sandinista Nicaragua’s defense of its revolutionary gains against U.S.-backed Contra

troops during the 1980s— a war that West German intellectuals idealized as an instance

of local resistance against U.S. imperialism. These works, which represent writers’

attraction to processes of democratization that were happening in post-revolutionary
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Nicaragua, must also be understood in terms of a specific move in the FRG to

democratize, or authenticate, literary production. This was done in part through a critical

understanding of how the author was someone implicated within what Benjamin would

call the “apparatus of production,” rather than existing outside of it.  While there existed a

similar understanding of the author’s social function in East Germany, it was officially

mandated, and did not allow for the kind of formal experimentation that was possible for

West German writers.

A West German notion of the author as advocate of non-conformism to

“ideology” and producer of abstract, experimental texts had already gained prevalence

shortly after World War II.  This emerging author position was a response against the

realist aesthetic that characterized both fascist and socialist realist art. Furthermore, it was

a function of the clamp-down on U.S.-critical publications and political activity during

the United States’ occupation of West Germany (Bullivant 17-24). 79 By the late 1960s,

however, this notion of the non-ideological author position had been replaced with a

perception that the author was centrally implicated as critical analyst, participant, or

victim in the ideological field.80 The shift in what was understood to be the social

                                                
79 Examples of such clamp-downs include the cancellation by U.S. authorities of the
literary journal Der Ruf founded by Alfred Andersch and Hans Werner Richter in 1946.
While the U.S. occupying forces initially supported the magazine, by 1947, its
independent political perspectives were felt to be too “subversive” (McGowan, “German
Writing in the West” 444).

80 This shift was evident in protests at the 1968 meeting of the literary group Gruppe 47.
Though members of the group identified themselves as socially critical writers, many
connected this critique with a modernist aesthetic rather than a particular political
program. During these protests, students accused the members of being apolitical and
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position of the author was in part a recognition of writers as producers rather than as the

detached, “universal intellectual” in the sense of Edward Said (Said, “Götter” 131). This

conception of the author as ideologically engaged maintained considerable cache through

the 1970s, and continued to characterize socially critical texts of the FRG in the 1980s.

This re-positioning of the author led to the elaboration of new formal criteria for

authenticating an authorial perspective. In particular, the first-person eyewitness account

was ascendant.

To examine this development, I will analyze the work of Günter Wallraff, Hans

Christoph Buch, and Franz Xaver Kroetz: writers who expressed solidarity for the

Sandinista cause in different ways, yet were instrumental in theorizing and developing

the key genres through which varying conceptions of an “authentic” authorial perspective

were elaborated.81 Thus Wallraff was to move during the 1960s toward documentary

writing that sought to integrate a working class perspective into literary production via

writing by workers themselves or writers’ documentation of “the world of work”

(McGowan, “German Writing in the West” 484). Buch’s use of the first-person, on the

other hand, can be understood in terms of the development of a “new subjectivity” in

West German writing during the 1970s that reacted against the perceived objectification

of the subjects of documentary literature by affording authenticity to the writers’

subjective perception. Finally, the “I” of Kroetz’s text reflects his struggle to reclaim a

                                                                                                                                                
therefore anachronistic, and demanded that Günter Wallraff be awarded the group’s prize
(Hermand 295-96; Arnold 202).
81 I do not want to imply that any text about an “other” can achieve some kind of perfect
authenticity, but use the term to engage the discourse of authenticity each author of my
study employs.
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politically relevant position in the context of lessening interest in explicitly political

writing within West German letters during the 1980s. As I will demonstrate, the different

kind of political and critical value each genre ascribes to the first-person perspective

informs the way the authors write about Nicaragua and has implications for the relative

authenticity each account claims.

Wallraff, Buch, and Kroetz’s Nicaragua diaries are all shaped by the assertion of

authorial authenticity and a West German interest in popularly supported liberation

movements around the world. Despite the critical impetus that shapes these works,

however, they carry their own limitations. As Michelle Mattson has argued, Wallraff,

Buch, and Kroetz’s interpretations of a Sandinista Nicaragua demonstrate a reliance on

Eurocentric— even colonialist— perspectives (“Anti-Eroberung” 89).82 In her 1998

article, “Anti-Eroberung: Franz Xaver Kroetz: Nicaragua Tagebuch,” Mattson takes a

position characteristic of Germanist post-colonial investigations, problematizing the

sensitivity that leftist writers such as Wallraff, Buch, and Kroetz claim to “first world”

–“third world” power differences. Specifically, Mattson demonstrates that these writers’

largely sympathetic visions and interpretations of Sandinista Nicaragua belie a colonial

                                                
82 Mattson is the only Germanist scholar to have written on these Nicaragua texts. Other
scholars, however, have written more generally on Buch and Wallraff’s representations
of a non-European “other.” Herbert Uerlings, for example, describes Buch’s attempts to
deconstruct a traditional, colonialist mode of interacting with the “other” in his Haiti
trilogy: Die Hochzeit von Port au Prince (1984); Haíti Chérie: Roman (1990); and Rede
des toten Kolumbus am Tag des jüngsten Gerichts (1992) (231). Arlene Teraoka
examines Wallraff’s examination of the Turkish “other” in his documentary work Ganz
unten (146-51).
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desire to see revolutionary Nicaragua proceed according to their own political agendas

(88).83

Mattson’s discussion of the colonial gaze and colonizing interests of these West

German writers can easily be confirmed by close readings. Indeed, one does not need to

examine their texts too carefully to find evidence of the authors’ self-perceived

superiority over Nicaraguans, which grows out of their stereotypes about Nicaraguan

people. Buch compares the guards at the Ministry of Culture with extras in a Spaghetti

Western movie: “dark-skinned teenagers with ancient Colts and rifles” (“Das rollende ‘R’

der Revolution” 133).84 Wallraff admires the West German development workers

because they are teaching the Nicaraguans, who “still run around barefoot,” about proper

hygiene (23). Kroetz claims that “most people in the developing countries don’t think

politically,” but only measure the benefits of a political system by the amount of food in

their cooking pots— not its respect for human rights (110).85 These infantilizing gestures

construct a Nicaraguan people about whom the authors can speak authoritatively, and

                                                
83 Mattson includes a narrative about Nicaragua by the Swiss writer Rolf Niederhauser in
her study— Requiem für eine Revolution (1990)— that I have not included in my
purview because my intention is to focus on West German authorial perspectives.

84 “[Dunkelhäutige] Teenager mit uralten Colts und Rifles, die wie Statisten aus einem
Italo-Western aussehen [lungern herum].”

85 “Die meisten Menschen in den Entwicklungsländern denken nicht politisch … eine
gute Politik ist, wenn wir nichts im Kochtopf haben— sagt mir einer der Bewohner.”
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which can thus be spoken for and “possessed” by the West German male author

(Mattson, “Anti-Eroberung” 95-97).86

Mattson’s in-depth discussion of these travel narratives about Nicaragua

successfully critiques the images that result when the West German, leftist “I” looks at

Nicaraguans. Yet her investigation lacks a historical dimension because it does not

explore how these eyewitness accounts grow out of specific debates about refunctioning

literature and their ramifications for author position, authenticity, and genre in a West

German literary sphere of the 1960s and 1970s. Rather than expressly evaluating the

accuracy of West German representations of a Nicaraguan “other,” I seek to examine

how notions of authorship and authenticity that grow out of writers’ desire to transform

modes of literary production inform the way they write about post-revolutionary

Nicaragua.

Benjamin and the Social Function of Form

 In his 1937 essay “The Author as Producer”— a response to contemporary

Marxist debates about the power of art to transform society in the context of fascism—

Benjamin rejects the notion that the mere insertion of critical content into an established

                                                
86 The Eurocentrism in these texts is different from that which marks Seghers’s work.
While Seghers’s humanism leads her to assume she can speak for Western and non-
Western subjects, Wallraff, Buch, and Kroetz are expressly trying not to be colonialist
through their attempts to uncover the truth about Nicaragua— to let Nicaragua speak for
itself (Mattson “Anti-Eroberung” 106). Their exoticism, however, seems to impede this
project.
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form could effectively critique, let alone change, the means of production.87 Instead of

evaluating a work’s appropriate critical attitude as expressed in the text, Benjamin argues

for the need to consider the work’s position within the dominant relations of production.

In order to do this, following Benjamin, one must move beyond a consideration of the

artist as outside commentator on social relations. It requires an understanding of the

author as producer, as someone who is inextricably linked with, and consequently able to

exert influence on, the “apparatus of production” (Benjamin, “Author as Producer” 261).

For Benjamin, such a view of the author’s place within history (and within the

means of production) has important implications for an understanding of the mechanics

of critical art. According to Benjamin, the author’s relationship to her context requires

both the author and her critics to engage new technologies (“technical factors affecting

our present situation”), or forms, that may be channeling current “literary energies”

(258). In other words, it is not enough for the author to insert new content into established

genres such as the novel or opera. Following Benjamin, such work simply supplies the

apparatus of production with new themes (261). Instead, the author herself must be

attuned to emerging forms in order to be able to respond and transform them— thereby

transforming the means of production.

                                                
87 Benjamin’s essay was written in the context of the so-called “Expressionismus-
Debatte,” or “debate on expressionism” in which Georg Lukács, Bertolt Brecht and Anna
Seghers played a part. Lukács held that the kind of formal experimentation characteristic
of expressionism could be related to fascism because of its abandonment of appropriate
political goals, and asserted that realist writing was most appropriate for a representation
of the “dialectical conflict between progressive and reactionary forces” (Robertson 388).
Brecht and Seghers, on the other hand, responded to Lukács by arguing for the need for
formal experimentation that could respond to new historical developments such as
fascism (Moeller 363).
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 The distinction that Benjamin makes between the technical innovations of his

contemporaries such as the “New Matter-of-Fact” photographers and Bertolt Brecht

illustrates the difference between what he identifies as a reactionary relationship toward

form, and one that works to achieve what Brecht calls the “Umfunktionierung,” or

“refunctioning,” of the apparatus of production in which the author is enmeshed. Thus the

photographers who document poverty draw on new technical developments, but do not

critically engage with them. Their images of tenement blocks become objects of aesthetic

pleasure and consumption and the photographic form functions to reinforce and replicate

the dominant relations of production, not as a tool that can undermine exploitation (263).

By contrast, Brecht calls attention to the formal vocabulary of contemporary technology

by appropriating the technique of montage to interrupt plot development. By thus

disallowing any identification between the viewer and the play’s characters, Brecht

alienates the public and pushes it to reconsider “the conditions in which it lives” (267).

Benjamin emphasizes that a particular form or content, chosen at will, cannot

supply the necessary criteria for critical work. Instead, following Benjamin, the work will

achieve the appropriate critical, or even revolutionary tendency through the way the artist

formally engages the present conditions of production. By implication, art that does not

reflect such engagement, such as the “New Matter of Fact” photographs, merely

fetishizes the form without considering its social function. One might extrapolate from

Benjamin’s essay that this sort of art is problematic because it reenacts the fascistic

concealment of the modes of production.
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Author as Producer in the Cold War, and the Genres that Result

West German writers of Wallraff, Buch, and Kroetz’s generation were alarmed by

their country’s embrace of capitalism that accompanied West Germany’s role as a crucial

U.S. satellite in Western Europe, and the apoliticism that characterized the post-war

literary sphere. 88 As a result, they sought to transform literature in ways that would allow

writers to make a social intervention through literary modes of production. In order to

achieve a critical literary practice, writers drew on the German Marxist tradition of social

and aesthetic criticism elaborated in the Weimar Republic and by exiled writers during

World War II. In writings by Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, Bertolt Brecht and

Walter Benjamin, authors found ways to articulate their concerns about the relationship

between fascism and capitalism, as well as a strategy for effecting social change through

formal innovation.89

                                                
88 This turn towards capitalism that upset many writers is exemplified by the
Godesberger Programm that was adopted by what had become the social democratic
party in West Germany, the SPD (Sozialdemokratischer Partei Deutschlands) in 1959.
The Godesberger Programm effectively made clear the party’s break with a socialist
program that supported the interests of workers— and the importance of Marx’s
teachings— in favor of policies that would foster free enterprise (“Eine neue SPD”).

89 It was important to this generation of authors that the theoretical inheritance derived
from artists and thinkers forced into exile during the war and largely ignored immediately
thereafter could be perceived to have developed independently of both National
Socialism and West German capitalist restoration. Also important was the fact that the
Marxist social and aesthetic analyses by these theorists represented a kind of “locally
grown,” native— perhaps even “authentic”— alternative to the options afforded by the
superpower binary: Soviet style totalitarianism or U.S. style capitalism. It is interesting to
consider the parallels between the West German leftist reception of Weimar social and
aesthetic theory and national liberation movements that drew on local critical traditions
during this later phase of the Cold War— for    example the central role of César Augusto
Sandino, who had resisted U.S. intervention in the 1920s, in the development of a
Sandinista ideology in Nicaragua.
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For this new, post-war generation of authors, the link between fascism and

capitalism that theorists such as Adorno and Horkheimer asserted offered a key paradigm

for interpreting the implications of West Germany’s restoration under the aegis of the

United States as the continuation of German fascism in different clothing. The fact that

Nazi industrialists and politicians continued to hold positions of power in a post-war

Federal Republic tied to the United States was taken as evidence that the new capitalist

state had not overcome its fascist past (Schlant 55). By the same token, West German

intellectuals viewed as quasi-fascist the United States’ defense of its market interests

across the globe through substantial economic and military aid to anti-communist

regimes.90

The desire to refunction the author as an activist invested in the struggle against a

capitalist hegemony grew out of this apprehension toward the United States’ protection of

its interests in Germany. While Horkheimer’s analysis offered a framework for critiquing

the Federal Republic’s relationship with capitalism, the theoretical work of writers such

as Adorno, Brecht and Benjamin, who variously described the author’s position and

agency within a capitalist economic system, provided a way to conceive of the author as

critic of capitalism. The perception of the author as someone who was both shaped by

                                                                                                                                                

90 This vision of the United States as fascist is found in texts of this period, for example,
Christian Geissler’s speech entitled “Generale,” or “Generals” on the occasion of the
Anti-Kriegstag in 1965: “Amerika wird auf seinem jetzigen Weg, auf seinem fanatisch
antikommunistischen Kreuzzug gar keinen besseren Verbündeten finden können als die
deutsche SS …” ‘On its current path, its fanatical anti-communist crusade, America
would find no better ally than the German SS …’ (Wagenbach, Stephan, and Krüger
219).
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and could exercise critical influence on the existing modes of production translated into

writers’ political efforts to refunction modes of literary production. During the 1960s, this

impetus resulted in various institutions that allowed writers themselves to exert greater

control over the publication and distribution of their work, for example author-run

publishing houses and bookstores, as well as writers’ unions.

In addition to effecting institutional changes, a renewed understanding of the

“author as producer” also had wide-reaching formal implications. As authors came to

view themselves as both victims and critics of capitalism, they developed narrative

strategies such as the first-person account that emphasized their own location within

economic structures and, in effect, authenticated the critical capacity of an authorial

perspective.91 This was a major shift from the kind of hermetic author position suggested

by the Gruppe 47, the premier post-war association of writers and critics that gathered

annually in closed quarters to critique each others’ work (McGowan, “German writing in

the West” 441). Thus this “authentic,” critical point of view characterized the

documentary and realist prose and drama of the 1960s and 1970s which sought to

illustrate the manipulations of hegemonic powers. The personal narrative, in turn,

                                                
91 Just as writers were receptive to critical theoretical approaches articulated during the
Weimar Republic, they also, in many cases, drew on formal innovations developed by
socially critical writers in the same time period. Wallraff, for example, was influenced by
the documentary work of Egon Erwin Kisch, who wrote travel reports in the late 1920s
and early 1930s, and by the Bund proletarisch-revolutionärer Schriftsteller (BPRS)
established in the 1920s, in which writers and workers came together to publish work
about the everyday experiences of workers (McGowan, “German writing in the West”
484; Kaes 308). Kroetz elaborated the form of the critical Volksstück (plays about rural
life) as developed during the Weimar Republic by the playwrights Ödön von Horváth and
Marieluise Fleisser (Mattson, Franz Xaver Kroetz 11-12).
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characterized “new subjective” texts of the 1970s which explored the effects of a

capitalist economy on the formation of the subject. Socially critical writers of the 1980s,

though faced with critical and popular disillusionment about the emancipatory

possibilities of the author as critic of capitalism, continued to employ the methods of

personal narrative that had popular appeal in the 1960s and 1970s.

As briefly outlined above, the author’s first-person narrative— the West

Germans’ preferred mode for performing critique— structured genres developed during a

second phase of the Cold War. Wallraff’s eyewitness reports of industrial labor

conditions under the aegis of the Dortmunder Gruppe 1961 as well as his organization of

workshops that promoted workers’ thematizations of their own lives— the Werkkreis

Literatur der Arbeitswelt— were key contributions to the development of the

documentary writing that dominated the West German literary scene in the 1960s.92 One

crucial aim of such writing was to shift focus from the privileged but isolated

protagonists who had peopled West German novels in the 1950s, toward a critical

assessment of the contemporary problems of the working class (Hermand 300-12). For

Wallraff in particular, narratives that could offer an “insider,” indeed unmediated,

“authentic” view of working conditions best served this goal (Arnold 204).

But the author’s account as the source of an authentic, critical perspective also

characterized texts of the “new subjectivity” championed by Hans Christoph Buch,

                                                
92 Other key texts of this documentary writing include Erika Runge’s volumes of taped
interviews, Bottroper Protokolle (1968), as well as the documentary theater of Peter
Weiss, for example, Die Ermittlung (1965), in which he opposes recorded statements by
victims and the accused in the Auschwitz trials.
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among others.93 By the 1970s, Wallraff’s kind of literary practice that documented life in

the “belly” of capitalism— industrial production— was generally regarded as a dogmatic

attempt to achieve social reform because it disregarded the gulf that separated the West

German working and writing classes (Burns and van der Will 37). Attendant to this

disillusionment of writers’ cooperation with the working class, authors like Buch

emphasized the self-reflexive documentation of subjective experience as a more

appropriate, and less doctrinaire, mode of writing (McGowan, “’Neue Subjektivität’” 55).

For writers, this so-called Tendenzwende, or shift in literary focus from facts to feelings,

does not necessarily signal a move away from political engagement. Drawing on Herbert

Marcuse’s work on the interrelationship between the personal and political spheres, and

more specifically, his Freudian argument that a focus on the individual’s “subjective

needs” or fulfillment of desires can subvert false consciousness as it is created within

capitalism, writers felt that documenting personal needs and experiences could be a

political act (McGowan, “’Neue Subjektivität’” 56). Indeed, in a 1974 speech entitled

“Das Hervortreten des Ichs aus den Wörtern,” Buch calls on his colleagues to stop

enforcing the “idiotic differentiation between personal and political experiences,” and to

“understand the personal as political, and the political as personal” (12).94

                                                
93 Examples of new subjective writing in West Germany include Peter Schneider’s Lenz
(1973), Karin Struck’s Klassenliebe (1973), and Nicolas Born’s Die erdabgewandte Seite
der Geschichte (1976).

94 “[Hören] wir auf die idiotische Trennung von persönlicher und politischer Erfahrung
mitzumachen und begreifen wir unsere persönliche Erfahrung als politisch und unsere
politische Erfahrung als persönlich.”
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Unlike the use of the first-person perspective by Wallraff and Buch, which

references specific, albeit very different, understandings of the ability to effect social

change via authorial authenticity, the “I” of Kroetz’s Nicaragua diary does not assume the

same kind of confident ability in the critical potential of the eyewitness perspective.

Instead, Kroetz’s use of the first-person diary is a response to his loss of faith in the

political effectiveness of the socially critical plays for which he has become famous, and

reflects an attempt to reauthenticate his voice. Kroetz’s disillusionment with the political

power of specific literary forms reflects a larger shift away from the production of

(explicitly) political art during the 1980s. This move was related, in part, to artists’

disenchantment with political developments of the 1980s, specifically, a feeling that their

critical work had been unable to prevent the kind of conservatism that characterized the

politics of the time. The use of the “I” in works written in this context mark a transition

from a focus on the citizen within the means of production (as documented by Wallraff or

explored subjectively by Buch), to a post-modern understanding of the self that does not

refer to a particular subjectivity.

Genres of Nicaragua

Authors’ attempts to refunction capitalist literary structures via the

implementation of an authentic, critical authorial perspective occurred in the context of a

more general West German participation in the denunciation of U.S. hegemony across the

world. West Germans writers who critiqued the post-war, pro-U.S. political landscape in

their own country admired and romanticized popularly supported reform movements in
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Cuba, Vietnam, Chile and Nicaragua. Of particular interest to West German leftists was

the advocacy and implementation of social and economic reforms in these countries that

represented a kind of “locally grown” socialism that stood in opposition to the restricted

options of the superpower binary and presented a very real threat to U.S. economic

interests.95

This West German preoccupation and identification with the victims and

challengers of U.S. imperialism worldwide was registered via cultural texts that

represented America as a capitalist, colonial hegemonic power because of its intervention

into national liberation movements. This problematic came to the fore in literary works

published at the height of the Vietnam war protests during the mid- to late 1960s. Poems

by Erich Fried (und VIETNAM und, 1966), as well as the dramas of Peter Weiss (Vietnam

Diskurs, 1968), and Hans Magnus Enzensberger (Verhör von Havana, 1970) castigated

multi-national corporations emanating from the United States and the “Industrial-Military

Establishment” (the popular phrase-regimen in that era) as an omnipresent threat to world

peace.

By the late 1970s, widespread critique of U.S. foreign policy in the FRG had

lessened as a result of U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam and increased West German

independence from the U.S. in shaping its foreign policy toward the Soviet bloc.

Nevertheless, solidarity with U.S.-critical revolutionary movements had shaped the

                                                
95 In his book Washington, Somoza, and the Sandinistas: State and Regime in U.S. Policy
Toward Nicaragua, 1969-1981 (1994), Morris Morley describes this threat. Local
economic initiatives in “third world” countries provided a barrier to U.S. economic
expansion in those areas (6-7).
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politics of a second, post-war generation of West German writers who were by no means

sanguine that the colonialist practices critiqued in the 1960s and 1970s had disappeared

subsequent to the U.S. defeat in the far east. On the contrary, West German intellectuals

continued to view U.S. “colonial” practices outside and within the FRG as an acute

problem, and felt morally responsible to critique them.96

This position acquired urgency in the early 1980s when President Ronald Reagan

simultaneously backed the stationing of U.S. nuclear weapons in West Germany and

called for the funding of counterrevolutionary forces (Contras) in Nicaragua to fight

against the new Sandinista government as two steps in the same general effort to curb

Soviet influence worldwide.97  While West German intellectuals had valued

                                                
96 Jürgen Habermas expresses this imbalance of power between the U.S. and West
Germany in his contention that West Germans should be allowed to cast a vote for the
U.S. president, since “the war powers of [the United States] determined the physical
survival of [West Germany]” (Buck-Morss 259).

97 In a collection of speeches, open letters and newspaper pieces written by Günter Grass
between 1980 and 1983, one finds both critique of West German complicity with the U.S.
government, and U.S. policy in Nicaragua. Thus in the letter, “Vier deutsche
Schriftsteller, die in Berlin leben, rufen zum Frieden auf,” Günter Grass, along with
Thomas Brasch, Sarah Kirsch, and Peter Schneider write to the chancellor: “Lassen Sie
sich von der amerikanischen Regierung, die spätestens seit Vietnam jedes Recht auf
moralische Apelle verloren hat, nicht in eine Politik hineinziehen, die die Zerstörung alles
Lebens auf diesem Planeten zur Folge haben könnte” ‘Don’t allow yourself to be pulled
into a political situation by the American government— that, since the Vietnam War, has
lost any right to make moral demands— and that could have as a consequence the
destruction of all life on this planet’ (Grass 13). In a 1982 piece for the German
newspaper Die Zeit in which he reports about a visit to Nicaragua, Grass writes: “Wer
wie ich im Vorjahr in Polen gewesen ist und jetzt aus Nicaragua kommt, der hat zum
einen, zum anderen Mal erfahren, wie bedrohlich und dumm die beiden Großmächte dort
ihren Hinterhof, hier ihr Vorfeld zu beherrschen versuchen” ‘Anyone who, like me, has
been to Poland in the last year and now is returning from Nicaragua, has experienced how
dangerously and stupidly the superpowers try to control their “backyard” over there, and
their “front yard” over here’ (39).
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revolutionary movements in Cuba, Vietnam, and Chile as sites of resistance to U.S.

policies, the Sandinistas’ popular success and subsequent war against the Contras was

viewed by a broad section of the West German population as a model instance of a

democratic and locally backed struggle against U.S. imperialism.98

The West German texts about Nicaragua I examine participate in this tradition of

West German writing on “third world” revolutionary movements, and grow out of the

particular concern of U.S. foreign policy in Nicaragua that preoccupied West German

intellectuals. My analysis is not meant to apologize for these writers’ Eurocentric, or even

colonialist perspectives as Mattson has described them, which are clear. Instead, I take

them as examples of attempts to unify the formal and political concerns aim to establish

how these writers’ eyewitness accounts of the Sandinista revolution under siege by the

United States relate to the kinds of first-person genres that grew out of specific moves to

re-position the author from observer to producer in the West Germany of the 1960s and

1970s. In what follows, I show the connection between the way that representative

                                                                                                                                                

98 From the time of Somoza’s overthrow in 1978 until the mid-1980s, West Germans
interested in Nicaragua formed the largest and most broadly based “third-world”
solidarity movement in the FRG (Balsen and Rössel 401-6). Theologians, union
members, and high school students, among others, demonstrated against continued U.S.
intervention in Nicaragua, raised money for development projects in the country,
organized “teach-ins,” and traveled to Nicaragua to participate in “work brigades,” for
example, harvesting coffee or building houses. Writers participated in a round-table
discussion on the Contra War at West Berlin’s Akademie der Künste in 1985, and the
filmmakers Peter Lilienthal and Werner Herzog made films that treated the Sandinistas’
successful uprising (Der Aufstand, 1979/1980) and the Sandinistas’ resettlement of the
Miskito Indians (Die Ballade vom kleinen Soldaten, 1984), respectively.
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authors use particular generic parameters to make claims about the truth of their

perspectives, and the relative authenticity each author achieves.

A Documentary for Solidarity: Günter Wallraff’s Nicaragua von innen

When Günter Wallraff went to Nicaragua in 1983 to see for himself the way that

the Sandinista revolution was facing U.S.-backed Contra aggression, he drew on the

rhetoric of author as “insider” that had informed his documentary reporting on the

“underside” of capitalism in projects that found him posing as an industrial laborer, a

reporter for the West German tabloid Bild, a political prisoner in Greece, and a foreign

guestworker.99 In order to claim an authentic perspective when writing his first-person

exposés about those victimized by capitalism both within and outside of the FRG,

Wallraff had consistently appropriated the identity of his subjects, adopting disguises in

order to “become” the people he wished to understand. For Wallraff, adopting and

subsequently writing about the identities of those marginalized and often invisible

“others” of capitalism became a means to expose and critique the personal effects of

capitalist and right wing political systems and activate for social change. The enormous

popular success of Wallraff’s publications resulted from this enactment of a particular

West German impetus for authorial implication in social structures, namely, Wallraff’s

personal and physical encounter with arenas of social injustice.

                                                
99 Wallraff’s books based on the experiences I refer to above are: Wir brauchen dich. Als
Arbeiter in deutschen Industriebetrieben (1966); Aufdeckung einer Verschwörung: die
Spinola-Aktion (1976); Der Aufmacher, der Mann, der bei Bild Hans Esser war (1977);
and Ganz unten (1985).
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The rhetoric Wallraff uses to report on his ten-day tour through Sandinista

Nicaragua as part of a West German Nicaragua solidarity delegation, however, reflects an

adaptation of the documentary genre that curtails the authenticity Wallraff can claim for

his authorial voice. Indeed, the differences between Wallraff’s earlier documentary work

published by the mainstream press Kiepenheuer and Witsch, and Nicaragua von innen,

written for the leftist publishing house konkret, indicate a generic shift from a personal,

generally accessible appeal to a very different kind of text, one which backed a political

program and was directed toward an audience assumed to be knowledgeable about and

supportive of Nicaragua solidarity. If in his prior work Wallraff functioned as a

personally invested participant-observer, he becomes, in Nicaragua von innen, a

spokesperson for a political cause, yet one whose limited knowledge of Nicaragua and

lack of Spanish makes him reliant on highly mediated sources, mainly translated

discussions with Nicaraguan officials and West German Nicaragua specialists. As a

result, the authenticity Wallraff claims from an “insider” perspective of contemporary

Sandinista Nicaragua— a position he bases on his professed solidarity with the

Sandinistas, his contact with Sandinista leaders, and his conversations with “survivors of

the brutal Contra terror financed by Washington” (7)— no longer refers to the same

category of affective, embodied experience on which his earlier work is based.100

                                                
100 All translations of Wallraff, Buch, and Kroetz’s works on Nicaragua are mine as no
English editions of the texts are available.
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The “Inauthentic” Insider

 The difference between Nicaragua von innen and other documentary works by

Wallraff has to do with the application of documentary rhetoric, specifically the notion of

the insider’s privileged access to information, and to a pro-Sandinista party line. Thus

Wallraff insists that his presentation of post-revolutionary Nicaragua, intended as a

corrective to its negative representation in the U.S. and West German press, is based on

his access to an “insider” Sandinista status. He claims this position by referring to his

arrival in Nicaragua as a “homecoming” (11), describing how he has been named a

“compañero” by culture minister Ernesto Cardenal (12), and contrasting himself with

other West German reporters who have been “inside” Nicaragua but have presented

misleading and even erroneous information (54). Yet Wallraff’s claim to an insider

identity is based not on the inhabitation of the physical space of his Nicaraguan subjects,

but on contact with the official Sandinista sphere. This contact is characterized by brief,

pre-arranged interviews between members of his delegation and the country’s leaders,

and official tours to the country’s ideologically important places.101 Indeed, Nicaragua

von innen is one of few texts in which Wallraff does not adopt a disguise in order to

appropriate the identity of the subjugated “other” whose condition he hopes to publicize.

The reason for this is not spelled out: perhaps Wallraff did not feel pressed to expose the

limitations of a government he wanted to support. Yet it is likely that Wallraff and his

                                                
101 These include Solentiname, the site of Ernesto Cardenal’s base Christian community
and the Miskito Coast, where the Sandinistas established settlements for Miskito Indians
in order to prevent them from being recruited by Contras. The Sandinistas were critiqued
by the international community for their resettlement of these people, and in his text,
Wallraff attempts to explain how the Sandinistas are attempting to rectify their actions in
the area.
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publisher hoped his reputation from earlier undercover stints would help the book’s sales

and its claims to authenticity.

Because of Wallraff’s limited, official perspective in Nicaragua, the strategies for

gathering documentary information that he uses and that are available to him—

interviews with party leaders, observations of people “on the street,” and discussions with

West German development workers— result in a distillation and reiteration of a party

line certainly not based in unmediated personal experience. Wallraff’s typical

documentary technique of using contextualized narratives of compatriots in the

workplace is subtly subverted here by his journalistic approach. For example, in

conversations with Sandinista leaders such as Dora María Téllez, heroine of the

revolution and regional commander (13-16), or Tomás Borge, co-founder of the FSLN

and secretary of the interior (32-40), Wallraff is only one of a group of interviewers

rather than a personality known to and trusted by his interlocutors. The interviews are

more like a press conference than a personal conversation in which the interlocutor’s

answers to general questions not identified with a particular interviewer are relayed word

for word.

Similarly, when Wallraff reports on the commentaries or actions of Nicaraguans

“on the street,” he pays little attention to the specificities of his interaction with them— if

there is any— subsuming individuals under “positions” or “outlooks.” The Nicaraguans

Wallraff encounters who oppose the Sandinistas are grouped together as those who have
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lost easy and unethical sources of income (21).102 Conversely, Wallraff’s characterization

of Nicaraguan support of the Sandinistas is based on fleeting observations, not anchored

in interaction with the people themselves. Thus a folk concert where Sandinista soldiers

hold babies while their mothers dance demonstrates popular support of the army, but

neither soldiers nor mothers are interviewed to confirm Wallraff’s positive portrayal (95).

Paradoxically, the primary source for an “insider” perspective of Nicaragua that

Wallraff’s text offers derives from essays by predominantly West German solidarity and

development workers— close to half of the book is made up of such texts. These essays,

primarily analytical in nature, aim to explain the agricultural, political, and religious

background of Sandinista Nicaragua for a German audience.103 Yet by substantially

supplementing his own narrative with official “expert” positions, Wallraff in fact

demonstrates his distance from the complexities of Nicaraguan daily life.

                                                
102 Wallraff describes these people as follows: “In den nächsten Tagen hören und sehen
wir mehr von dieser Schicht. Da sind die Taxifahrer von Managua, denen die
dollarschweren Touristen fehlen, die zahllosen Zwischenhändler, die nach der
Umorganisation der Vertriebswege ihr arbeitsloses Einkommen einbüßten” ‘In the
following days we hear and see more of this group. There are the taxi drivers in
Managua, who miss the dollar-heavy tourists, the countless middle-men, who have lost
their income— that they didn’t have to work for— after the reorganization of the
economy’ (Wallraff 21).

103 These essays are: Carlos Vanzetti, “Brief an Günter Wallraff aus Nicaragua;” Dieter
Eich, “Vom Wassertank bis zur Windmühle oder: Was wir brauchen, wollen wir selber
machen;” Peter Schwiebert, “Der Baumwollboom— und was er nach sich zog;” Thomas
Nachtigall, “La Prensa— Opposition oder Konterrevolution;” Philip Agee, “CIA in
Nicaragua;” Marie Luise Kaltenegger, “Falsche Karte: Interview mit Edén Pastora;”
Dorothee Sölle, “Kirche der Armen;” Gabriel García Márquez, “Die Besetzung des
Nationalpalastes in Managua am 22. August 1978.”
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Authenticity in the Service of Solidarity

The restricted vantage point on which Wallraff draws when representing

Nicaragua necessarily undermines the authenticity he claims to offer. Indeed, Wallraff’s

adaptation of a documentary genre for his pro-Sandinista narrative suggests a revised

understanding of the function of the first-person voice from an “I” personally invested in

uncovering the details of victimization to the spokesperson of a “we”— a West German

Nicaragua solidarity community— interested in presenting a unified front that can raise

money for Nicaragua. Wallraff’s use of the rhetoric of an authentic “insider” to authorize

an overtly pro-Sandinista report of post-revolutionary Nicaragua must be read, then, as

authorizing the work of a West German Nicaragua solidarity movement.

Wallraff’s book, written expressly to “mobilize” solidarity and aid as a reaction to

the U.S. government’s “[declaration] of war” on the Sandinistas— Wallraff’s description

of Congress’ authorization of funding for the Contras— clearly reflects the impetus and

goals of Sandinista solidarity (7-8). Thus the seemingly clear distinction between a

besieged Nicaraguan people and their U.S.-backed aggressors— whether it was the

dictator Somoza or the Contras— that sustained a solidarity movement is echoed in

Wallraff’s schematic portrayal of Nicaragua as made up of “good” Sandinistas and “bad”

counter-revolutionaries (Balsen and Rössel 404). Furthermore, Wallraff’s call for

humanitarian aid— the bank account number for wiring donations to build a hospital for

victims of the Contra war is included in the book’s introduction— points to the centrality

and significance of financial support for Nicaragua in West German solidarity work. As
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Werner Balsen and Karl Rössel point out, the FRG was the second most important source

of aid for the new Nicaraguan government (406).

Wallraff’s aim to “mobilize” solidarity for the Sandinistas during the Contra War

by claiming to show the authentic Nicaragua, then, reflects how Wallraff puts his

understanding of the author as producer of authentic, documentary texts to the service of

a political community actively involved in responding to and shaping post-revolutionary

Nicaragua through material aid. It is in this way that Nicaragua von innen most differs

from the way notions of the author and authenticity are expressed in Buch’s “The Rolling

‘R’ of Revolution,” an observer’s skeptical critique of revolution, or Kroetz’s Nicaragua

diary, a lone response to international political developments.

Hans Christoph Buch: Subjectivity as Authenticity in “The Rolling R of

Revolution”

The value Buch affords the authorial perspective in his narrative “The Rolling ‘R’

of Revolution”— a record of his two-week tour through Nicaragua at war with the

Contras— lies in its claim to be an authentic, because subjective, counterpoint to the rigid

elements of a Sandinista political program. The dialectic Buch emphasizes between the

author’s subjective experience and externally imposed dogma, a central concern of the

“new subjective” writing emergent in the 1970s, is not exclusive to his Nicaragua text.

Rather, this emphasis characterizes much of Buch’s travel writing since the mid-1970s in

which he seeks to authenticate political analysis (and possible political action) through
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the filter of the author’s sensibility.104 In these works, this poetic position translates into

the formal prioritization of Buch’s personal reaction to that which he sees and the

privileging of the author’s view.

For Buch, this understanding of authorial authenticity as a challenge to a

monolithic political “line” is more politically viable than the documentary methods of

Wallraff, who, according to Buch, uses his own perspective to validate a pre-existing

political position (“Was bleibt?” 139-43). According to Buch, solidarity with a particular

cause grows out of a personal connection with a political situation that is uninhibited by

allegiance to a “correct” political framework (“Life is Cheap in Latin America” 34).

What comes through in Buch’s work is the notion that a reflexive position, the author’s

attention to his own feelings and possible limitations when performing political analysis,

achieves a more authentic response than the repression of personal misgivings in favor of

an already elaborated political program.

Yet the consequence of this prioritization of the necessarily restricted author’s

voice in the genre of subjective account as Buch practices it in travel writing is

problematic, particularly when applied to “third-world” political analysis. In these texts

Buch’s location of authenticity in the author’s point of view becomes a de facto apology

for its preconceptions or limitations. This is evident in “Das rollende ‘R’ der Revolution,”

in which Buch, eager to distance himself from what he perceives as the restrictive pro-

                                                
104 Examples of this writing include: Bericht aus dem Inneren der Unruhe (1979, 1984,
expanded edition); Karibische Kaltluft (1985); New York, Herbst 1984 (1985); Der
Herbst des großen Kommunikators. Amerikanisches Journal (1986); Tropische Früchte
(1993); Die neue Welt (Un)ordnung (1996); Kain und Abel in Afrika (2001); Blut im
Schuh (2002).
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Sandinista “line” that defines leftist West German circles in the mid-1980s, ultimately

affords his own feelings and misgivings about Sandinista policy priority over a nuanced

investigation of Nicaraguans’ own interpretation of the revolution. The authority Buch

affords his perspective as author does not stem from his ignorance about its limitations.

He acknowledges that communication is at times close to impossible with the people he

wants to learn about: “Our questions bounce off of the silent, bronze-colored faces as

though they were a wall,” and admits that he has only spoken with Nicaragua’s leaders,

not its people (147, 173).105 Yet neither restriction seems ground enough for Buch to

acknowledge that the authenticity of his account could be called into question. As I will

show, Buch’s claim to authenticity via subjectivity merely replaces the strictures of a

“political” filter he sees in Wallraff with the limitations of a subjective one.

Author as Outsider

Throughout “Das rollende ‘R’ der Revolution,” Buch styles himself as an

independent thinker who attempts to perceive reality free from the narrow strictures of a

political program.106 As Buch explains, he does not want to practice

                                                
105 “Unsere Fragen prallen von den schweigenden, bronzefarbenen Gesichtern um uns
herum ab wie von einer Mauer.”

106 While Buch’s insistence on writing freely about what he sees, not practicing self-
censorship in the interest of ideology can be understood as a reaction to the kind of
solidarity exemplified by Wallraff, his comment can also be taken as a more general
criticism of the West German left’s
valorization and celebration of third world revolution. It was widely known that Hans
Magnus Enzensberger, who wrote about his impressions of post-revolutionary Cuba after
an extended stay there in 1968, decided not to publish the manuscript that was critical of
the Cuban government, because he felt that such a perspective would not be welcomed in
a particular West German political climate (Lau 261).
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“Meinungsjournalismus,” opinion-based journalism, or paraphrase what others say, but

prefers “to look at that, which is (something that is not necessarily identical with that

which is politically “trendy”— a terrible expression). Better to have false immediacy than

voluntary self-censorship. [He is] more curious about the colors, forms, noises and smells

of this land than about the ideological proclamations made regarding it” (130).107 Yet the

authorial voice that results from such an “unmediated” subjective perspective is one

whose connections with a specific political agenda are obscured or effaced.108

A key example of Buch’s self-characterization as someone more attuned to

subjectively informed perceptions than a political program occurs when Buch both

literally and figuratively distances himself from the “Nicaragua-fans” at a Berlin

gathering (128). In this passage, Buch retreats to the balcony with his traveling

companions— only referred to as Klaus and Martin— to discuss their upcoming trip

(129). Instead of explaining the concrete circumstances of their tour through Nicaragua,

Buch foregrounds the way personal fears influence their expectations of the trip: “Klaus

is scared of spiders and mosquitoes, Martin is afraid of speaking and translation

                                                                                                                                                

107 “[Ich will] auf das [hinschauen], was ist (was nicht identisch zu sein braucht mit dem,
was politisch ‘Sache’ ist— ein schrecklicher Ausdruck). Lieber falsche Unmittelbarkeit
als freiwillige Selbstzensur. Ich bin neugieriger auf die Farben, Formen, Geräusche und
Gerüche dieses Landes als auf die ideologischen Verlautbarungen dazu.”

108 Buch’s reluctance to claim connection with an official organization which likely
helped facilitate his meetings with the “who’s who” of the Sandinistas (for example the
writers Ernesto Cardenal and Sergio Ramírez, as well as military officers, and newspaper
publishers) and coordinate the logistics of travel throughout the country, effaces the
modes of “getting there” that James Clifford has argued needs to be included in
ethnographic accounts because it positions the ethnographer within power relationships,
is absent in Buch’s diary (Clifford 23).
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difficulties, I am scared of ‘political tourists’” (129-30). Despite the fact that the passage

serves to set the stage for his Nicaragua trip, Buch focuses on personal perceptions of the

Nicaragua trip and avoids mentioning that he, Klaus and Martin will travel under the

auspices of the Red Cross— a connection that would imply that they are not “free”

travelers, but are experiencing Nicaragua through their connection with a particular

institutional frame.

When describing his interaction with Nicaraguans, Buch further reinforces his

distance from any automatically pro-Sandinista agenda by suggesting his discomfort at

their interpretation of his presence in Nicaragua as an official one. Thus when Buch is

approached by a group of children who are collecting for the Red Cross during his visit to

a day care center sponsored by the Austrian government, he initially attempts to dispel

them by showing them the Red Cross insignia on his arm— an attempt to convey that he

has already done his part (127). The gesture toward his sleeve, a hesitant demonstration

of his alignment with a humanitarian organization and an allusion to political affiliation,

is paradoxically a response that signals his unwilling connection with charity work.

Buch’s description of his distance from official positions and functions is coupled

with his presentation of himself as a lone writer. When we “see” Buch in the text doing

the work of an author— writing or reflecting— he is generally alone, sitting beside the

hotel swimming pool (125), or contemplating his reflection in the mirror (137).

Description of his dreams (telling Sergio Ramírez about his friend and fellow writer

Nicolas Born) (153), nightmares (fear of being attacked by the Contras brought on by the

delirium of fever) (170), and unspeakable desires (a “necrophilic” longing to see blood in
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the ruins of a Contra raid) (158), offer further insights into his personal life that augment

the political analytical reflection of his Nicaragua diary.

Author as Authoritative Commentator

Negating the influence of rigid ideological networks on his voice is a crucial

element of Buch’s narrative strategy in which he seeks to demonstrate the disjunctures

between subjective and official narratives. Buch does this by juxtaposing Sandinista

policy with his own critical, independent perspective— a comparison that almost always

reveals the inflexibility of a program vis-à-vis personal desires. Yet Buch’s performance

of this kind of Adornian “negative dialectic” that aims at exposing the blind spots of an

ideology of progress Buch attributes to a Sandinista “line” consistently affords the

author’s perspective of subjective critique more authenticity than the position of those

who adhere to a political program— whether in West Germany or Nicaragua.109

This location of authenticity in the author’s subjective view— despite Buch’s

insistence on the historicity and contingency of his perspective— results in establishing

the first-person voice as one of authoritative commentator. Such a move eliminates the

necessity of a nuanced investigation of political developments within particular historical

and geographical contexts.110  As a result, Sandinista revolutionary policy is generalized

                                                
109 In a personal interview with Buch regarding his historical novels about Haiti, Buch
described his vision of progress as one that had more to do with Adorno’s understanding
of critique and negative dialectics, than a notion of linear social change he ascribed to a
writer such as Anna Seghers.

110 This leveling of difference is clearly illustrated by the Nicaragua essay’s inclusion
within a collected volume of Buch’s previously published articles on various Caribbean
countries whose differences are equalized in their characterization on the front cover as
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as representative of the implementation of an ideological stance per se, rather than

examined in terms of multiple perspectives.

Three passages in which Buch claims legitimacy for his own feelings and

observations about post-revolutionary institutions and programs over those of the

Nicaraguan organizers or participants reveal the author position Buch occupies as

ultimate authority and the concomitant leveling and critique of Sandinista policy as rigid

ideology. In his record of an interview with the editor of the official Sandinista

newspaper Barricada, Buch records the editor’s explanation for characterizing the

Contras as “beasts” and his description of the paper’s relationship to the country’s

leadership: the Contras “are beasts,” and Barricada reflects the pluralist government

(136). Buch, however, dismisses the editor’s defense and description of the newspaper

based not on what he says, but on the arrogance he believes the editor exudes (135-

136).111

Buch’s description of a visit to a Sandinista prison farm where former National

Guard members are held reveals a similar, literally “self”-centered mode of analysis

(140-43). After hearing about the structures of democratic rule within the prison—

                                                                                                                                                
places in political turmoil. Nicaragua thus becomes just one of many “Hauptkrisenherde
der Welt,” or “hot crisis spots in the world.”

111 Buch describes his conversation with Chamorro as follows: “Was mich an dem jungen
Chamorro stört, ist nicht, was er sagt, sondern was er nicht sagt, die arrogante Art, wie er
sich auf seinem Stuhl herumlümmelt, als stehe er mit dem Weltgeist auf Du und Du,
während wir, als dekadente Europäer, in seinen Augen längst auf den Misthaufen der
Geschichte gehören” ‘What bothers me about the young Chamorro is not what he ways,
but what he doesn’t say, the arrogant way that he lounges in his chair, as though he were
on informal terms with the Weltgeist, while we, as decadent Europeans, belong on the
manure heap of history” (Buch, “Das rollende ‘R’ der Revolution 136).
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inmates grow and sell their own vegetables and livestock, administer their own affairs,

and resolve conflicts among themselves— Buch characterizes the guide’s description as

“official doctrine” (142). Instead of gathering substantiating information from the

inmates themselves, he focuses on the apathetic looks and depressed mood he perceives

among the prisoners as the true indicator of prison conditions.112

Finally, a description of a town hall meeting reflects Buch’s reluctance to

interpret Sandinista political actions on anything but his own terms (162-63). Buch

describes the gathering at which townspeople address complaints about infrastructural

problems, for example, the lack of running water or electricity and bad streets, directly to

the Sandinista leadership. Yet he undermines the seemingly honest democratic intentions

of the gathering by emphasizing its actual “onesidedness,” a conclusion he comes to

without speaking to the townspeople in attendance (163). For Buch, the audience’s

unison chanting of political slogans and vice president Sergio Ramírez’s call for

sacrifices to defend the gains of the revolution is enough to cement his belief that the

                                                
112 Buch’s interpretation of what is really happening at the prison camp is based
exclusively on the impression he has of the prisoners: “Soweit die offizielle Doktrin.
Beim Rundgang zwischen den von Fliegen umsummten Hütten kommen mir erste
Zweifel. Sie betreffen weniger die materiellen Bedingungen— die hygienischen
Verhältnisse im Lager sind besser als in den Slums von Nicaragua— als vielmehr die
Psyche der Männer, ihre erloschenen Gesichter, stumpfen Blicke; in ihnen spiegelt sich
die depressive Stimmung von Menschen, deren Persönlichkeit von einer für sie
unbegreiflichen ‘gewaltlosen’ Gewalt gebrochen worden ist” ‘That is the official
doctrine. On a tour around the huts— around which flies have gathered— I have my
doubts. They have less to do with the material conditions, the hygienic conditions in the
camp are better than in the slums of Nicaragua, than with the psyche of the men, their
spiritless faces, their dull looks: in them is reflected the depressed mood of people whose
personality has been broken by a ‘non-violent’ violence they do not understand’ (142).
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meeting merely serves to affirm the government of the “rightness” of its position (162-

65).

 If Wallraff and Kroetz respond to particular Sandinista goals— Wallraff raises

money for a Nicaraguan hospital and Kroetz claims his willingness to enlist in the

Sandinista army to help expel the Americans— Buch conceives of his connection with

Nicaragua in terms of shared hopes for social change that transcend national boundaries.

But Buch has outgrown the kinds of revolutionary ideals held by the Sandinistas: “Many

goals that I once fought for have been realized in Nicaragua, things that I had hoped and

dreamed for, but I can’t quite accept it” (165-66).113 Buch’s juxtaposition of Sandinista

policy with his own subjective and therefore authentic perspective consistently reveals to

him the shortcomings of the Sandinista party line and yields proof of the general futility

of a revolutionary program. By privileging the authenticity of his own perspective over

that of his interlocutors, Buch’s account becomes merely an outsider’s description of the

process and pitfalls of the Sandinista revolution as an archetypical human experience,

rather than a nuanced account of a specific historical process.

Kroetz’s “I” and the Crisis of Genre in Nicaragua Tagebuch

Wallraff and Buch both go to Nicaragua to discover, and uncover, the truth about

Sandinista Nicaragua, either as endangered revolution in the case of Wallraff, or as a

representation of the shortcomings of revolutionary rhetoric, in the case of Buch. They do

this by confidently invoking the author’s eyewitness perspective that they had variously

                                                
113 “In Nicaragua ist vieles verwirklicht, wofür auch ich gekämpft, was ich jahrelang
erhofft und erträumt habe, aber ich werde der Sache nicht recht froh.”
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developed in documentary and subjective genres as the most authentic point of view for

relaying a Nicaraguan reality. By contrast, Kroetz’s writing on Nicaragua is a direct

outgrowth of his desire to authenticate an authorial perspective he feels has lost its

relevance. By the early 1980s, Kroetz’s controversial plays had been integrated into the

West German literary establishment and Kroetz had left the German Communist Party

(Kroetz 6-10; Mattson, Franz Xaver Kroetz 3). Furthermore, Kroetz is dissatisfied with

his own state and chafes at his association with the Federal Republic because of its

sycophancy towards the U.S.114 The generic outlets as well as ideological reference

points he had relied on for political work have become invalid.

For Kroetz, then, going to Nicaragua in 1984 becomes a politically relevant act

that can rescue his authenticity as a West German author by allowing him to once again

link his literary production, “Schreiben,” with political action, “Tun” (20).115 The

personal narrative Kroetz uses in Nicaragua Tagebuch thus reflects his exploration of

new generic forms that could authenticate his work as a socially critical author.

                                                
114 Examples of this position include statements such as: “Wir kriechen den Amis in den
Arsch, das ist heute deutsche Politik” ‘We are kissing the Americans’ ass, that is current
German policy’ (Kroetz 5); or “Ich wuchs im besetzten Land auf und lebe im besetzten
Land, schmerzlicher, demütigender empfinde ich es, je älter ich werde!” ‘I grew up in an
occupied country and live in an occupied country, a fact that becomes more painful and
humiliating the older I get!’(12).

115 Kroetz describes the need for critical literature to be backed up by political action:
“Wenn die Literatur ZU LANGE der TAT entbehrt, wird sie feuilletonistisch und
geschwätzig; untergewichtig. Das ist für mich ganz klar— die Tat, die politische, die
soziale— man muß der Literatur die Würde geben, indem man auch was tut” ‘If literature
replaces ACTION for too long, it becomes gossip-y and column-like; underweight. That
is clear for me— political and social action— one must make literature worthy by also
doing something’ (20).
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The shift in genre from the critical Volksstück popular in Weimar Germany that

Kroetz had adapted in the early 1970s to the self-reflexive diary form he adopts in

Nicaragua Tagebuch marks a transition from Kroetz’s dramatization of low and middle

class life in West Germany via a historical genre to an authorial voice that foregrounds its

self-sufficiency and alienation from a literary and national community.116 Through this

generic change, the emphasis of Kroetz’s work as an author shifts from social analysis to

self-fulfillment. Kroetz stresses that the diary is not about Nicaragua, but a text that he

“hammered into the typewriter in Bavaria, Cuba, and Nicaragua over the course of forty

days and nights” (5).117 This characterization, which stresses the unmediated nature of the

text— Kroetz is following his own impulses, not that of a literary program— can be read

as a plea for the work’s authenticity.

Yet the authenticity Kroetz aims to achieve through a self-sufficient perspective

that can lead to his self-fulfillment as a writer is restricted. As in the case of Buch’s “Das

rollende ‘R’ der Revolution,” Kroetz’s prioritization of his own voice as the key to an

authentic text serves as a de facto apology for a limited viewpoint. It seems more

important for Kroetz that he find and follow his instincts in Nicaragua than speak Spanish

well in order to interact with Nicaraguans (30, 84). Coupled with Kroetz’s emphasis on a

self-sufficient voice— and despite his insistence that his voice is independent of a

                                                
116 This generic shift was already evident in his 1984 work Furcht und Hoffnung der
BRD: Das Stück, Das Material, Das Tagebuch, in which Kroetz published the working
material and diaries that lay at the foundation of his plays.

117 “Das ist kein Buch ‘über’ Nicaragua./ Das ist ein Text, den ich in vierzig Tagen und
Nächten in/ Bayern, Nicaragua und Cuba in die Maschine hämmerte./ Das ist ein
Unterschied.”
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particular political program— one finds a continued impetus toward social analysis that

guides his discussion of Sandinista Nicaragua and is grounded on the premise of the

Volksstück. In these passages, Kroetz applies an a priori political analytical framework to

his representation of Sandinista Nicaragua. As a result of the differing authorial voices

and functions at work in Nicaragua Tagebuch, Kroetz’s representation of Sandinista

Nicaragua centers on his subjective needs, but is simultaneously ordered around an

authoritative, analytical program— both of which have as their basis a limited

understanding of the country.

The Self-Sufficient Author

 Kroetz’s alienation from a professional, political, and national identity that

triggers his search for authenticity in expression results in a self-sufficient authorial

voice. Unlike Wallraff, Kroetz does not link his desire to “do” something politically

viable in Nicaragua with a West German Sandinista solidarity movement or relief

organization, but organizes and finances the trip on his own (18). Indeed, he has no clear

concept of what he might do in Nicaragua besides write about the revolution (13), though

he does not specify how or for whom, and ultimately gives up on the idea as a childish

one (31). Yet Kroetz’s distance from any political organization is very different from

Buch’s denial of political affiliation. While Buch’s separation from a political program is

related to a poetic program he had already elaborated before he went to Nicaragua,
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Kroetz both perceives and seeks to effect a break from his previous relationship to the

literary as well as his connection to the modes of literary production.118

This self-sufficiency of the authorial voice is most clearly elaborated through

Kroetz’s diary entries about writing in Nicaragua as well as his self-presentation via

photographs that illustrate the extent to which Kroetz’s encounter with Nicaragua is

based on his own terms. Kroetz’s discussion of the personal narrative he adopts revolves

around the freedom the genre offers him to reflect on his own experiences, “myself and

my suffering” (33), “my truth” (57). For Kroetz, writing in Nicaragua is independent of a

tradition, “Literatur” (58), and reliant only on Kroetz’s will or even drive to write (98,

181).119  This self-described independent authorial voice is underscored by photographs

of Kroetz in Nicaragua that show him on his own in front of graffitti-filled walls (36), or

alone in his hotel room (33), and are accompanied by captions that refer to his own

feelings but not his surroundings, for example, “longing” (56), “the shame of being a

German” (161). The images differ radically from the photographs in Wallraff’s text that

depict official Sandinista scenes, for example, Sandinista leaders, murals of Sandino, or

pro-Sandinista rallies.

In those passages in which Kroetz’s point of view is foregrounded he seeks to

transform or abandon his identity as a West German author, a Nicaraguan reality is

relegated to the background. Yet when Kroetz writes in more detail about the Nicaragua

                                                
118 This break is echoed by the fact that Suhrkamp, who had been Kroetz’s primary
publisher throughout his successful career as a playwright, rejected Nicaragua Tagebuch.
The book is subsequently published by konkret (194-96).

119 Kroetz writes: “überall, wohin ich meine Schreibmaschine mitnehm, kann ich
arbeiten” ‘I can write anywhere I take my typewriter’ (98).
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he explores, recording his experiences and providing the background and political

analysis of the Sandinista revolution, the character of Kroetz, the tortured artist, retreats

into the background. In these segments, Kroetz employs the perspective he had relied on

as a playwright in West Germany, namely, an interest in the way political structures

affect the daily life of regular people. Here, Kroetz the confident chronicler of the

working class replaces the Kroetz who is painfully coming to terms with the unviability

and inauthenticity of his profession. This perspective, derived from his West German

author position, coupled with the fact that Kroetz traveled alone and was less interested,

or less able, to gain access to the officials with whom Wallraff and Buch spoke, results in

a more nuanced representation of Nicaraguan reality than his contemporaries Wallraff

and Buch offer. Nevertheless, Kroetz’s preoccupaton with questions of authorial identity

and authenticity does not extend to his treatment of Nicaragua. As a result, his description

and analysis of life in Nicaragua after the revolution are shaped by the generic parameters

of the Volksstück with which he is familiar.

Writing as Self-Fulfilling Practice

Nicaragua as Kroetz’s chosen site for regaining political viability as an author has

more to do with recovering an authentic relationship to his identity as a writer, “finding”

himself, through a new, authentic, form, than the possible influence of revolutionary

Nicaragua on his self-concept as an author or even as a strategy for an authentic
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representation of the other.120  In other words, Kroetz does not make an explicit

connection between the first-person perspective he employs and his representation of

Nicaragua. Indeed, the diary form, writing that must not be measured according to

external standards, offers an excuse for observations that may be politically naïve.

Two self-reflexive poems about visits to the indigenous, pro-Sandinista village of

Masaya, and the predominantly anti-Sandinista, Afro-American community of Corn

Island on the Caribbean coast— places that reflect divergent political positions within

Nicaragua— serve to reveal how each place functions and is represented primarily as a

site where Kroetz can fulfill personal longings. Kroetz’s description of Masaya as an

important site of an uprising against the National Guard that is inhabited by laughing

children, long-suffering mothers, and people hospitable towards strangers like Kroetz

results in the depiction of a place occupied by politically driven and fulfilled people. As

such, the village becomes an idealized space where Kroetz can imagine his own

fulfillment, in this case, freedom from self-doubt and reconciliation with strained

relationships.121

                                                
120 Statements such as “Ich fange an zu sein” ‘I begin ‘to be’’ (42), or “mein Gott
Nicaragua, weißt du, daß ich schon so lang tot war, und jetzt, jetzt plötzlich in deinem
kleinen, armen, desolaten Land da lebts mit mir, das lebt mit mir” ‘my God Nicaragua,
do you know, that I was dead for so long and now, now suddenly in your little, poor,
desolate country I am alive’ (77), point to the centrality of personal fulfillment in
Kroetz’s Nicaragua experience.

121 The following poems about Masaya demonstrate the connection Kroetz makes
between his visit there and self-fulfillment: “In Masaya stand ich/ an der grünen Lagune./
Ich dachte an etwas Wichtiges/ das ich vergaß als mich/ lachende Kinder anspritzten” ‘In
Masaya I stood/ at the green lagoon./ I thought of something important/ that I forgot/
when laughing children splashed me’ (47); “Ich war nicht lang/ genug in Masaya./ Ich
muß noch einmal zurück./ Ich will in der Lagune baden./ Ich will mit dir zum/ Platz der
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If Masaya offered Kroetz the ideal of political fulfillment, Corn Island appeals to

Kroetz for its absolute difference from a European perspective— a “dying,” “forgotten,”

island where the writing that plagues him holds no value (101).122 Identification with

Corn Island, appropriating a new identity by claiming to “[change] colors,” becoming

black, and forgetting Europe and its pressures, primarily the stress associated with

writing, frees Kroetz from his old identity. He loses himself: “I am far away--/ I no longer

stand/ in my way— / I am no longer there--/ that destroys me./ How it hurts./ How good

it is for me”(101).123

Paradoxically, however, it is Kroetz’s reliance on the perspective related to the

genre he had developed in West Germany that led him to pay attention to the daily lives

of the lower and middle classes that also shapes his treatment of Sandinista Nicaraguan

reality. Applying the premises of the Volksstück to his diary entries— in particular, a

focus on the way social forces affect the domestic lives of the lower classes in the

provinces— Kroetz’s focus on everyday post-revolutionary life offers a more nuanced

                                                                                                                                                
Liebespaare gehen./ … Ich will die Reismilch mit dir teilen./ …” ‘I was not in Masaya/
long enough./ I have to go back once more./ I want to swim in the lagoon./ I want to go
with you to the/ place of the lovers./ … I want to share the rice milk with you./ … ‘ (50).

122 Kroetz’s description of children who interrupt his writing, who want to play with his
typewriter, shows Corn Island to be a place where he is not allowed to take his writing,
his identity as a writer, seriously: “Die kleinen Negerjungen/ neben mir lassen mich/
nicht dichten--/ sie wollen alle/ einmal/ draufhauen auf meine/ altersschwache
Schreibmaschine./ Ich laß sie/ hol mir Rum/ lehn mich zurück— / ihren Rhythmus will
ich— / ihren” ‘The little negro boys/ next to me don’t let me/ write— / they all want/
once/ to pound on my/ aged, weak typewriter./ I let them/ get myself rum/ lean back--/ I
want their rhythm--/ theirs’ (101).

123 “Ich bin weit weg— / ich steh mir nicht mehr/ im Weg— / ich bin nicht mehr da— /
das schlägt mich nieder./ Wie weh das tut./ Das tut mir gut.”
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vision of the country than do Wallraff and Buch, who are expressly interested in

representing Nicaragua as it really is. Yet the daily notations testify to the fact that his

point of view remains virtually unchallenged or unchanged by his experiences.

This unquestioned application of a particular authorial and political perspective

onto Nicaraguan reality is particularly evident in Kroetz’s description of his experience in

a lower class Managuan neighborhood, a visit to those whom Kroetz calls “his people.”

The label is presumably a reference to the predominant subject matter of his oeuvre, the

working class, but it reflects the way Kroetz categorizes a group before interacting with

them. Thus Kroetz already knows that “his people,” even though they are in Nicaragua

and he has never before interacted with them, will occupy a particular political position.

The dynamic, dramatic dialogue he records between a husband and wife who argue about

the benefits and drawbacks of the new Sandinista government, is, however, preceded by

Kroetz’s categorical summation of the inadequacy of political thought in the developing

world. 124 It is as though he knows, before he interacts with Nicaraguans, that “most

                                                
124 Kroetz records his conversation with the Nicaraguan couple as follows: “Ich frage;  Es
geht euch also jetzt schlechter als vor 1979, alles in allem?  Sie sagt: Nein, mein Mann ist
MUTLOS und sieht alles schwarz. Unter Somoza fühlte ich mich wie ein Tier im Stall,
ich wußte nie, wurde ich geschlagen oder gefüttert, jetzt hat die neue Regierung uns zu
Menschen gemacht. Der Mann sagt: Somoza hat seine Tiere geschlagen und gefüttert, die
Regierung vergißt ihre neu-geborenen Menschen. Die Frau sagt: Es ist Krieg. Der Mann:
Es ist nicht mein Krieg” ‘I ask: You are worse off now than before 1979, all in all? She
says: No, my husband is a COWARD and sees everything black. With Somoza I felt like
an animal in a pen, I never knew, whether I would be beaten or fed, now the new
government has made us humans. The husband says: Somoza fed and beat his animals,
the government forgets its newly born humans. The wife says: it is war. The husband
says: it is not my war’ (113).
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people in the developing world … can’t afford to judge a government or the world in

terms of political, moral, or ethical standards” (110).125

By not reflecting on his own position within this analysis and dialogue—

something he does with minute detail when analyzing himself— Kroetz undermines the

authenticity his account seeks. There is no mention of what makes Kroetz’s conversation

with regular Nicaraguans possible— who translates for him?  How does he decide with

whom to speak?  Who is the “we” that Kroetz refers to in his description of the event?

Kroetz’s preoccupation with authenticating his identity as a political writer in Nicaragua

results in an account that has little to say about Nicaragua.

A focus on the social function of the formal device of first-person voice as it was

used in West Germany during the 1960s and 1970s offers an understanding of the

position of the socially critical author that informs the eyewitness accounts of Nicaragua

by Wallraff, Buch, and Kroetz. In the context of an elitist literary sphere, as well as a

nation that was first occupied by, and then officially oriented to the U.S., writers sought

to “refunction” the “apparatus” of literary production (in Benjamin’s terms). They did

this by re-signifying authorship as a democratic, not elite, enterprise. Rather than viewing

themselves as outside observers of social phenomena, writers came to view themselves as

“producers” who were centrally implicated in a socio-economic sphere. The formal result

of this shifting understanding of author position was the use of the author’s first-person

                                                
125 “Die meisten Menschen in den Entwicklungsländern denken nicht politisch, sie
können sich diesen Luxus gar nicht leisten, mit vier, fünf und mehr kleinen Kindern, …
Da kann man es sich nicht leisten, daß man eine Regierung oder die Welt mit politisch-
moralischen, ethischen Gesichtspunkten mißt.”
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voice, a generic emphasis that reflected an attempt to produce a more “authentic” literary

voice.

 As I show, the various genres that grew out of this prioritization of the

“authentic” authorial voice such as the documentary account and a “new subjective”

writing, as well as first-person writing that reflects a loss of confidence in such generic

categories, shape the Nicaragua accounts I explore and affects the claims to authenticity

they make. Specifically, their works demonstrate a continuum in terms of different

functions of the “I.” With Wallraff’s documentary, what the “I” sees is presented as

transparent truth. Drawing on a “new subjective” poetics, Buch problematizes his

perspective as contingent. Yet he is so convinced of the authenticity of the subjective

“filter” through which he sees the country that a “real,” material, Nicaragua almost

becomes irrelevant. Kroetz’s soul-searching attendant to his identity crisis as a writer

leads him to see Nicaragua as little more than a place where he can reenergize and

authenticate a political consciousness.

As Mattson has shown, these writers’ works on Nicaragua offer problematic

representations of the objects of their solidarity. According to Mattson, what Wallraff,

Buch, and Kroetz “see” in Nicaragua, is a revolution that they would like to mold

according to their own desires. In other words, a paternalist, even colonialist frame

informs their vision of Nicaragua. Mattson’s conclusions offer an important critique of

the patermalism of solidarity work, as well as insights into the legacy of colonialism—

even in work that claims a post-colonial position. Yet this approach fails to address the

author position that these accounts perform as well as the ways in which the eyewitness
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genre functions within a literary apparatus. Mattson historicizes the work in terms of a

macroscopic “first world”/ “third world” relationship. Addressing the ways that genre

articulates with author position in these texts does not mitigate the way Nicaragua is

represented in them, but historicizes how, and why, it is represented as it is.

Yet Nicaraguans were also involved in the representation of their own

circumstances. In the following chapter I turn to the way the first-person account was

employed in Nicaragua in order to offer a globally contextualized picture of the personal

account as mode of critique against U.S. hegemony during the second half of the Cold

War. Like their West German counterparts, Nicaraguan writers of testimonios employed

the first-person perspective as part of a move to refunction, and democratize literature

that had been part of an elite, U.S.-oriented cultural apparatus. Unlike a West German

context, however, in which an “I” stood for authentic subjectivity that claimed its

distance from a national identity compromised by a National Socialist past and the FRG’s

official orientation to the U.S., the “I” in post-revolutionary Nicaraguan work signifies a

national collective that stood against, and triumphed over, an “inauthentic” regime in a

revolution that fell near the end of the Cold War.
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Chapter 5

Testimonio and Nicaragua: Authorship and the Socialization of Literature

In the West German travel narratives that I treat in Chapter Four the form of the

eyewitness perspective served writers’ desires to authenticate the every-day lives of West

Germans— a perspective they felt was not adequately addressed by an elitist post-war

literary sphere. The first-person voice also challenged a national political context in

which West German writers felt that their government was paying more attention to the

United States’ Cold War security needs than to the wishes of its own citizens. As such,

the adoption of this form was a discursive move toward democratizing a public, political

sphere in the spirit of the 1970s activist principle of independent criticism of

governmental policies that found its outlet in the APO or Außerparlamentarische

Opposition. In other words, authors’ use of a first-person perspective during this time

reflects their attempts to refunction literature that had no room for a popular voice. As

part of this process, writers sought to transform their status as detached commentators to

popular, personally committed voices contra the German government’s international

policies.

The post-revolutionary Nicaraguan texts I explore in this chapter, written at the

same time as the West German accounts of Sandinista Nicaragua, also employ first-

person voices in order to transform literary production, and hence the impact of authorial

messages. As in the West German context, the use of the eyewitness perspective in these

Nicaraguan works can be understood as an attempt to refunction the means of literary
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production from a process in which an elite perspective determined the contours of a

literary sphere, to one shaped by the supposedly authentic “I” of the people, the voice of a

national polis in the Greek sense. And in Nicaragua, as in West Germany, this popular “I”

was seen as a corrective to a history of U.S. domination of Nicaraguan politics and

culture.126 In the context of post-revolutionary Nicaragua, its employment also became an

assertion of national identity in the emergence of a “Nicaragua Libre”— a Nicaragua free

from the U.S.-backed Somoza regime— and the growing threat, and ultimate reality of

U.S. intervention against the Sandinista government.

In this chapter I concentrate on the ways in which the three post-revolutionary

works discussed here attempt to refunction Nicaraguan literary production by variously

employing a supposedly authentic Nicaraguan voice. Specifically, these works do this by

drawing on elements of the testimonial genre that gained ground alongside social and

political revolutionary movements in Central and South America during the 1960s and

1970s. That genre is characterized by the way it presents the first-person accounts of

marginalized, and often non-literate, people (Craft 15; Dawes 170). My first example,

                                                
126 The U.S. manipulation of Nicaraguan political life can be traced to the mid-nineteenth
century, when the American William Walker declared himself president of Nicaragua in
1856, and was able to secure political and popular support of the U.S for his move
(Whisnant 75-82). In 1909, and again from 1912-1925 and 1926-1933 U.S. Marines took
advantage of civil unrest in Nicaragua to establish pro-U.S. governments headed by an
elite class that would accept and foster a strong U.S. political and economic presence in
their country (Walker 2). As the U.S. ended its occupation of the country in the mid-
1930s, it supported Anastasio Somoza García as president of Nicaragua, and for the next
forty years, fostered ties with the Somoza regime as a way to maintain U.S. control in
Central America (Bermann 231-32, 240, 251, 262). After the overthrow of Somoza in
1979, and the establishment of a Sandinista government, the U.S. funded a
counterrevolutionary movement in the country in order to undermine the goals of the
Sandinista government and maintain influence in the country. The Contra War that
ensued lasted from 1981 until 1986 (Walker 6).
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Margaret Randall’s compilation of interviews with women who participated in the

Sandinista revolution, Todas estamos despiertas: testimonios de la mujer nicaragüense

hoy (1980), asserts a popular, female perspective as a key component of revolutionary

Nicaraguan literary production. The second representative selection, Omar Cabezas’s

account of his training as a Sandinista guerrilla, La montaña es algo más que una

inmensa estepa verde (1982), aims to inject an informal way of speaking into a literary

form.  Third, and last, an anthology of poems produced in the poetry workshops that were

organized by the Sandinista Ministry of Culture across Nicaragua for all citizens, Poesía

de la nueva Nicaragua: talleres populares de poesía (1983), reflects an explicit effort to

engage the working classes as literary producers.

My reading of these attempts to transform literary production in terms of

Benjamin’s idea (borrowed from Bertolt Brecht) of Umfunktionierung— the notion that a

transformation of the means of literary production can only occur through a deep shift in

the social function of a form that should be the aim of art— shows that these particular

testimonial works fall short of their goal because they do not interrogate their testimonial

sources’ authorial legitimacy. All of the texts I examine make a case for their own power

to refunction literature on the grounds of authenticity, and therefore truth, expressed in

the first-person narratives they privilege. Indeed, they seek to claim the “author as

producer” by turning “producers”— members of the working classes— into authors. Yet

the way that the works authorize the popular “I” as an authentic source reveals a

continued reliance on the privileged authority of the more conventionally defined author
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as a cultural authority, rather than as a voice that refers to experiences not codified within

a literary or cultural tradition.

Indeed, such a reliance on traditional notions of authorship and authority hides the

fact that the speaker’s voice is often shaped by traumatic wartime events and,

consequently, is likely to have gaps in comprehension, memory, and the capacity to see

the larger implications of experienced events (Caruth 11). Instead of searching for ways

to refunction literary production that would link authorship with such an experiential

framework, however, experiences are framed in terms of established parameters. In the

case of Randall’s collection, for example, the editor’s voice overtly dominates individual

entries in a collection through emendation or introductory framing of testimonial

observations.

The problematic of authorizing authenticity that I identify in these Nicaraguan

testimonials has characterized larger debates about the testimonio genre. Most notably,

debates about authenticity and authority have swirled around the reception of the

Guatemalan activist Rigoberta Menchú’s testimonial, Me llamo Rigoberta Menchú y así

me nació la conciencia (1983). Menchú’s story was recorded by the French

anthropologist Elisabeth Burgos Debray and published with the express purpose of

raising international awareness about the massacre of indigenous Mayas during the early

1980s by the right-wing Guatemalan military dictatorship (Arias, “Authoring Ethnicized

Subjects” 77).

Specifically, the “Controversy of Rigoberta Menchú” (a book title by Arturo

Arias), centers around the question of whether or not her account can be considered an
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authentic, and therefore authoritative one— a question that is difficult to answer, as

definitions of Menchú’s authenticity and authority were refunctioned radically over the

decades following the initial publication of Debray’s volume. Initially, the book was

hailed as an authentic, and therefore “true,” or authorized, account of human rights

abuses of Guatemalan Indians by someone who had experienced them firsthand. When

Menchú was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1992— the year that marked the

quincentennial anniversary of Columbus’s “discovery” of the Americas— her authority

was reinforced and extended as she became the authentic international spokesperson for

the true story about oppressive regimes worldwide (Arias, “Rigoberta Menchú’s History”

17, 20).

In 1999, however, anthropologist David Stoll’s book Rigoberta Menchú and the

Story of all Poor Guatemalans documented that parts of Menchú’s testimony were

factually wrong. Stoll showed that Menchú had claimed others’ experiences as her own.

With that revelation, Menchú’s authority, heretofore accepted as derived from her

authenticity came into question. Instead, critics such as Daphne Patai argued that Menchú

had “lied,” sacrificing truth in order to bolster her status as an authentic figure. By

assuming an authenticity her narrative did not possess, Patai averred, Menchú had

actually hurt, not helped, the cause of human rights (Patai 279-80).127 Other scholars such

as Mary Louise Pratt, however, claimed that Stoll’s insistence on an authenticity based on

experiential veracity missed the point and could be seen as unethical. According to Pratt,

                                                
127 As Patai writes, “it can only diminish the public’s humane responses to repression and
privation to discover that a leading icon of the international struggle to improve the
human lot has built her reputation at least in part on falsehoods” (Patai 280).
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faulting Menchú for making claims about her life that are not verifiably true but, instead,

typically true of indigenous Guatemalan experience, belittled the large-scale suffering of

Guatemalans (Pratt 45).

In the literary public sphere, the reception of Menchú and Stoll’s works and the

ensuing debates about Menchú’s testimonial revolved around widely diverging notions of

authority and authenticity. A commitment to the author in a traditional, positivist,

autobiographical sense on one hand, competed with views of author’s role as a

representative or observer of a particular social position, cultural identity, or experience,

on the other. As is evident in the reception of Rigoberta Menchú’s work, then, the

conflation of authenticity with authority in the testimonial genre is a highly charged

narrative strategy, and one that the works I discuss here adopt with problematic results.

Umfunktionierung and testimonio

Though scholars do not generally reference Benjamin’s essay “Author as

Producer” to describe the genre of testimonio, his observations about author as producer

and Umfunktionierung seem to foreshadow debates surrounding the ways that testimonial

narratives refunction— or at least call into question— literature through their

presentation of a non-literary, popular voice. While the “producers” of testimonio, those

whose voices were simply not valued, or censored by officially sanctioned culture, were

not recognized as “authors” or the sources of “literature,” their narratives challenged the

means of literary production in three distinct ways. First of all, the testimonio

problematizes conventional ideas about the author as originary source of narrative
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through the way that the individual comes to stand in for the community— instead of a

comprehensible story with a single source, the testimony often deals with the traumatic

and incomprehensible or fragmented perception of a collective experience.128 Second, in

the testimonio, orality is privileged over literacy— the hesitations, convulsive utterances,

and inconclusive reactions expressed usher up the speaker’s affective response to

experience rather than an author’s reasoned and coherent analysis that conveys a

particular point of view, a judgment vis-à-vis events.129 Third, and consequently, the

testimonial does not pretend to transcend temporal boundaries, but can be described in

René Jara’s terms as a “narración de urgencia” or “narrative of urgency”— a tale of

political repression disseminated quickly and aimed at engendering solidarity (Dawes

170; Beverley and Zimmerman 173). Thus it seems that the “authenticity” of the

testimonial hinges on its challenge to the authority of conventional authorship.

In Nicaragua, as in other Central and Latin American countries, the testimonial

genre and its emphasis on authenticity— that is, its foregrounding of the voices and

experiences that previously had no access to a literary sphere— was linked to revolution

and a larger scale refunctioning of the nation’s means of production (Dawes 170). From

the 1920s on, literature that described resistance to the Somoza regime and critiqued U.S.

                                                
128 As John Beverley and Marc Zimmerman explain, a defining characteristic of the
testimonial is the fact that “the situation of the narrator in testimonio has to be
representative of a social class or group,” there is no Lukacsian “problematic hero”
(Beverley and Zimmerman 174).

129 In his definition of the genre, John Beverley explains that since those whose stories
are presented are often illiterate, their work is recorded and transcribed by an interlocutor,
creating, to use the Russian formalist term, a “sort of skaz, a literary simulacrum of oral
narrative” (Beverley 70-1).
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military, economic, and cultural dominance of the country, sought to insert a popular,

critical voice into a literary-cultural sphere.130 Until the 1960s, authors did this by

producing oppositional literature that focused on socially critical themes, but did not

rethink their position within a literary class. Thus while writers of the Vanguardia

movement of the 1920s and 1930s wrote poetry that commented critically on U.S.

intervention and promoted national literature and culture, and the “Generation of 1940”

produced anti-Somoza poetry, neither group necessarily questioned their role as social

commentators within established parameters of a literary sphere (Whisnant 152, 161-

63).131

While those writers affiliated with these literary movements primarily represented

the popular, revolutionary writing and post-revolutionary Nicaraguan cultural production

sought a transformation in the locus of literary production from an elite individual to the

individual as representative of a popular collective.132 This transformation that occurred

                                                
130 As David Whisnant explains, the dominance of a Nicaraguan cultural sphere by U.S.
products, for example, Disney films and the magazine Reader’s Digest, was the result of
both the urging of U.S. corporations and the U.S. government, as well as the Somoza
dictators’ “sycophantic attraction to U.S. cultural values” (Whisnant 121).

131 An exception to this would be Ernesto Cardenal, a prominent member of the
“Generation of 1940,” who founded the Christian base community of Solentiname (1965-
1977). At Solentiname, Cardenal and local people built a community where they also
engaged in theological and political discussion. As part of community life, Cardenal
worked to “stimulate painting and poetry writing” (Whisnant 186). Cardenal’s poetry
writing workshops at Solentiname were the precursor for the post-revolutionary
workshops he organized around the country.

132 In his speech delivered at the first meeting of the “Trabajadores de la Cultura” in
1980, the writer Sergio Ramírez emphasizes that revolutionary culture is anti-elitist and
collective (183-91).
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in the 1960s and that characterized Nicaraguan literary production until the late 1980s,

came about as a result of the felt need of those opposing the Somoza government to link

political with cultural change— a connection that was at the foreground of the goals of

the Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional (FSLN) from the beginning. Just as the

revolution would democratize the nation, revolutionary cultural production should be a

popular enterprise.133 This view of literature characterized testimonials written in the

1970s during the revolution by members of the FSLN. Works such as Carlos José

Guadamuz’s Y … “las casas quedaron llenas de humo” (1970), Doris Tijerino’s “Somos

millones …”: La vida de Doris María, combatiente nicaragüense (1977), and Tomas

Borge’s Carlos, el amanecer ya no es una tentación (1976), some of which were written

in prison and smuggled out, all assert the oppressed, popular voice that stands for a

community’s experience (Whisnant 172-73). Furthermore, the poet Ernesto Cardenal’s

efforts to involve the campesinos in his Christian base community, Solentiname, in

painting and poetry writing— an effort that he would revisit in the poetry workshops after

the revolution— were an attempt at shifting the source of literary creation from the elite

author to the popular voice.

The testimonial works that I investigate in this chapter, all of which were written

after the revolution, are an outgrowth of this move toward a democratization and

transformation of literary production. Yet they also represent official Sandinista cultural

                                                
133 The cultural program of the FSLN party supported the idea of a “‘revolution in the
culture’ that would …serve the real creators and shapers of our culture, the people’”
(Whisnant 195). Thus the massive post-revolutionary cultural refunctioning did not
extend only to literature, but to all arenas of cultural life including to such areas as
artisanal crafts, theater, and music.
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policy, which continued to foster the testimonial genre as part of the government’s goal

to “’consolidate a true Nicaraguan popular culture’ and recover national cultural values”

(Whisnant 196). Thus the texts I focus on are but several of a series of first-person

accounts of contemporary Nicaragua that reinforced a connection between Sandinista

ideals and a Nicaraguan identity primarily through works that featured Sandinista

revolutionary figures. Examples of such texts include a series of interviews with

revolutionary leaders such as Hablan los comandantes Sandinistas (1984), Omar

Cabezas’s Canción de amor para los hombres (1988), or Sergio Ramírez’s La marca del

zorro. Hazañas del comandante Francisco Rivera Quintero (1989). Perhaps because

these texts address the possibility of literary Umfunktionierung in a context in which the

revolutionary emphasis on the authentic “I” voice has become an officially valued form,

the social function of the form is not sufficiently called into question.

Umfunktionierung and the testimonio’s Authorization of Authenticity

In this section, I look to three texts published after the successful Sandinista

revolution that sought to represent, literally, the voices of various sectors of society. In

particular, I examine the extent to which the use of the first-person form in these texts

written after the successful Sandinista revolution achieve the kind of Umfunktionierung,

or intervention in the apparatus of production, that Benjamin describes and that the genre

of testimonio aims to achieve: the insertion of the popular, collective voice into a public

sphere through an individual’s first-person account. I argue that key elements of the

testimonial genre in these texts, primarily the claims made to authenticity through a first-
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person perspective, fails to achieve the kind of radical refunctioning of the modes of

literary production that is their aim. It is true that the works’ emphases on the spoken “I”

of the working classes and Sandinista leaders reflect a larger post-revolutionary

restructuring of the means of production that aimed to reverse a history of economic and

political repression through a more equitable distribution of resources and a move toward

democratization. Yet the inability of the texts to rethink the authority vested in the figure

of the author ultimately inhibits the authenticity— and therefore literary transformation—

they hope to achieve.

Thus despite the fact that the compilation of interviews Todas estamos despiertas

is intended as a forum in which women’s narratives stand and speak for themselves,

Margaret Randall’s role as an authorial organizing presence— though hidden— is

evident. Omar Cabezas’s La montaña es algo más que una inmensa estepa verde, an

attempt to describe the individual’s experience in revolution as one that is part of a

collective, is an assertion of individual expertise. Finally, the poetry workshops organized

by Ernesto Cardenal and Mayra Jiménez reproduce the notion of the author who is

educated in a “high-art” tradition, even though their goal is to transform poetry

production through the contributions of precisely those who are outside of a literary

tradition.

Todas estamos despiertas: Authenticity and Mediation

 Todas estamos despiertas: testimonios de la mujer nicaragüense hoy,

commissioned and financed by the Nicaraguan Ministry of Culture, draws on a “classic”
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testimonial process, in which a “sympathetic agent” in solidarity with the speaker writes

the stories of those— often illiterate— participants in political struggle (Craft 19).

Barbara Harlow has characterized this relationship between compiler, or “’activator’ of

the narrator-protagonist’s account,” as an antiauthoritarian one that “[challenges]

dominant institutions of literature” by enabling the “’voices of the dispossessed’ to

penetrate international media circuits and information networks” (Harlow 72).134 Rather

than dismantling literary institutions, however, I argue that Randall’s text reinforces the

authority of the compiler as author. Paradoxically, it does this by drawing on an authorial

“power” to frame narratives in order to claim the truth-value of the eyewitness

perspective, and to authorize particular stories as authentic.

 In Todas estamos despiertas, Randall does not explicitly spell out why the first-

person voices of Sandinista women that she presents in her narrative should necessarily

be sources of truth. Yet through her subjugation of her own presence as interviewer in

favor of the narratives of her interviewees, as well as an emphasis on stories that are

centered on the dis-coveries of experiences that remained secret during the Somoza

regime, she privileges these first-person narratives as truth. As a result, Randall’s position

as author is central to the relationship produced between the “I”-voice and authenticity,

even though she presents that relationship as transparent.

                                                
134 Elzbieta Sklodowska problematizes the transparent relationship between speaker and
interlocutor that scholars such as Harlow seem to assume. In her 1996 reading of the
Cuban testimonial Biografía de un cimarrón (The Autobiography of a Runaway Slave),
Sklodowska points to the gaps in comprehension that may characterize the interaction
between the speaker who wants to tell a story and the interlocutor, who may be listening
for a different idiom (84-97).
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Randall’s presence as an interviewer in the book is nominal, and the narrative

sheds no light on Randall’s role in the event of the interview. While Randall wrote the

book at the invitation of the Nicaraguan Ministry of Culture, which gave her the use of a

jeep, driver, and secretary, and took a total of 4,000 photographs using five different

lenses during the course of her travels across the country, she makes no mention of either

the entourage or equipment that accompanies her at the scene of her interviews (Randall

9). And even though Randall does, at times, include the questions she asks in the

interviews, most often she does not, and her transcriptions read as seamless narrative.135

Unlike the West German accounts of Sandinista Nicaragua, in which authors

emphasize the authenticity of their own perspectives, Randall presents herself in the text

only in order to highlight, and offer nuance, to the various Nicaraguan views recorded in

the book. Clearly, her strategy is to direct attention from herself and toward her

interlocutor. Specifically, she does this by setting the stage of the interview in her

introductions to the testimonies of different women. In these prefaces, Randall describes

the scenes of her conversations with Nicaraguan women, as well as the physical attributes

of her interviewee. These descriptions, designed to round out the personal accounts that

follow them, serve to pique the curiosity— and the empathy— of her readers. Connecting

human traits with the accounts she transcribes also underscore the authenticity of the

speaking “I.” Thus we learn that the military commander Dora María Tellez, who is

                                                
135 James Clifford and George Marcus critique such an unreflexive position. In their
examination of ethnographic practice, Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of
Ethnography (1986), they call for anthropologists/ ethnographers to investigate their own
positions in the production of knowledge about the anthropological subject (2).
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“small … with rapid movements and gestures,” speaks with a “rough voice” and

describes images with a “great poetic vitality” (74).136 Or the reader is introduced to

Daisy Zamora— poet, Sandinista insurgent, and Vice Minister of Culture in the

Government of National Reconstruction— as a serious young woman, preoccupied with

her newly adopted baby, who sits at a desk full of “papers, projects, plans, problems, and

solutions” and likes to tie her long “honey-colored” hair in a knot in order to work more

freely (138-39).

While Randall personalizes the voices in her text in order to authenticate them,

she also implies that these voices are sources of truth, or authenticity, through the stories

they tell that literally uncover the truth about the injustices practiced by Somoza’s

National Guard, and reveal the kind of clandestine, revolutionary work that prepared the

way for a Sandinista government. This particular narrative frame characterizes the stories

of “proletariat” women, such as Amada Pineda. Pineda, a campesina, was assaulted and

raped by members of the National Guard because of her affiliation with the unions, as

well as her association with the FSLN (120-30). The stories of “bourgeois” women

affiliated with the FSLN such as Nora Astorga, also fit this pattern. Astorga, a secretary

at a large construction firm, was able to help with the kidnapping and murder of her

superior, the National Guard general nicknamed “Perro” (or dog) Pérez Vega (167-80).

Perhaps the story that most effectively illustrates the way these narratives function

to uncover truths— both about the regime as well as the Sandinista movement— is the

one from which the work’s title, Todas estamos despiertas, is taken. In this testimony, the

                                                
136 All translations of these Nicaraguan testimonial works are my own.
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guerrilla leader Doris Tijerino describes how she heard the news of her boyfriend’s death

(at the hands of the National Guard) while she herself was imprisoned (35). After hearing

on a clandestine radio that he had been killed, Tijerino asks a friend if she is awake, and

hears the answer “Sí, hermana, estoy despierta” ‘yes, sister, I am awake’, and then hears

from another friend “todas estamos despiertas” ‘we are all awake’ (35). This affirmation

consoles Tijerino that she does not have to bear the news alone— all have heard it. The

story of political prisoners communicating secretly reinforces the notion that their

testimonies can reveal what “really” happened in the Somoza regime and, as such, is a

source of truth, or authenticity, about Nicaraguan history.

 Yet if the work establishes a connection between the “I” of the testimonial and

authenticity by underplaying the mediating role of the interviewer and framing the first-

person narrative as a source of truth, it also masks the authority of the agent who

ultimately shapes the text, and who has chosen certain narratives as authentic. While the

collection is intended to offer a representative view of the women who shape post-

revolutionary Nicaragua— Randall features stories by women of different ages and

socio-economic positions who were variously involved with the revolution— it becomes

clear, based on the selection of interviews in the volume, that she locates authenticity in

the voices of Sandinista women who have experienced a particular trajectory of

“conscientization,” or the development of a critical political awareness.

The testimonial of Julia García offers a telling example of this process. García, a

twenty-six year old mother of five who lives in the economically depressed neighborhood

of “Ciudad Sandino,” was approached prior to the revolution by a member of the
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“Comité Democrático de Obreros” or “Democratic Committee of Workers” who

“conscientized” her about how she might speak to other women about their situation. In

the process of becoming politically aware, García became the local coordinator of a

women’s organization and despite her own poverty, participated in hunger strikes led by

the group in order to “feel … in her own flesh, what repression is” (55).

This pattern in the testimonies of growing political awareness and sacrifice also

extends to women from middle-class backgrounds who become military leaders, as in the

cases of Dora María Tellez and Mónica Baltodano. Both women locate the origin of their

decision to become involved in the FSLN in their inclinations toward helping others:

Dora María wanted to be a doctor and Mónica thought of becoming a nun (84, 97). Even

the mothers of these commanders, Doña María Dora and Doña Zulema undergo this

process of political transformation. As they watch their daughters become increasingly

involved in the revolution, both mothers— already sympathetic to the FSLN— overcome

their fear of repression as they help their daughters either by protecting their anonymity,

or by aiding other members of the FSLN (85, 104).

The majority of testimonies reflect the speaker’s transition from either a position

of exploitation and marginalization or one of bourgeois, humanitarian aims, to one of

political awareness and sacrifice. My point is not that this is an inauthentic narrative, but

only that it may be more Randall’s story than she admits. Hence, the conventional role of

the authoritative author, who is literate and in this case not even Nicaraguan, functions as

usual.
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Randall’s compilation of testimonies participates within a larger movement to

reshape Nicaraguan social structures after the revolution. This work that aims to present

an authentic picture of women participants in the Sandinista revolution, is also a feminist

intervention in the definition of a new Nicaraguan national identity: one that seeks to

challenge notions that the revolution was a male-dominated enterprise by documenting

the way women shaped and led the uprising. Yet despite the fact that this collection of

eyewitness accounts participates in a broader effort to refunction Nicaraguan social

structures, it does not succeed at refunctioning the authority of the authorial perspective.

Because Randall’s collection undergirds a national narrative, its testimonies necessarily

speak in one voice, albeit a feminist one. They offer a coherent story of consciousness-

raising and the struggles engaged in as a result. Whereas the testimonial genre offers a

variety of fragmented perspectives that ask their reader-“listeners” to draw their own

conclusions about the events, Randall’s collection becomes a virtual activist handbook,

stories of ways women must act in order to support a shared political objective.

La montaña es algo más que una inmensa estepa verde: Authenticity and Expertise

In his 1982 testimonial, La montaña es algo más que una inmensa estepa verde,

Omar Cabezas— then head of the Ministry of the Interior and member of the Sandinista

assembly— describes his experience in the FSLN preparing the groundwork for

revolution.

For Cabezas, this meant joining the revolutionary student group Frente

Estudiantil Revolucionario or Revolutionary Student’s Front, receiving training as a
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guerrilla in the mountains, and organizing campesinos, or poor farmers, in the

countryside. Cabezas’s story is a prime example of how the testimonial account

authenticates the individual voice as part of a collective experience. In La montaña …,

Cabezas’s experiences become shared ones through the way that he associates himself

with a community and implicates the reader in his narrative. Yet this authentication of the

first-person voice is undermined by the way it claims an expert perspective: Cabezas

makes clear that his particular experiences have authorized him to speak authoritatively

on Nicaragua’s Sandinista history. As a result, Cabezas’s testimonial falls short of the

kind of refunctioning it promises to offer. Rather than completely subverting the

individual authority of the author by emphasizing its connection with a collective,

Cabezas reinforces the conventional notion of authorial expertise.

  The claims to authenticity (and therefore truth) of Cabezas’s first-person account

are derived from the ways that the speaking voice both assumes and creates a close

relationship with the reader. Thus a central aspect of this connection that Cabezas

establishes lies in the presupposition that the speaker and reader share a common set of

experiences and therefore, a common vocabulary. This presupposition is apparent in the

first line of the text, “I remember when I joined the Frente … around March or April of

1968, after the killings of 1967,” a phrase that takes for granted the reader’s knowledge

of the opposition party Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional (FSLN), and the

massive risk required to join it (Cabezas, La montaña 7). The assumption of shared

experience and perspective between speaker and reader (or listener) is also reinforced by
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Cabezas’s use of regionally specific language: rather than following the “rules of the

Spanish Academy,” Cabezas writes “’in Nicaraguan’” (Barbas Rhoden 66).

The relationship that the narrative assumes between speaker and reader is further

buttressed by the way that the “I” voice addresses the reader throughout the work using

the informal “tu” or “vos” form as though it were conducting a conversation. This

becomes apparent in the way that transitions in the text are regularly marked by reference

to a listener, for example, “I told you that …,” or “I will tell you …” (Cabezas, La

montaña 16, 159). Cabezas further emphasizes the dialogic character of the text through

the direct questions he asks that suggest he expects affirmation. Thus Cabezas

continuously interrupts his narrative by asking “right?” (7), “am I explaining myself?”

(10), or “do you understand?” (21).

Yet Cabezas does not only address the reader through such interjections, he also

uses the “tu” or “vos” to draw in the reader/ listener as a participant in his own

experiences. This tactic of inclusion is most evident in Cabezas’s descriptions of

mountain guerrilla life, a central part of the narrative. Rather than listing what he does in

the mountain by exclusively using the “I”-form, the narrator describes what he learns by

directly addressing— and including— the reader. For example, when he outlines how one

comes to terms with always being muddy in the mountain, Cabezas uses the first- and

second-person voice interchangeably: “[as you walk] you are falling in the mud, and

suddenly you can’t remove the mud even from your hands and then I— in order not to

fall down— stuck my shotgun [in the mud] and the shotgun went into the mud as far as
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the stock” (85).137 In a similar vein, Cabezas explains what he learned about the

importance of being able to make a fire in the mountain by directly addressing a reader:

“If you don’t know how to make a fire on the mountain you’ll die. Not only fire for

cooking, but the light, the spark that starts the fire. If your matches get wet, how will you

do it?” (111).138

While Cabezas uses the tactic of implicating the reader in his own experiences in

order to authenticate his narrative— his truth claim is based on the suggestion that his

experiences are shared ones— he also “authenticates” his voice by connecting it with

personal feelings. By making this connection, Cabezas is able to show that his

experiences are not merely representative of Sandinista guerrilla life but are shaped by

his own emotional life. Importantly, Cabezas’s account of the emotional aspect of his

experiences serves to further forge a connection with his readers by allowing them access

to an inner life with which they can identify. This process of personalizing his story is

perhaps best exemplified by Cabezas’s description of his doubts about the possibility of

Sandinista victory. When the National Guard kills his superior, Tello, Cabezas is

demoralized: if the Guard could kill the person who had trained him to be a guerrilla,

what was his training worth? Cabezas loses his confidence to fight, to “annihilate the

enemy” (162-63). Indeed, he temporarily loses faith in the possibility of revolution across

Latin America.

                                                
137 “Te vas cayendo en el lodo, ya de repente no te quitás el lodo ni de las manos y
entonces yo para no caerme metía la escopeta y se me iba hasta el tronco la escopeta en el
lodo.”

138 “Si vos no sabés hacer fuego en la montaña te morís. No solamente el fuego para
cocinar, sino el foco, el chispero para encender.”
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Although Cabezas claims the authenticity of his narrative by assuming, and

creating a connection with his readers, he assumes a position of power in this relationship

by authorizing himself as uniquely qualified to offer an authentic version of Sandinista

revolutionary history.    Specifically, he does this by aligning himself with key elements

of a post-revolutionary discourse that sought to unify the differing— and often

discordant— strands of the Sandinista struggle into a single national imaginary (Barbas

Rhoden 64). These elements include a vision of the FSLN as a political group that

emerged from Augusto Sandino’s resistance to U.S. occupation in the early twentieth

century, and that was informed by Che Guevara’s theories on revolution and guerrilla

warfare; a mythologization of the Nicaraguan guerrilla experience; and the idea of

popular support for Sandinismo (Hunsaker 76; Barbas Rhoden 64).

Cabezas establishes his authority as an authentic source of revolutionary history

by linking his political development to his relationship with three key historical figures—

and martyrs— central to a Nicaraguan revolutionary imaginary: contemporary FSLN

martyr Leonel Rugama, Che Guevara, and Augusto Sandino.139 Importantly, Cabezas’s

descriptions of his association with revolutionary heroes are more than abstractions, but

demonstrate how Cabezas has literally internalized their teaching and influence. Thus

Cabezas explains the impact of Rugama’s ideas about the importance of Che as a model

for revolutionary action as a literal blow to the head: “Rugama’s gestures, movements

and speech, everything and the explosive cargo that he carried inside made an impact to

                                                
139 Leonel Rugama was an oppositional poet murdered by the National Guard in 1970.
Che Guevara was killed by the Bolivian army in 1967 while working to foment
revolution in the country. Sandino was assassinated by the National Guard in 1934.
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the center of my brain” (La montaña 22).140 When he trains to become a guerrilla,

Cabezas outlines how he internalizes Che’s vision of the new man, el hombre nuevo, who

is willing to sacrifice everything for the happiness of others (21-22, 129). As he climbs

the mountain, Cabezas repeats the mantra “to be like Che,” ‘ser como el Che,’ and

becomes physically stronger, more capable of climbing (129).141 Finally, Cabezas

authorizes his perspective by aligning himself with the legacy of Sandino. When Cabezas

meets the elderly campesino Don Leandro, who aided Sandino in his campaign, Don

Leandro both “blesses” the young guerrilla Cabezas, and offers his sons and grandsons to

the revolution (284).142 More than a formal meeting, Cabezas feels in his “inside” the

                                                
140 “[Rugama’s] gestos, ademanes y su frase, con todo y lo explosivo de la carga que
llevaba adentro, me hicieron impacto al centro del cerebro.”
141 As Steven Hunsaker shows, Cabezas draws on the notion of the “hombre nuevo,” or
“New Man” as described by Che Guevara, and that the FSLN leader Carlos Fonseca held
up as an ideal for Sandinista revolutionaries (76-77; Zimmermann 192-93). According to
Che Guevara and Fonseca, discipline and dedication to revolutionary struggle would
transform men and women into “better human beings,” “new men,” who value love,
justice, and the bond with fellow comrades dedicated to revolution (Zimmermann 192-
93; Hunsaker 76). This idea of dedication and transformation toward a new revolutionary
identity characterizes Cabezas’s description of his guerrilla training. “Ese hijueputa
hombre Nuevo nosotros lo agarramos a verga hoy. Y empezamos a subir. Y a mediodía
yo llevaba en la mente la película del hombre Nuevo, ser como el Che, ser como el Che,
y te juro que no descansamos en un trecho igual al que habíamos recorrido y durante el
cual habíamos descansando como cinco veces” ‘This son-of-a-bitch ‘New Man” grabbed
us by the balls today. And we began to climb. And at noon I saw in my mind a film of the
New Man, to be like Che, to be like Che, and I swear to you that we did not rest during a
stretch that was as long as we had gone before and during which we had rested something
like five times’ (Cabezas, La montaña 129).

142 When he meets Don Leandro, Cabezas thinks to himself: “yo dije en mis adentros: qué
cosa más bella, hacé de cuenta que estabas tocando a Sandino, que estabas tocando la
historia … y allí mismo me di cuenta lo que significaba la tradición Sandinista, se me
reafirmaba, y la veía en carne y hueso, en la práctica, en la realidad” ‘I told myself: what
a beautiful thing, take notice that you are touching Sandino, that you are touching history
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power of having come in contact with the “flesh and bone” of the Sandinista tradition

(284).

If Cabezas authenticates his voice by portraying himself as an heir to a

Nicaraguan revolutionary legacy, he also authorizes himself as an authentic source of

revolutionary history through his experience in the mountain that, in turn, equips him as

an FSLN leader. Cabezas emphasizes the importance of his guerrilla training as a

transformative experience, indeed, a baptism of mud and physical endurance that leads to

a kind of “re-birth” as a new man (129; Barbas Rhoden 69; Hunsaker 76-77). This

training and transformation, in turn, give him authority. Cabezas’s authority becomes

evident not only by the fact that he is appointed the leader of an FSLN guerrilla training

camp, but that his physical prowess is superior to that of his students. After marching for

eight hours to flee the approaching National Guard, Cabezas notes that the hike, which

was not taxing for him, was a challenge for the trainees: “after just walking to the camp

they arrived with their feet all beat up, and what they had walked was nothing more than

eight hours, … but for the boys this was I don’t know how far, they felt themselves to be

real guerrillas after such a hike” (La montaña 216).143

In addition to claiming the authority to speak authentically about the Nicaraguan

revolution by invoking his relationship to Sandinista history and his training, Cabezas’s

emphasis on his work among various factions of society functions to underscore his

                                                                                                                                                
… and then and there I realized what the Sandinista tradition meant, it was reaffirmed for
me, and I saw it in flesh and blood, in practice, in reality’ (284).
143 “Con solo caminar hasta el campamento habían llegado con los pies reventados y lo
que habían caminado era nada más como ocho horas, … pero para los muchachos eso era
quién sabe qué cosa, ellos se sentían guerrillerísimos a esas alturas.”
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ability to represent the diversity of Nicaragua. Because he has worked with— and on

behalf of— students, indigenous people in the city, as well as campesinos in the mountain

and countryside, Cabezas implicitly makes the argument that he is justified in speaking

for them. And in the context of outlining his experiences working with various groups, he

does speak authoritatively about the “indígena,” who, once conscientized, offers a

powerful challenge to the bourgeoisie (60). In a similar vein, Cabezas speaks of the

“campesino” who has a natural relationship with the land, and implies that he should gain

more control over it (275). By authenticating his voice through its connection with these

distinct groups, Cabezas effectively becomes an authority on them. Thus Cabezas’s claim

to a connection with, and expertise about these groups is crucial in a post-revolutionary

Nicaragua in which there were tensions between the FSLN and the Miskito on the

Atlantic coast, and small farmers felt that the Sandinistas were not carrying out land

reform (Barbas Rhoden 72; Zimmermann 223).

The production history of La montaña … points to the possibility of a radical

refunctioning of literature. Cabezas, not a trained writer, was asked to tell the story of his

life as a guerrilla into a tape recorder, and the recordings were compiled into a narrative.

Furthermore, the text’s emphasis on the individual as a filter through which a collective

experience is communicated— a classic testimonial characteristic— is an important move

away from the notion of the authoritative author. Indeed, Cabezas’s exemplary testimonio
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was awarded the prize for best testimonial by the Cuban publishing house, Casa de las

Américas in 1982 (Cabezas, “Testimonio” 86).144

Yet the work’s ability to subvert conventional notions of authorship, or effect a

refunctioning of literature, is ultimately limited because of the expertise and authority

that Cabezas claims for his perspective. This kind of expertise undermines the

testimonial’s potential to relocate literary production from the center of political power to

the dispossessed margins. As Laura Barbas Rhoden has pointed out, the fact that Cabezas

is speaking from a position of power— he is not marginalized when the text is produced,

but holds a preeminent role in the post-revolutionary Nicaraguan government—

problematizes the notion that the text is representative of the testimonial form (65).

Instead, as both Barbas Rhoden and Steven Hunsaker imply, Cabezas’s use of the first-

person form that is linked to a collective has more to do with Cabezas’s need to justify

and “naturalize” the post-revolutionary role of the FSLN, than a drive to assert a

subaltern perspective (64; Hunsaker 75).

Los talleres de poesía: Authenticity and a Modernist poetics

Months after the successful revolution, the new Nicaraguan Ministry of Culture

established poetry workshops, or talleres de poesía, across the country in which members

of the working classes, those who had traditionally been excluded from the literary means

of production— either as producers or recipients— were encouraged to express their

                                                
144 The Cuban publishing house Casa de las Américas is famous for fostering the genre
by establishing a prize for testimonial writing in 1970 (Beverley 71).
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experiences in poetic form.145 The workshops, one of many cultural projects that reflected

a Sandinista goal of integrating cultural production with “revolutionary reconstruction,”

or the attempt to return the means of production to Nicaraguan citizens, can also be

understood as an attempt at a Benjaminian “Umfunktionierung” (Whisnant 236).146 In

other words, the talleres de poesía were based on the premise that poets are not detached

commentators on the exigencies of daily life, but that they are enmeshed within it. For the

organizers of the talleres, the notion of authenticity derived from the first-person

perspective became a key formal ingredient in this process of creating more democratic

processes of literary production. Like the texts by Randall and Cabezas, however, the

workshop poetry falls short of this goal. Rather than drawing on emerging popular forms

in order to present an authentic perspective, the poets are encouraged to write

authentically within strict parameters derived from a high art tradition.

 This is evident in an anthology put together by the workshop coordinator Mayra

Jiménez and published in 1983, which offers both explicit and implicit claims to the truth

value, or authenticity, of the first-person perspective used in these poems. Both Jiménez

and the head of the Nicaraguan Ministry of Culture, poet Ernesto Cardenal, spell out

these claims in prefaces to the volume. Yet these claims are also evident in the material

                                                
145 By mid-1982, fifty-three workshops were in existence, and approximately five
hundred people had participated in them (Whisnant 203).

146 Other projects run by the Ministry of Culture to foster popular involvement in cultural
production include their foundation of a pottery cooperative— an endeavor designed to
support indigenous artisans. As David Whisnant explains, however, the cooperative ran
into problems similar to those of the poetry workshops. Rather than develop local
initiatives, governmental agencies adopted a top-down approach, dictating the kind of
work they expected to be produced (Whisnant 246-50).
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of the poems themselves. As in the case of the interviews that Randall compiles, the first-

person account derives its authenticity from the way it bears witness to the truth of

Nicaragua under the Somoza regime— the atrocities committed and the revolutionary

struggle against it— as well as the truth of life in post-revolutionary Sandinista

Nicaragua.

In the reprinted version of a speech held at the first national meeting of poetry

workshops in Nicaragua that introduces the anthology, Cardenal points to the authenticity

of the first-person perspective when he emphasizes how the popular nature of the talleres

upsets an elitist cultural sphere and allows new stories to enter into the Nicaraguan

literary symbolic order. This is a process that he explicitly links to a Marxist intervention,

like a Benjaminian “refunctioning,” by calling it a “socialization of the means of poetic

production.” The talleres, he asserts, are unlike poetry workshops in the United States,

where the tuition is high, and only those with money can participate (Cardenal, “Talleres

de poesía” 13). Instead, by encouraging the participation of the working classes, the

workshops create a “poetry of the people” that tells stories never before registered in

Nicaraguan poetry— stories that would remain unknown if it were not for the poems of

the talleres (13-14). This emphasis on the individual perspective as a source of truth is

underscored by the way the poems are organized in the book according to the name of the

poet, not the title of the poem.

Jiménez similarly underscores the “truths” available to a Nicaraguan public

through the eyewitness perspective of the poems. In her prologue to the volume, she does

this by describing the poems as reflections on the social conditions of poverty far superior
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to any kind of analyses that could be produced in a university setting, because they are

produced by the very people who inabit that setting (21).147

While the “experts” Cardenal and Jiménez explicitly locate truth in the eyewitness

account, the poems themselves make that connection implicitly in the way that they

reveal that which is in danger of remaining hidden to a wider public: memory of life

under Somoza, clandestine revolutionary work, the memory of a fallen compañero, or the

gains of the revolution that are threatened by the U.S.-supported Contra war.148 For

example, the poem “Hospital Amín Halum, Jinotega,” offers a reminder of life before the

revolution. The poet Juan Herrera Salazar, recounts his colleagues’ memories of the

hospital as a place where poor people were not welcome, and women suffering from

botched abortions were sent away (Jiménez 57).

Just as these first-person accounts speak to the truth of Somoza repression, they

also reveal how the revolution was accomplished. In the poem “en Masaya,” Marvin Rios

                                                
147 Jiménez writes about a workshop meeting: “Ahí estaban todos en mi oficina,
acostados a acuclillados en el suelo. Esa tarde se realizó todo un estudio psicológico y
socio-político de lo que es el habitat y las costumbres de la familia pobre,” ‘There they all
were in my office, lying or squatting on the floor. This afternoon we accomplished a
complete psychological and socio-political study of the habitat and customs of the poor
family’ (21).

148 Jiménez notes how the workshop poetry “rescues” history of the Sandinista struggle:
“así han quedado rescatados en poesía la historia de nuestros heroes (el amigo caído, el
hermano asesinado, el compañero combatiente, la novia alfabetizadora, el amor que se
marcha, la madre quieta ante su hijo caído mientras defendía la Revolución ahora en el
Norte y que no llora porque es miliciana guarda-frontera,” ‘so we have rescued in our
poetry the history of our heroes (the fallen friend, the assassinated brother, the combatant
who is a compañero, the new literacy campaign worker, the love that passes, the quiet
mother before her fallen son who died while defending the revolution who is now in the
north and doesn’t cry because she is a militant, guarding the border’ (31).
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recounts how he managed to communicate a secret message to a friend before the eyes of

the National Guard without becoming suspect: “no one noticed that we were making a

Sandinista contact” (50).149 The poet’s voice contributes to telling the “truth” of the

revolution by memorializing those Sandinistas who died in it. In poems such as “Carta-

poema para Ninfa Vélez ‘Diana’” by Juan Ramón Falcón (48-50), “Oscar González,” by

Marvin Ríos (50-52), “al combatiente Francisco Alemán,” by José Rafael Hernández

(78), and “Cruz González,” by Juana Vázquez (78-79), poets offer details they remember

about those killed in combat. For example, Marvin Ríos remembers how he learned that

his friend Oscar González, filled with shrapnel died in the middle of the street (51), and

Juana Vázquez recalls the “big smile” and “sparkling, black eyes” of Cruz González who

is one of the missing (78).

While the anthology makes claims as to the truth of the first-person perspective,

the form of the eyewitness account is authorized as authentic in two distinct ways. First,

Cardenal and Jiménez establish that the workshop participants, some of whom have never

read poetry before, or have just learned to read and write, have the authority to write as

poets because of the centrality of literature, especially poetry, to a Nicaraguan identity.

The national myth of Nicaragua as a land of poets is extended to its people (Johnson

14).150 Second, the authorization of the popular poet occurs as he or she receives the

                                                
149 “Nadie se dio cuenta que estábamos en un contacto Sandinista.”

150 In an interview with Kent Johnson, Cardenal explains the importance of poetry in
Nicaragua: “In Nicaragua almost all literary production has been poetic. This
characterizes Nicaragua in relation to other nations of Latin America. It’s one of the
reasons, I suppose, why we have been termed the ‘Land of the Poets.’ Why this is so, I
don’t know … it’s a tradition in Nicaragua” (Johnson 14).
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appropriate poetic training and produces work that meets the formal requirements spelled

out by Cardenal. According to the organizers of the talleres, the training that the

participants receive in the workshops equips them to be good poets.

Cardenal begins his “authorization” of the poetry workshops as the source of an

authentic perspective by situating the talleres within a national literary-historical

narrative. According to Cardenal, the “greatness” of Nicaraguan poetry— which he

claims as some of the “best in Latin America”— stems from the way that poets in the

country have always shared their expertise in a “workshop” fashion (“Talleres de poesía”

9-10). That is, experienced poets, from the famous Rubén Darío who wrote in the

nineteenth century to Cardenal himself, have always been willing to teach what they

know to a younger generation rather than disagreeing with them (9-10). Yet while this

“workshop” tradition occurred between elites, it is now a process that characterizes

creative work between “the people” (9).

By referring to Darío in his discussion of revolutionary art, Cardenal claims the

preeminent poet of Latin American modernismo as the figure who can authorize the

Sandinista cultural project. As David Whisnant has argued, Cardenal claimed that Darío’s

anti-imperial writing had influenced Sandino who, in turn, influenced Carlos Fonseca, the

founder of the FSLN, thereby “asserting direct political descent from Darío through

Sandino to the contemporary FSLN” (334). By drawing a connection between Darío, the

artist, and Sandino, the revolutionary, Cardenal asserted a national precedent of

revolutionary art as he defines the workshop program. Yet his insistence that an unbroken

lineage of a high art tradition shapes the post-revolutionary talleres which are to radically
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relocate cultural production from an elite to a popular sphere is problematic. From a

Benjaminian perspective, it negates the need for considering how the poetic form as well

as its producers must change in order to effect a refunctioning of literature.

Indeed, Cardenal and Jiménez authorize a new, authentic, poetry by drawing on

formal parameters derived from a high art tradition. It is not enough for Cardenal to

describe the poetry of the talleres as the direct descendant of a great Nicaraguan poetic

tradition in order to authorize its claim to be art: the proper formal training is required,

and formal parameters must be followed in order to write artistically. Thus the possibility

for “Umfunktionierung” is aborted as popular forms— including the kind of poetry

produced by those who are not trained— are discarded in favor of particular guidelines

established by Cardenal. In his speech that serves as a preface to the anthology, Cardenal

dismisses poetry that rehearses revolutionary themes. It is “not art,” it is “bad” (“Talleres

de poesía” 16). For her part, Jiménez rejects poetry that abuses “commonplaces” and is

clearly “deformed” by “bad propaganda,” or the “sub-literature” that is a product of

(presumably U.S.) “ideological penetration” (36).151 This suspicion of popular, untrained

                                                
151 Cardenal writes of the relationship between the poetry workshops and “good” poetry:
“En todos los concurses de poesía de las organizaciones de masas, cuando no han
participado poetas de los Talleres de Poesía, todo lo que ha llegado es malo. Al
Ministerio de Cultura … llegan poemas de mucha gente del pueblo, … siempre con
temas revolucionarios … pero siempre son malos” ‘In all of the poetry competitions run
by mass organizations, when people have not participated in the poetry workshops,
everything we have received is bad. Many poems by many people are sent to the ministry
of culture … always with revolutionary themes … but they are always bad’ (“Talleres de
poesía” 15). Jiménez makes a similar connection between “good” writing and the
talleres: “Ahí … acuden todos los atraídos por la poesía. A veces no han escrito nunca un
poema, otras tienen poco escrito y otras tienen mucho pero con lugares comúnes y más
bien como un no-arte como solía ocurrir con el pueblo (tan deformado siempre con la
mala propaganda o por la subliteratura, producto de la penetración ideológica)” ‘There
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art is also evident in documentation of the workshop sessions. When the poet Vidaluz

Meneses visited a session, she found the attitude of Jiménez “sharp and cutting … with

respect to the kinds of poetic language preferred and the necessity to eliminate all

metaphors and similes as ‘obscurantisms’” (Whisnant 244).

If the workshop organizers rejected popular forms as inartistic, they gave the new

poets specific guidelines for reading and writing. These guidelines were based on similar

texts and precepts that guided Cardenal’s own work, described as exteriorismo.

“Exteriorist poetry,” which emphasized “images of the exterior world, the world we see

and sense” that aimed for a certain objectivity, “narrative and anecdotic, made with

elements of real life and with concrete things,” was, for Cardenal, best suited for

transmitting political themes (Hollis 113; Cardenal, “Flights of Victory” x; Johnson 14).

Thus Cardenal’s “Rules for Writing Poetry,” derived from Ezra Pound’s ABC of Reading

that were distributed to the workshop members, describe the formal means to implement

this kind of objectivity. Writers are to use free verse and be sparing with words, but they

are also encouraged to use proper names, concrete images, and to “write as one speaks”

(Hollis 113-14). The value of this training, according to Cardenal, is reinforced not only

by the fact that it produces good poetry, but also because well-known poets and critics

                                                                                                                                                
are gathered all who are attracted to poetry. Sometimes they have never written a poem,
others have written a little, and others much but with commonplaces and more like a non-
art which tened to happen with the people (so deformed from bad propaganda or sub-
literature, a product of ideological penetration’ (36).
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across the globe are paying attention to it as an important literary phenomenon (“Talleres

de poesía” 14-16).152

Cardenal and the poetry workshops came under heavy criticism from Nicaraguan

and Latin American writers who were concerned about limiting artistic expression in

post-revolutionary Nicaragua.153 Even though Cardenal claimed that his “Rules” were not

“meant to be taken as the imposition of a single method of writing,” writers were worried

that Exteriorism would become the only accepted mode of writing in Nicaragua. While

subjecting the talleres to an aesthetic critique might seem in line with Benjamin’s

exhortation that “the tendency of a literary work can only be politically correct if it is also

literarily correct” (“Author as Producer” 256), Cardenal and Jiménez’s pedagogy fails in

the crucial task set out for the author as producer— to critically examine their own

position in the relations of production.

In his reflections on the Nicaraguan poetry workshops, Ernesto Cardenal draws on

the words of the Venezuelan intellectual Joaquín Marta Sosa in order to assert that the

talleres represent a refunctioning of literature. As Sosa asserts, “the people have begun to

own poetry in Nicaragua: not because they read more in cheap editions, but because they

produce it” (Cardenal, “Talleres de poesía” 15). Yet I would argue that while the

                                                
152 Cardenal cites such various people and sources as Robert Pring-Mill at Oxford, the
literary critic Carlos Rincón, the Uruguayan writer Eduardo Galeano, and the New York
Times (13-14).

153 A debate about the poetry workshops entitled “Entre la Libertad y el Miedo” ‘Between
Freedom and Fear’ appeared in the March 7, 1981 issue of Ventana, the cultural
supplement to Barricada, the official newspaper of the FSLN. This debate is translated
and reprinted in Steven White’s Culture and Politics in Nicaragua: Testimonies of Poets
and Writers (1986).
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workshops did increase popular participation in the means of literary production, the

formal index of this increased participation— the first-person perspective rendered

authentic by authorizing new classes of people to be poets— does not necessarily lead to

“Umfunktionierung.” Instead, the dismissal of popular forms and the use of Cardenal’s

“Rules for Writing Poetry” in teaching new poets suggests that the poems of the talleres

reflect a fetishization of the eyewitness account rather than an intervention in the

production of literature (Hollis 113).154 In other words, the “I” form used in the workshop

poetry, while it conveys personal perspectives on contemporary history, does not engage

historically with current modes of literary production, but like those socially critical

writers Benjamin critiques, merely inserts new content into old forms.

The first-person texts I have considered here emerged in an attempt to refunction

Nicaraguan literature in the context of the Sandinista revolution. In what seems to be an

echo of the major thrust of Benjamin’s essay “Author as Producer,” the post-

revolutionary Nicaraguan cultural sphere attempted to recast the author from being a

detached critic of social phenomena to a “producer” who was implicated within, and

therefore able to transform, the apparatus of production. As in West Germany, where a

similar shift in the conception of the author from elite, critical observer to “producer”

resulted in the development of first-person narratives, writers in Nicaraguan Sandinista

                                                
154 Nicaraguan as well as Latin American poets and writers expressed concern about the
formal parameters of the workshop poetry. While their critique did not focus on the use
of the first-person perspective, writers felt that new poets should not be restricted by
formal criteria, but, as the Argentine poet Juan Gelman said, should “find [their own
voices]” (White 104).
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privileged the “I”-voice as the form best suited to accompany such a re-positioning of the

author, and thus the most authentic mode in which to effect a literary witness to history in

the making.

Yet I argue that a Sandinista move toward “authentic” literary production, fell

short of its goal as a refunctioning of literature. My focus on the way that author positions

are asserted via the supposedly popular form of the first-person voice, demonstrates how

notions of authorial expertise are reinforced, rather than reworked in these ostensibly

testimonial texts. Thus Margaret Randall’s authoritative ordering of testimonial texts that

places them within a particular historical frame reinforces her own position of author as

educated expert. Cabezas’s narrative about his experiences as a Sandinista guerrilla

implicitly relates his authority to narrate his story with the kinds of perspectives and

experiences valued by the post-revolutionary government, even as his text adopts what

Benjamin would call an “attitude” of inclusivity— a we-subject— these criteria for

authenticity come across as unique to his individual and privileged experience. Nowhere

is the failure to refunction the literary clearer than in the anthology of poetry workshop

poems, which is premised on the notion that authority is derived from a high art, or

modernist, aesthetic. In other words, the authenticity that all of these texts claim derives

from traditional locations of enunciation: an educated, analytical perspective, political

power, and high art. The problem thus lies not in the radical intentions of the testimonio

move, but in how Benjamin’s analytical tools reveal that they did not go far enough.

It may be that this is a matter of degree— that attempts at refunctioning can never

be complete, and that the texts under study achieved more than their predecessors in
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unsettling the bases of literary authority. Certainly, however, the ability of these works to

effect a radical transformation in literary production was attenuated by their links to an

official sphere. This connection can be seen in their smoothing-over of the dis-ordered

enunciations derived from traumatic experience— in the case of Randall— or their

exclusion of truly popular articulations of poetic language— in the case of the poetry

workshops.

Paradoxically, the emphasis placed on democratizing literature by the new

Sandinista government was accompanied by the felt need to maintain control of cultural

production as the Sandinistas were both struggling to justify new policies and coming

under siege by U.S.-funded Contra troops (Whisnant 236-37). In an environment in

which Sandinistas felt vulnerable, it was, some felt, important that cultural expression

project a unified picture of Sandinista Nicaragua (Beverley and Zimmerman 108). As a

result, the testimonial form became, to a certain extent, institutionalized in the sense of

Enzensberger, but without the author’s degree of intellectual independence suggested in

his essay on the “consciousness industry” of hegemonic media (Enzensberger 19). In

Nicaragua, I suggest here, the historical relationship of the genre to the means of literary

production, the social function of the form, was not, or could not be sufficiently

interrogated. As John Beverley and Marc Zimmerman argue, a post-revolutionary literary

landscape was not necessarily characterized by first-person texts that called into question

the institution of literature, but characterized by “more or less unpolished first-person

accounts of Sandinista heroics” and testimonial texts crafted by “professional writers”

(188). Such manipulation may well reflect the predicament faced by any successful
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revolution, by any insurrectionist movement that needs to consolidate its power base

when it becomes a state.

The Benjaminian method exercised in this chapter provides a useful lens for

understanding the historical details of such a dilemma, as it is realized in literature.

Reading representative post-revolutionary Nicaraguan works in terms of Benjamin’s

notion of refunctioning allows for a critical look at the way both authenticity and

authority are claimed in these texts. Benjamin’s emphasis on investigating the historical

relationship between form and author position leads to more nuanced understandings of

the way the “I” of the testimonies respond to the literary means of production. As in the

case of Menchú, we find that the “I” is not a transparent, authentic category, but linked

with discourses of authority that characterize a literary, cultural sphere. In post-

revolutionary Nicaragua, a revolutionary, testimonial “I” did not “buck” such discourses,

but reinforced them in a variety of ways that modified the parameters of what might be

considered testimonial. Hence the search for a critical author position remained

unfinished and the testimonial genre was subtly modified to maintain the aura of

authenticity in the service of consciousness manipulation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion: Coeval Literatures: Histories in/of Literature

In this dissertation, I have exercised a method that uses Benjamin’s ideas of

historical materialism and author position to situate coeval literary texts as part of the

same history. All of the texts I have analyzed appeared during critical moments of the

Cold War. Seghers and Carpentier’s historical works about the Caribbean were published

as the revolutionary states with which they were affiliated established their national

positions within the bi-polar political field of the Cold War. Such events as the

construction of the Berlin Wall (1961), the Cuban Revolution (1959), and the Bay of Pigs

invasion (1961) characterized this moment. In a similar way, the eyewitness narratives of

post-revolutionary Nicaragua written in the early 1980s by West German and Nicaraguan

writers were produced in the context of the U.S.-funded attack on the successful

Sandinista revolution.

These historical junctures opened possibilities for writers to address questions of

what an author’s social position was, as well as how literature should function in society.

In Benjamin’s words, these were “moments of danger” which offered the potential for a

“flash” of historical insight or intervention. Although working in distinct contexts, and

with varying degrees of success, these writers shared the kind of belief that Benjamin

held in the revolutionary potential of the historian/ author to transform society by calling

attention to— and hence disturbing— either monolithic historical narratives, or a literary

apparatus linked to exploitative relations of production.
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In this sense, all of the writers of my study can be viewed as occupying the

position of “messenger writers,” who, like the revolutionary messengers of Seghers and

Carpentier’s works, seek to disseminate messages of alternate historical viewpoints in

order to challenge hegemonic, historical narratives. This was the kind of author position

Carpentier and Seghers occupied and represented in their fictional interpretations of the

past in which they challenged official “state” versions of history. The notion of the

“messenger writer” who brings the message of historical critique also characterized the

way West German and Nicaraguan authors viewed their role when fashioning testimonial

writing of post-revolutionary Nicaragua that was intended, in part, to correct international

misconceptions about the revolution. My task in the dissertation has been to contextualize

the various enactments and implications of such an author position of “messenger writer”

as it was performed and represented by a loose international community leftist authors

during the Cold War.

Anna Seghers and Alejo Carpentier: In Search of Critical Histories

From my perspective, the challenge for both Seghers and Carpentier was to avoid

historicism, which for Benjamin means viewing the past as a series of causally linked

events that culminates in the triumph of a particular cause. Such history is ultimately a-

historical because it ignores both the social role of the historian narrating it, as well as the

stories of those for whom triumph means defeat. Yet both these authors wrote under the

aegis of governmental policies that promulgated an official view of history and both

Seghers and Carpentier were official representatives of revolutionary states that expected
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them, as authors, to reiterate new national histories that relied on the exclusion of certain

pasts. In East Germany, such a national historical narrative emphasized the rise of a

progressive society based on anti-fascist struggle, but repressed stories of those whose

experiences did not fit that mold. In post-revolutionary Cuba, the predominant national

story stressed Cuba’s independence from U.S. influence, and embraced expressions of a

popular, Cuban identity: stories that did not celebrate this view of Cuban identity were

marginalized.

To an extent, Seghers and Carpentier could support the new histories their

respective countries privileged and that sought to correct for the injustices of their pasts.

Both Seghers and Carpentier had been victims of these injustices— the marginalized

“others” of the historical and national narratives their new homelands were attempting to

revise. Seghers, who was Jewish, communist, and anti-fascist, was forced into exile

during the Third Reich. Carpentier, who had already supported the overthrow of the pro-

U.S. Machado government was also exiled in Paris during the 1930s. As a result, both

engaged— as authors— the “new” revolutionary stories that had become their nations’

official histories. Seghers wrote novels about an anti-fascist, East German present;

Carpentier thematized post-revolutionary Cuba.

Yet their personal histories as former exiles who continued to align themselves

with the kind of international, critical, literary sphere that had been their literary “home”

while in exile, also illuminated for these writers the relationship between historicism and

oppression. Both Seghers and Carpentier were well aware that they were expected to

write historicist narratives that echoed a particular official view, and the works examined
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here reveal that both writers were notably circumspect about the role of their literary

work with regard to such views of history.155 Even if neither author publicly articulated

this reticence, their works clearly marginalize or even condemn historicism. In both

Karibische Geschichten and El siglo de las luces, instruments of execution for political

dissidents— the gallows and the guillotine— signify the grim consequence of historicist

thought and practice. Both works demonstrate how regimes that oppress—  or excise—

stories that run counter to an official version of history also oppress—  or execute—

those who speak, or act against them.

Against their presentation of the way historicism is lived out, Seghers and

Carpentier posit messenger writers who engage in what I identify as the historical-

materialist practice Benjamin describes. Both works feature characters assigned to

disseminate an emancipatory revolutionary message, or a new vision of history that

includes stories of the disenfranchised. In a radical gesture for any work produced from a

position as official as Seghers’s and Carpentier’s were, however, these characters

recognize the impossibility of imposing such a historical view via official frameworks.

Rather, they “read” the past, the stories of those whom they have been sent to liberate, in

terms of their own perspectives. Thus in Seghers’s “Das Licht auf dem Galgen,” Jean

Sasportas clandestinely continues the aborted mission to foment slave rebellion in

Jamaica not because of loyalty to a particular “mission,” but because of the relationships

he has developed with slaves on the island. In Carpentier’s El siglo de las luces, Esteban

comes to reject the historical visions that Hugues asserts because they disregard the

                                                
155 I am unaware to what extent either engaged the ideas and vocabulary of Benjamin
specifically, though he was their contemporary in exile.
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reality of popular experience. Both Sasportas and Esteban, then, not only represent a

historical view, but act historically: they pay attention to the intersection between

historical narratives and their own and popular responses to them.

 Yet, as I have argued, Seghers and Carpentier do not only represent historical

materialist practice in their narratives, they perform it in the writing and publication of

their historical fictional texts. Both works can be seen as the authors’ material and critical

responses to specific historicist narratives that they were expected to reinforce as authors.

By choosing topics and dissemination practices— as well as genres, in the case of

Seghers— that existed outside the purview of officially endorsed writing and publishing

practices, Seghers and Carpentier asserted author positions of history teller that were

distinct from those endorsed by their states, and which they publicly upheld (or, at least,

which they never publicly rejected).

Nicaraguan and West German Eyewitnesses and Umfunktionierung

The Contra War in Nicaragua of the early 1980s provided both material and a

venue in which writers from West Germany and Nicaragua sought to effect social change

via critical writing practices, specifically, the first-person, experiential narrative. This

formal device was held to insert a popular voice— implying a popular or alternative

historical perspective— into a public, literary sphere that had previously been

characterized by either U.S. cultural products or writing by authors who remained

politically detached. In Benjaminian terms, then, authors in both West Germany and

Nicaragua began to consider their position as “producers” within the literary means of
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production. Their efforts to transform, or “refunction” critical writing via first-person

narratives that asserted an author position of eyewitness to history, thus rested on the

authenticity of the authorial voice. Furthermore, through the use of an “authentic” first-

person voice, the “messenger writers” I explore in Chapters Four and Five— all working

within the context of an international pro-Sandinista solidarity movement— seek to

disseminate the message of “authentic” Sandinista Nicaragua in order to correct

misrepresentations of the Revolution both within and outside Nicaragua.

As critics have noted, West German texts about post-revolutionary Nicaragua

generally fail in their attempts to portray an “authentic” Nicaragua. Yet I argue that they

are useful as historical documents of particular author positions that these writers had

developed to bring about social change within the Federal Republic of Germany, and that

their efforts to apply these critical stances to perceived injustice in another part of the

world drew attention in Germany to contemporary events in Nicaragua. The thrust of

their criticism depended largely on the genres used. Günter Wallraff’s documentary text

sought to expose the realities of working life in the country based on narratives written by

those who had experienced those realities first-hand. Hans Christoph Buch, in turn, draws

on a New Subjective poetics he had championed in the 1970s in order to describe post-

revolutionary Nicaraguan life as he experiences it. Finally, Franz Xaver Kroetz’s first-

person diary in which he relates his travels through Nicaragua is an attempt to re-

authenticate a literary voice that he feels no longer presents a challenge to the literary

means of production in Germany and Austria.
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In order to express their indignation at U.S. military support for a counter-

revolutionary movement against the Sandinistas— support that occurred not incidentally

at the same time the U.S. was stationing nuclear missilies in the Federal Republic—

writers drew on the first-person genres they had developed to exercise social criticism

and effect social change in their own country. In the end, the work tells us a great deal

about a historical moment in German letters, if not all that much about Nicaragua.

In contrast to these accounts of the Sandinista struggle by key members of the

West German literary establishment, the post-revolutionary Nicaraguan testimonio

disseminated stories of marginalized persons who had been at the margins of the

previous, exploitative regime. Such publications introduced to discourse about the

Sandinista movement— and to the literary apparatus— the critical eyewitness accounts

of the often illiterate and disaffected. This was part and parcel of a post-revolutionary

social transformation aimed at enabling popular control of the means of production across

Nicaraguan society. These efforts in the literary sphere stepped towards a Benjaminian

conception of the author as a “producer” who could refunction an elitist literary

apparatus, and ultimately, authenticate literature. Despite attempts to support social

change by thinking historically about the author’s social position, the refunctioning effort

was often limited to increasing the number and diversity of “authors” without an

accompanying critique of conventional sources of authorial authority, such as “high art”

poetics.

Both a desire to refunction and authenticate literature, and the difficulty of

radically redefining, and relocating authorship, characterize the representative post-
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revolutionary testimonial works of my study. Here I have distinguished the ways in

which authors drawing on this genre struggled to redefine a Nicaraguan author position.

Thus, Margaret Randall foregrounds the previously subjugated perspectives of women

Sandinistas in Todas estamos despiertas, yet does not completely relinquish an

authoritative position as the author-editor who ultimately shapes the text. Omar Cabezas

appropriates the testimonial narrative by making an effort to insert a popular,

“Nicaraguan” voice into the public, literary sphere. In this sense, he continues to rely on

traditional notions of authorial expertise rather than the spontaneous voices of people

otherwise unheard. The third refunctioning I describe, the poetry produced by the

working classes in poetry workshops organized by the Sandinista government, reveals

how notions of a “high art” tradition emerged in the training the workers received. In

analyzing this movement I have proposed that the attempt to impose a particular,

modernist poetics into such efforts reinforces the means of literary production, moving to

transform the workshop participants more than the role of “author” itself. The poetry

workshops thus fall short of their aim of popularizing literature. In all three cases, the

attempt at refunctioning produces more authors, or authors from different backgrounds

than might be expected, but misses an opportunity to create new audiences for new

voices, to refunction what an author is, and to open the boundaries of what she can say.

Ultimately, and throughout this dissertation I stress the importance of recognizing

that, regardless of the origin of the author as witness, critical assessment necessitates

weighing a work’s messages against the historical relations that shape them. This process
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represents an imperative for identifying the historically positioned authority behind an

ostensibly authoritative voice. In such ways I have illustrated the valence that exists

between an author’s social function, and the view of history addressed in that author’s

work.

In doing so, I have tried to offer new perspectives on what can be gleaned from

this Benjaminian attention to literary social function, perspectives that might otherwise be

missed. In other words, the method I have exercised in the preceding analysis is itself an

attempt to refunction literary history and criticism. My decision to read together sets of

coeval texts is a deliberate departure from investigations that have analyzed them

primarily in terms of the way that they thematize encounters between “first” and “third,”

or new and old worlds. That mode of inquiry, drawing as it does on a post-colonial

theoretical framework, tends to regard these parallel works separately from each other as

texts informed by discourses characteristic of a “first-world” “core” or a “third-world”

“periphery.” Framing them thus results in a reduced emphasis on the way a work

examines particular social roles and their social practices. Paradoxically, then, an

examination of works such as those of my study in terms of their position within radically

distinct discourses and their inability either to understand the “other” about which they’re

writing, or the challenges they face as the “other” reenacts the marginalization of the

“other” that they critique.

Such a post-colonial focus has been and continues to be critical for the way it

interrogates the extent to which literary production is implicated within the larger

discourses of colonialism and anti-colonialism. By calling for the simultaneous
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consideration of texts from radically distinct contexts, I am not suggesting there is a

politically neutral, or “level” playing field within which to consider literary production.

What I am calling for, though, is a new way of thinking about literary history that

considers the historical position of the author within a global context, and could lead to a

material history of literatures configured otherwise than nationally— for example,

international, leftist writing.

If Benjamin’s work on historiography and critical writing pushes me to reflect on

the writer’s historical position in my investigations of socially critical work, it also leads

me to the broader conclusion that literary history itself must chart the historical, material

life of texts’ production through an emphasis on authorship and the literary apparatus

rather than relegating authors and their works to categories such as national epochs or

genre types in and of themselves. These categories can by no means be taken for granted,

or considered as transcendent or a-historical. Indeed, I argue that a historicist perspective

has prevailed in literary historical work— particularly in investigations of the German

texts I consider— and one that focuses on the “attitude” of the work to a particular

intellectual era or political problem, but does not adequately consider its “position”

within the means of literary production. As a result, such investigations are a-historical to

the extent that questions of production are elided in evaluations of the work’s content vis-

à-vis a particular discourse.

In the internet age, it is self evident that communication and cultural production

must be conceived and analyzed as global phenomena. Yet this work is premised on the

idea that the kind of global imaginary we take for granted reaches farther back than the
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world wide web. In the historical timeframe of the texts I investigate, the need for such

transnational contextualization is no less important for offering a less obvious mode of

analysis. Reading coeval texts as performing a particular author position, or for the way

they function within a literary “apparatus,” offers at least two ways to re-historicize

literary historical writing. First, it offers insight into the work as a historical, material

artifact that is of a piece with dominant modes of production. As such, it possesses the

capability of intervening in, and even transforming them. Second, such an emphasis on

the materiality of the text opens the space for comparative investigations, multi-national

inquiries into the practice of authorship that offer a global, historical picture of authorship

and textual production during the Cold War. What can then result is a story of literature

that does not rely on the conceit of independent bodies of work developing in isolation

from one another. By thus “refunctioning” literary history, we can chart the material lives

of texts and explore them as instantiations of social relations, and possibilities for social

transformation.
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